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Abstract 

The visceral emotional reactions that users have to technologies is 

increasingly understood to be important in terms of safety, performance, and 

pleasure in its own right. This thesis systematically explores users's emotional 

(affect) reactions to everyday physical manual controls, in order to inform a 

design process that considers appropriate affective response as well as perfor

mance relationships. 

Design of both mechanical and emerging mechatronic physical controls 

are addressed. This novel design process includes parameterizing second 

order (inertial) dynamics using a system identification technique, and render

ing models on a custom force-feedback knob. Next, this thesis explores bio-

metric and self-reported measures of the affective responses elicited by these 

dynamics, and an iterative prototyping tool for rapid refinement of the "feel" 

of physical controls. This research impacts use of the passive physical inter

faces such as mechanical knobs and sliders that are already ubiquitous in our 

everyday environments, as well as the active physical controls that are emerg

ing in embedded computing environments such as cars, games, and medical 

devices. 
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Chapter 0 
Introduction 

Physical controls, such as knobs, sliders, and buttons, are common 

within residential, commercial, and industrial settings. For example, knobs in 

home stereos change radio stations, scroll wheels in computer mice aid scroll

ing in word processors, and sliders in manufacturing plants adjust conveyor 

belt speeds. When users do not think about the inertia of a stereo volume 

knob, the "clicks" on a scroll wheel, or the friction on a conveyor belt control, 
i 

the designers of these controls have done their jobs well. Understanding what 

makes a good design is still a major challenge for the design community. This 

thesis presents a novel, rapid design cycle for developing physical control 

dynamics, and user studies that examine emotional and performance effects of 

these physical dynamics. 

Two types of physical controls are explored: mechanical physical con

trol dynamics (e.g., the feel of a kitchen stove knob) that are ubiquitious in our 

everyday environments, and emerging mechatronic controls (e.g., the feel of a 

force-feedback iDrive knob in an automobile cockpit [39]) that are rapidly 

increasing in prevalence because of the trend towards embedding small, spe

cialized computers into our surroundings (ubiquitous computing). 

A primary theme of this thesis is that physical control design should 

not be based solely on mathematical or physical properties of knobs (more 

generally, on any manual control), but also on human-centred properties that 

are more subjective, such as emotion. In addition to its technical innovations, 

this thesis describes both quantitative and qualitative user studies to under

stand these elements that can not be deduced by mechanical means alone. We 

examine knobs in this research, but our results are applicable to other physical 

controls such as sliders and buttons. 
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0.1 Motivation for Affective Design of Physical Controls 

Emotional reactions always accompany thoughts [106]. For example, 

people rarely see just a "house". They instead see a handsome house, a preten

tious house, or an ugly house [110]. As with any object, every interaction with 

a knob, slider, or button, elicits conscious and unconscious emotional 

responses. The, intimacy created by sustained physical contact with such inter

faces makes emotion-based research an important design dimension. Affective 

responses are the type of emotional responses that are visceral and uncon

scious — our gut reactions [70]. This thesis focuses on affective responses 

because they are the least variable, and therefore most generalizable, across 

people with different personal backgrounds, cultures, ages, and genders. 

Affect can be defined almost exclusively using two dimensions: valence and 

arousal [79,106]. Valence measures whether an affective response is good or 

bad, and arousal measures the magnitude of the affective response. 

People typically interact with physical controls for a few seconds per 

use. However, these short interactions occur frequently each day, and during 

many days of the year. The prevalence of physical controls in our environment 

means that relatively small improvements in the appropriateness of each 

affective and performance design could have a significant cumulative long-

term impact on users. The relative value of affective and performance design 

is difficult to judge without comprehensive and appropriate metrics. Perfor

mance metrics for physical control dynamics have been studied and used 

extensively; metrics for the affective design of dynamics for physical controls 

have been less explored. This thesis introduces metrics to aid judgements of 

the value of affective design for physical controls, and development of physi

cal dynamics that elicit more appropriate affective responses from target 

users. 

0.2 Motivation for Improving Physical Control Design 

Mark Weiser noted that "the most profound technologies are those that 

disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they 
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are indistinguishable from it" [102]. This transition towards more transparent 

computing infrastructure involves progression away from general-purpose 

computers to ubiquitous special-purpose embedded computation, keyboards 

and mice are being replaced by dedicated physical controls such, as knobs, 

sliders, and switches. 

Traditional design has always concerned itself with "feel". For exam

ple, Knowles and Sheridan's [49] early work on friction and inertia was 

applied directly to make the dials of rotary telephones "feel right". Their work 

focused on passive mechanical controls — purely mechanical interfaces. A 

new generation of these familiar manual controls are becoming active: the way 

they 'feel' is programmed to reflect measured user actions and situational con

text. Such controls are often termed "mechatronic" because they contain both 

mechanical and electronic components. For example, the BMW iDrive, a hap

tic (force-feedback) knob embedded in an automobile cockpit, provides a dif

ferent "feel" in different situations such as tuning the radio or adjusting the 

fan speed. This haptic knob is designed to help the driver focus more visual 

attention and cognitive effort on driving instead of on interacting with typical 

'comfort' features such as climate control and music selection [39]. Because of 

their pervasiveness in the developed world, it is worth examining our interac

tions with passive manual control interactions in detail, with the goal of gain

ing insight for the design of future active controls. 

Although active mechatronic knobs currently cost more than passive, 

mechanical knobs, active knobs are more versatile. Manufacturers can replace 

a collection of special purpose mechanical knobs with one or perhaps a few 

mechatronic knobs that can be easily programmed for multiple purposes. 

Updates can then be done in firmware instead of needing to change a collec

tion of mechanical parts. An economy of scale is therefore perhaps possible 

with active knobs that cannot be achieved with simple mechanical knobs. 
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0.3 Current Design of Physical Control Dynamics 

Mechanical physical controls, such as door knobs, have been designed 

and refined for centuries. Mechatronic physical controls, such as force-feed

back door knobs that enable a person to "feel" the human activity behind a 

closed door [59], have been developed since the end of the 20 t h century. Like 

any mature product, knobs must not only function well, they must function in 

a way that induces an appropriate emotional response. For example, a door 

knob for a building entrance that feels heavy, solid, and does not rattle will 

induce a sense of security and quality for the environment that lies beyond the 

door. These emotional (affective) responses typically influence a person's ini

tial decision about adoption, and their decisions of maintained usage. Conse

quently, a product that performs well but elicits inappropriate affective 

feedback to its user(s) will often be rejected. 

Despite this, affective parameters are typically discerned relatively late 

in the design cycle via focus groups and written surveys of users. 

Development and refinement of mechanical assemblies typically 

involves iterative construction of physical controls - a time-consuming and 

costly process. Psychophysical experiments to estimate the appropriate 

dynamics typically involve complex physical mass and cable assemblies for 

each dynamic property of interest [49]. With such a setup, certain dynamic 

combinations are difficult, or impossible, to produce. Al l of this makes it diffi

cult to optimize the "feel" of physical controls except through cumbersome 

trial-and-error iteration. 

Despite the advantages that mechatronic controls may seem to enjoy, 

the current situation is actually not much'better when it comes to optimizing 

affective parameters. Current mechatronic physical control development typi

cally involves extensive coding of physical mechanics using complex real-time 

systems. Although easier to refine than a mechanical setup, relating the code 

to the "feel" of the physical control dynamics is a difficult process requiring 

technical sophistication and design savvy. For these reasons, the refinement of 
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Deployed Knob Haptic Icon Prototyper Measuring Affect 
— S t e p 5 Step 4 

Figure 1: Process for affective physical control design 

dynamics and evaluation of the affective responses elicited by these dynamics 

are rarely conducted in a systematic, tightly coupled design process. 

0.4 Approach Presented in this Thesis 

This thesis presents a holistic process for iteratively designing physical 

control dynamics that elicit appropriate affective responses in their target user 

groups. Although this process is applicable to any physical control, knobs 

were chosen as the test physical control. Figure 1 illustrates the major steps in 

the design process that we developed. The figure also illustrates the high-level 

structure of this thesis. Each step is described in a separate chapter, which we 
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briefly summarize here while noting the main contributions made by our 

research. 

Step/Chapter 1: Haptic camera — We capture representative dynamics 

from the plethora of existing knobs by measuring the dynamic position-, 

velocity-, and acceleration-dependent responses to sinusoid torque stimuli. 

This step's contribution is the development of a novel apparatus, a 

Haptic Camera, for capturing rotary position-, velocity-, and acceleration-

based dynamics at resolutions that meet or exceed the best current systems. 

This includes development of novel gripping techniques and enhancements to 

a state-of-the-art torque sensor for active measurement. 

Step/Chapter 2: Characterization — We fit the captured data to non

linear mathematical models that are practical to accurately render, and intui

tive for designers to manipulate. 

This step's contribution is the refinement of non-linear curve fitting 

techniques for position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based mechanical models. 

Step/Chapter 3: Rendering and validation — We render the modelled 

dynamics, based on physical knobs and/or manipulated simulations, on a 

force-feedback knob. 

This step's contribution is the development of a haptic knob that 

updates at 10 kHz, providing up to 180 mNm continuous torque, while main

taining 9.8 x 10"6 rad positional resolution. Typical force-feedback knobs 

update at < 1 kHz, provide ~18 mNm of continuous torque, and maintain 3.1 x 

10 rad positional resolution [39]. 

Step/Chapter 4: Measuring affect — We explore the visceral emotional 

responses to the modelled dynamics using self-report and biometric measures. 

This step's contribution is the exploration of affect relationships 

between knob dynamics through user studies involving self-report rating 

scales and biometric electromyographic and skin conductance techniques to 
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measure relative and absolute affective responses, respectively, along the two 

primary affect dimensions of valence and arousal. 

We also observed that moving a physical control towards different dis

tances or towards different target sizes has less of an effect on performance 

compared to affective characteristics such as knob rendering type. 

Step/Chapter 5: Haptic icon prototyper — We describe a Haptic Icon 

Prototyper which allows signal design that combines dynamic properties of 

existing knobs and non-mechanically-based properties for rendering on a 

force-feedback knob. We address both the functionality and user interface 

issues for modifying and tuning haptic representations. Final haptic represen

tations can then be deployed into physical controls within products. 

This step's contribution is the development of a novel prototyping test-

bed, the Haptic Icon Prototyper and its design principles, for iteratively 

designing and editing position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based dynamic 

properties. 

Related work and conclusions for each step are contained in their 

respective chapters. Chapter 6 describes overall conclusions and future work. 

0.5 Examples of Application Contexts 

There are many everyday uses of physical knobs that may eventually 

be met by mechatronic knobs. Figure 2 provides three diverse application con

texts in which affective design of knob dynamics could aid user interaction. 

Each of these applications is explained in more detail in this section. 

0.5.1 Game Character Control 
Computer and video games have become a major sector in the enter

tainment industry. Figure 2(a) shows a scene from a video game called The Act 
by Cecropia (clips at: http://www.cecropia.com/theAct). Instead of a key

board and mouse or a.complex game pad, character interaction in The Act is 

controlled by a single knob. Rotating the knob can change, for example, the 

protagonist's level of courage. The central theme of the game is to observe the 
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boiler settings in a power plant, and (c) slider bar settings in an on-line search 
tool. 
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effects of making characters "charming, tough, sexy, aggressive, sweet, goofy, 

..." [3]. The knob used in the current prototype of The Act is passive (non-actu

ated). If it were active, its haptic feel could subtly meld with the current emo

tional context of the video game to enhance a player's gaming experience: the 

knob could feel 'harsher' as a scene's mood becomes tenser. Determining knob 

dynamics such as friction, inertia, or detents ('clicks') for a particular emo

tional context would require an understanding of how these influence a 

player's emotional response, as well as how transitions between different knob 

dynamics should integrate with the animated scene, and which dimensions of 

emotion are most important at a particular segment in the game. 

0.5.2 Manual Control of Complex Systems 
Many settings for time and safety critical environments, such as the 

power plant interface illustrated in Figure 2(b), require operators to manually 

interact with the system either on a routine basis or during emergency over

ride situations. Special cover plates often act as a barrier preventing accidental 

use of a sensitive physical control. Adding active feelings to the movements of 

such physical controls could reinforce a recognition of safe and unsafe settings 

for the operator. For example, a knob for controlling atomizing steam pressure 

or air flow in the power plant could feel 'unpleasant' at risky settings, but feel 

'pleasant' at conservative settings. Such psychological reinforcement could be 

particularly beneficial during emergency situations because the increased reli

ance on haptic feedback would leave more of the operator's cognitive 

resources to focus on the emergency situation. 

0.5.3 Media Manipulation 
Yahoo's Mindset is a search engine prototype where users can adjust a 

slider widget to adjust the content of their query results. With the current user 

interface (try it: http://mindset.research.yahoo.com), users move their com

puter mouse to adjust the slider widget towards either "shopping" or 

"research". Figure 2(c) illustrates results for a search on "tree" - a word with 
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many different context-dependent meanings. Query results from a "shop

ping" setting focus on Christmas trees or garden stores, whereas query results 

from a "research" setting focus on tree biology or computational data struc

tures. If an active haptic control were part of a typical desktop computer 

setup, an active haptic slider, knob, or scroll wheel could reinforce the current 

content or subtly provide a wider range of selections. For example, if the 

search results logically "chunk" into several clusters, the respective number of 

physical detents could be rendered on the physical control. Further, friction 

and inertia renderings by an expert system could subtly suggest previously 

viewed slider positions or settings believed to be of greater interest to the user. 

0.6 Publication Listing 

Some of the contributions made in this thesis have been published, or 

are currently under review for publication. 

The automated haptic camera construction and characterizations 

described in Chapters 1 and 2 is published in the joint proceedings of the IEEE 

Eurohaptics Conference and Symposium on Haptic Interfaces for Virtual 

Environment and Teleoperator Systems (World Haptics) [89]. 

The initial two affect user studies described in Chapter 4 that measure 

the effectiveness of self-report ratings and biometric measurement when 

touching tactile surfaces, and conducting a list selection performance task are 

published in the proceedings of Graphics Interface [90]. The third affect study 

described in Chapter 4 that compares affect and timing values for pointing 
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tasks of varied difficulty is published in the proceedings of the A C M Confer

ence on Human Factors and Computing Systems (CHI) [91]. 

An exploratory study of how to represent haptic behaviors, including 

dynamics of physical controls, was presented at a workshop at the A C M Con

ference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) [93]. 

The novel Haptic Icon Prototyper tool and design guidelines for future 

tools was presented at the IEEE Symposium on Haptic Interfaces for Virtual 

Environment and Teleoperator Systems (HAPTICS) [92]. 
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Chapter 1 
Haptic C a m e r a 

A Haptic Camera does for touch what a typical photographic camera 

does for vision. A visual camera captures the appearance of an environment in 

order to build an image consisting of a 2D grid of colored pixels, which then 

becomes a representation of the environment. Likewise, a Haptic Camera cap

tures the feel of an environment and fits these measurements to a haptic 

model. The measured feeling can then be simulated by rendering the model 

on an appropriate haptic device. The Haptic Camera described in this thesis 
i 

focuses on measurement of one kind of touch — kinaesthetic rotation about 

one axis (knobs). Physics-based dynamic models of friction and inertia "store" 

the feel of an environment, and guide the rendering of feelings on a force-feed

back knob. This chapter summarizes the, physical development of the rotary 

Haptic Camera. Usage of the Haptic Camera, including development and val

idation of the haptic models, are then described in subsequent chapters. 

1.1 Introduction 

The new Haptic Camera [89] is an extension of similar mechanical 

property characterization devices such, as those developed by MacLean [56], 

Colton and Hollerbach [20], and Richard [77]. The primary mechatronic exten

sions of this Haptic Camera are: 

• Rotary form factor: previous work focussed on characterizations of lin

ear surfaces or switches. 

• Gripping: a stiff physical coupling between the mechanical knob and 

Haptic Camera, effective for bidirectional motion, was achieved 

using custom designed plastic molds. 

• Gravity compensation: gravity influences rotary acceleration measure-
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merits whenever the Haptic Camera's axis of rotation is not perfectly 

orthogonal to the Earth's surface. Therefore, we implemented a grav

ity calibration process that would work when characterizing at any 

orientation to the Earth's surface. -

• Resolution: theoretical torque granularity as fine as 0.2 mNm is possi

ble with the current setup. 

Torque T e s t Knob 

400 mm 1 

Figure 3: Rotary Haptic Camera Components — Exploded View 

400 mm 

Figure 4: Rotary Haptic Camera Components — Operational View 
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1.2 Sensors 

Sensors were needed to measure angular position, velocity, accelera

tion, and torques. Table 1 lists resolutions for each of these quantities. Summa

ries of the different sensors are provided below. The position resolution is 

based on the manufacturer's calibrated value of an interpolated encoder tick. 

The velocity resolution is the triangulation of the position resolution and the 

controlling computer's update rate. The acceleration resolution is based on the 

accelerometer's micromachined beam sensitivity, the instrumentation ampli

fier's voltage resolution and update rate, and the controlling computer's 

update rate. The torque resolution is based on the manufacturer's calibrated 

value of four-point testing of the sensor's internal strain gauge. 

Table 1: Haptic camera sensor resolutions 

Position Velocity Acceleration Torque 

9.8 xlO' 6 rad 2.0 xlO"4 rad/s 2.8 rad/s 2 1.8 xlO"4 Nm 

1.2.1 Position Sensing 
Rotary position was measured using a custom mounted M2000-M05-

256-4-R1910-HA MicroE brand position sensor. This sensor features a 19.05 

mm diameter rotary glass grating with 2500 counts per revolution (CPR) at 

256 levels of interpolation to give a total of 640 000 CPR (9.8 xlO"6 rad). Posi

tion was measured at a 900 kHz update rate. Because position resolutions as 

high as 4.2 million CPR are possible using this technology, a Haptic Camera 

with more accurate spatial measurement capabilities could be designed. How

ever, the mounting and gripping components of such a haptic camera would 

require a significantly more complex mechanical design with very fine toler

ances. 

1.2.2 Velocity Sensing 
Velocity was measured by differentiating the position measurement at 

each timestep using Equation 1. 
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High frequency noise was then smoothed from these velocity values 

using a 10 t h order Butterworth IIR low-pass filter with a passband ripple of 3 

dB and stopband attenuation of 50 dB. Refer to Brouwer [11] for a more 

detailed description of real-time Butterworth filter implementation. This 10 t h 

order filter design was chosen to achieve good smoothing performance while 

still maintaining the generally accepted haptic update rate of 1000 Hz. 

1.2.3 Acceleration Sensing and Gravity Compensation 

Taking the 2 derivative of the position with respect to time results in 

an unacceptably noisy acceleration signal. Thus, acceleration was measured 

using a micromachined accelerometer (ADXL202) fixed to a custom built ABS 

plastic housing, shown in Figure 5. The sensor power supply line was also 

conditioned with a 0.1 uF and a ferromagnetic bead. This accelerometer was 
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used for both determining a gravity compensation function and sensing accel
eration of a test knob during characterizations. 

Calibration of the accelerometer for gravity effects was performed by 

measuring accelerometer values over two extremely slow rotations of the 

Haptic Camera — one clockwise and one counterclockwise. Each rotation took 

approximately 16 seconds and revolved at the same constant angular velocity. 

In theory, gravity effects could be ignored if the axis of rotation was perfectly 

in line with gravity. Figure 6 shows sample measured accelerometer values 

that fill a range of positions (0° - 360°) for the rotary Haptic Camera under 

such zero acceleration conditions. This data can then be fitted to a sinusoid 

using four parameters, A, B, C, and D, shown in Equation 2. During a dynamic 

test involving acceleration, the effects of gravity can be removed by subtract

ing T from the measured accelerometer values. 
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(2) 

4000 
facc(x) = -305.3787 sin ( x / 0.9998 + 2.0098 ) + 2449.9817 

3 4 
pos (rad) 

Figure 6: Example gravity compensation for accelerometer 

1.2.4 Torque Sensing 
Torque was measured with a Honeywell-Sensotec QWFK-8M rotary 

torque sensor. The torque sensor was factory calibrated to 175.5 mNm / 5.0 V 
using standard strain-gauge calibration techniques — known torques were 
applied to the torque sensor and the resulting voltages were measured and fit
ted to a straight line. 

The torque sensor provided a -2.011 mV / V output voltage that was 

too small to be read directly into most A / D converters. A custom AD524CD 

instrumentation amplifier circuit shown in Figure 7 was built to boost torque 

sensor output voltages from a range of ±10 mV to a range of ±1000 mV. These 
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Figure 7: Custom amplifier for torque sensor 

resulting signals could then be read into a standard ±1.25 V I/O board A / D 
channel such as the Measurement Computing DAS1602. The AD524CD was 
chosen for its superior dynamic and noise performance characteristics. It pro
vided a 25 MHz gain product with settling time < 15 us to < 0.01% of a 20 V 
step with noise < 0.3 uV peak-to-peak. 

1.3 Actuator 

Actuation was performed with a +12 V Maxon RE40 DC motor supply-, 

ing 181 mNm / 12 V. Commanded voltages from the controlling PC were 

amplified using a Copley 2122 PWM amplifier capable of supplying 10 A con

tinuous current and peak current of 20 A to the motor. 

The motor shaft was directly applied to the knob because gears and 

cables would have degraded torque transmission quality. 

1.4 Gripper 

A gripper provides a stiff physical coupling between the surface of a 

test knob and the Haptic Camera's sensors. An optimal gripper needs to have: 

• low mass 

• high stiffness 

• high adhesion (coupling rigidity) between the knob cap and Haptic 
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Camera motor's shaft for bidirectional rotation. 

• conformance to a wide variety of knob diameters, depths, and surface 

properties such as knurling and extrusions. 

• facilitates alignment of actuator, sensor, and test knob axes. 

Rapid prototyping a unique gripper for each knob is an effective way to 

achieve all the above listed criteria. A single reconfigurable gripper would the

oretically be more desirable than a unique gripper for each knob, but reconfig

urable grippers are generally bulkier and/or less stiff. Figure 8 shows example 

knob grippers spanning a wide range of shapes. The following procedure was 

used to grip each knob: 

Adhesive 

Figure 8: Example knob grippers 

1. Measure knob cap: Calipers were used to measure the dimensions 

of mechanical test knobs, and a 3D gripper model (a negative mold 

of the knob) was manually created using a 3D modeling applica-
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tion (SolidWorks). A more generalizable and systematic approach 

is to scan the knob cap surface using a 3D scanner that automati

cally generates a 3D gripper model. For example, we created one 

model by scanning a knob cap with a Cyber ware Model 3030 3D 

scanner [23], but the caliper-and-SolidWorks approach was easier 

for the simple geometries of our test knobs. Specifically, it was 

faster to create a simple geometry from scratch than to develop de-

noising and segmentation algorithms for a scanned model. 

2. Create gripper: The gripper was printed as an ABS (Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene) plastic part using a Stratasys FDM Vantage i 3D 

printer. Other lightweight, stiff materials, such as polycarbonate, 

would yield a good gripper too. 

3. Attach gripper: Permanent industrial grade double-sided tapes, 

such as 3M VHB Multi-purpose Acrylic tape, form very strong 

bonds between the gripper and most metal or plastic knob caps. 

Tape adhered extremely well to all of our test knobs. Harsh sol

vents, such as lighter fluid or goof-off™, enabled clean removal of 

the grippers from their respective metal and plastic test knobs 

without any surface damage. Thus, measurement of the knob 

dynamics was possible without causing any permanent damage to 

the test knobs. 

1.5 M o u n t i n g 

The mounting provides an adjustable physical support for the cases of 

test knobs. The Haptic Camera needs to be mounted to provide: 

• ability for fine adjustment along both Cartesian axes perpendicular to 

the axis of rotation. 
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• high stiffness throughout the assembly. 

• a way to easily interchange test knobs and grippers. 

Developing a custom assembly from a typical lathe bed and chuck, as 

shown in Figure 9, effectively accomplished the above goals. Test knobs were 

mounted in a chuck to enable fine positioning adjustments perpendicular to 

the axis of rotation. The chuck was chosen because it can firmly grip a wide 

assortment of test knob housings. A lathe bed has the added advantages of 

high-stiffness throughout the complete assembly, and aptly aligns the axes of 

the Haptic Camera motor and test knob to be parallel to the lathe bed. 

To align a test knob, the chuck was iteratively adjusted until the gripper 

(and sensing assembly) could smoothly glide along the lathe bed axis to 

encapsulate the test knob (see the top of Figure 8). Adhesive was then applied 

to the knob'cap, the gripper (and sensing assembly) was slid along the lathe 

bed until it affixed to the test knob, and finally the sensor assembly was locked 

to the lathe bed by turning a set screw at its base. Alignments within .25 mm 

were readily achieved. 

The setup just described is designed for testing knobs in a lab environ

ment. Instead of removing a test knob from its environment and mounting it 

into the Haptic Camera's chuck, the Haptic Camera's sensor and actuator 

assembly could be directly attached to knobs in their typical environments 

(e.g., automobile cockpits, home electronics, etc.). For example, field measure

ments could be obtained by mounting the custom Haptic Camera assembly 

(see Figure 3) on a stiff tripod or custom clamp mechanism. In this scenario, no 

lathe bed or chuck mounting is needed for the test knob because the knob is 

mounted in its natural environment. 

1.6 Interfacing to a Computer 

Like most haptic devices, the Haptic Camera requires relatively 

demanding computational resources: 

• 1000 Hz update rate (10 000+ Hz desired). 
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Figure 9: a) zoom of rotary Haptic Camera during capture of a 34 mm diame
ter stereo volume knob, and b) overview of rotary Haptic Camera during cap

ture of a 51 mm automobile fan knob 
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• < 20 [is variation between updates. 

• < 20 ms lag. 

A 3.0 GHz PC with 2 GB of R A M running a Timesys 4.0 Linux kernel was 

interfaced to the Haptic Camera via a Measurement Computing DASI602 I/O 

board. Software development was written in C++ using custom ACE/TAO 

based middleware — real-time platform middleware (RTPM). See Pava and 

MacLean [75] for details. 

During experimental trials, scheduling the Timesys processes to update 

within 10 u,s for more than 99% of the updates was often difficult to achieve, 

although good update rates of 5 000 - 10 000 Hz update rate were readily 

attained. Future versions could explore the use of other realtime operating 

systems such as VxWorks or QNX to improve performance. A custom embed

ded solution for the haptics using microcontrollers and/or FPGAs would 

probably be an even better solution. 

1.7 PID controller 

The DC motor was controlled with a PID controller (Proportional-Inte-

gral-Derivative) after estimating proportional, integral, and derivative con

stants — Kp, Ki , and Kd, respectively — with the root locus technique 

demonstrated by Messner and Tilbury [63]. Figure 10 shows the simplified 

block diagram that was used to model the Haptic Camera system. We used a 

typical plant model, G(s), for a DC motor and PID controller, D(s), described 

by Equations 3 and 4, respectively. Franklin et al. [32] describe foundational 

theory and applications of feedback control for dynamic systems. Conse

quently, only the salient aspects of our PID controller are described below. 
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Readers can refer to Franklin et al. [32] for more detailed descriptions of block 

diagrams, dynamic modeling, Laplace transforms, and root locus design. 

Controller Motor 
+ 

Input 
U(s) 
(Volts) 

D(8) M • G(s) Y(s) 
Output 

(Radians) 

Figure 10: Simplified block diagram of the Haptic Camera's closed loop feed
back system 

Equation 3 shows a transfer function with appropriate parameters for 

the Maxon RE40 motor (plant) used for the Haptic Camera and haptic knob. 

where 

G(s) is the motor (plant) transfer function. 

9 is the motor position in radians. 

V is the input voltage in volts. 

K is the electromotive force constant (0.0438 Nm / A). 

J is the rotor's inertia (1.0 x 10"6 kg m2). 

b is the damping ratio (6.87197 x 10"8 Nm s / rad). 

L is the electric inductance (8.3 x 10"4 H). 

R is the electric resistance (7.73 Q). 

s is the frequency-domain Laplace transform parameter. 

Equation 4 shows a transfer function with appropriate parameters for 

the PID controller 

s((Js + b)(Ls + R) + K 2 ) 
K (3) 

D(s) = (4). 
s 
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where 

D(s) is the controller (PID) transfer function. 

Kd is the derivative control constant. 

Kp is the proportional control constant. 

Ki is the integral control constant. 

s is the frequency-domain Laplace transform parameter. 

O p e n Loop - Root Locus C l o s e d Loop - Root L o c u s 

•am -2000 
R e a l Axis 

O p e n Loop - Root L o c u s Z o o m 

2000 *<m a) 
C l o s e d Loop - Root L o c u s Z o o m 

Figure 11: Open loop and closed loop root loci 

The root locus technique is a graphical tool for estimating the stability 

of a system. Poles and zeros respectively define adjustable and fixed attributes 

of the dynamic system. The basic idea with root locus design is to iteratively 

modify the controller variables to move the poles in a complex s-plane until a 

stable system is observed. Stability is achieved using carefully placed poles to 

pull the root locus graphs into the left-hand side of the complex s-plane (the 

negative real axis). The closed-loop poles are the solutions to Equation 5. 
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0 = 1 +D(s)G(s) (5) 

Figure 11 shows two zoom levels of open loop and closed loop root 

loci. A pole at -3720 (see Figure 11a) is safely far into the negative real axis, but 

the two other poles (see Figure l ib) at -229 and 0 are likely to influence insta

bility. Choosing Kp = 200, Ki = 5000, and Kd = 1.0 results in closed loop root 

loci shown in Figures l lc-d . Zeros at -171 and -29.3 help pull the root loci 

curves completely into the negative real domain, suggesting a stable control

ler. Step responses for the open loop and closed loop systems are shown in 

Figures 12a-b, respectively. This relatively conservative controller design 

results in.an acceptable step response that peaks in less than 50 ms, as shown 

in Figure 12b. 

O p e n loop step response , i n ' : . Reiponse lo S l o p Disturbance 

Figure 12: Open loop and closed loop step responses 

Values of Kp, Ki , and Kd were manually adjusted from their starting 

values of Kp = 200, Ki = 5000, and Kd = 1.0 during system identifications to 

compensate for the unknown dynamics introduced by each test knob during 

captures. 

1.8 H a p t i c C a m e r a S u m m a r y 

This chapter described the development of a device, a rotary Haptic 

Camera, for measuring the torque, space, and time responses of rotary manual 

controls (knobs). Chapter 2 uses such responses to parameterize inertia, fric-
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tion, and detent properties for a set of mechanical knobs. Equivalent or modi

fied renderings of these dynamic properties can then be displayed on a force-

feedback knob, such as the one described in Chapter 3. Thus, future affect and 

performance design of both rendered and mechanical physical controls can 

utilize a Haptic Camera apparatus to leverage the information contained 

within the vast collection of existing mechanical knobs that are ubiquitous 

within our work and play environments. Novel attributes of this Haptic Cam

era are its rotary form factor, customized knob grippers, gravity compensation 

method, and sensing resolution. 
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Chapte r 2 
Character iz ing Haptic 

Env i ronments 
We can better understand and enhance the feel of knobs, including 

detents, friction, and inertia, by fitting mathematical models to the measured 

behavior of real physical knobs. Both the physical characteristics and subjec

tive human responses of these knob models can then be studied and 

improved. This chapter introduces a dynamic model and a non-linear least 

squares characterization procedure for the detents, friction, and inertia of 

physical controls. Our characterization process involves stimulating a physical 

knob with a swept sine trajectory using our Haptic Camera apparatus. We 

then fitted measured position, velocity, acceleration, and torque responses to a 

second order dynamic model. We first validate our characterization procedure 

by using it to model simulated data with known dynamic properties, with and 

without additive noise. Once validated, we characterize a set of five real 

mechanical test knobs using the rotary Haptic Camera apparatus described in 

Chapter 1. General characterization conclusions such as differences between 

human and machine sensitivities to detents are then formulated by observing 

the simulated and test knob characterizations. This Haptic Camera apparatus 

and characterization of 5 mechanical knobs is published in Swindells & 

MacLean[89]. 

Readers wishing to skip the mathematical characterization details may 

wish to jump to Section 2.3, "Comments on the Characterization Process" on 

page 70. In subsequent chapters, we examine both the physical characteristics 

and the subjective human experiences of the detent, friction, and inertia prop

erties captured by the procedure described here. 
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2.1 Knob Model 

We modeled torque responses to a knob's acceleration, velocity, and 

position using non-linear least-squares fitting. Different parameters of the 

knob model (Equation 6) were evaluated separately to improve fitting quality 

and speed. We based our characterization approach on a Lur'e system of lin

ear dynamic and non-linear static parts [30]. Although the Karnopp friction 

model has non-linear dynamic stick-slip boundary parameters (Cvei_ and 

Cvei+), these parameters can be solved using a linear approach because they 

are constants multiplied by a non-linear function (reside outside the sgn() func

tion). If parameters resided inside the sgn() function, we would.need to solve 

for such parameters using a non-linear approach. Matlab's l sqcurvef i t 

command was used to fit the static parameters P^os and Sp0S and Matlab's 

\ [backslash] command was used to fit the dynamic parameters Macc, Cvei_, 

Cvei+, Bvei_, and Bvei+, and the static parameter A p o s (because Apos resides out

side the sin() function) [62]. 

For function minimization we used the Levenberg-Marquardt method 

instead of the more traditional Gauss-Newton method, because the Leven

berg-Marquardt method has been shown to find a better fit for medium-scale 

problems like the ones in this thesis [34]. 

Equation 6 illustrates the system model used for both system identifica

tion and rendering of haptic knobs (Chapter 3, "Rendering and Validation" on 

page 80 describes our haptic renderings). Torque, position, velocity, and accel

eration values are captured using the Haptic Camera, and then the remaining 

parameters were fit to the model in Equation 6. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the 

velocity and position functions introduced in Equation 6. 

T = Cvel. sgn 0. + BveU 6_ + Cvel+ sgn 0+ + Bve{+ 0+ + 

a c c . par t ( T f l C C - ) 

vel. part ( r v e / ) (6) 

pos. part(^ 0 p 
pos 
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where 

T is the torque rendered to the force-feedback knob. 
Tpos' rvel' a n d xacc a r e P o s m o n ' velocity, and acceleration torque 
parts that sum together to form t. 

9,9, and 9 are the rotational position, velocity, and acceleration. 9_ 

and 9+ are the negative and positive parts of the velocities, and have the 

same vector length as 6 . For example, 6_ contains the same negative 

velocities as 9 , but has zeros to replace the positive velocities of 9 . 

Macc is an acceleration constant, intuitively similar to inertia. 

• Cvel_ and Cvei+ are the negative and positive values of dynamic friction. 

Bvel_ and B y e l + are the negative and positive values of viscous friction. 

A , Ppos , and S are a set of possible position parameters to render 

detents. Examples of other possible position functions include one or 

more ramps, K B , or polynomials P3nnc03 + P 2 n & + PI 9+ PO . 
r ' pos ' r

 J pos pos pos. pos 

ApQS , PpQS , and S change the amplitude, period, and phase shifts. 

Equation 7 and Figure 13 illustrate the version of Karnopp's friction 

model used for characterization and rendering [44]. The Karnopp model in 

Equation 7 is estimated by combining parameters fit to Equation 6 (C , 
Cvel+ Bvel- a n d Bvel+) w i t h a d d i t i o n a l parameters (Av, Dyd and Dvgl+) 

which are determined by visual inspection of torque versus velocity plots such 

as Figure 35 on page 70. More sophisticated models such as the Stribeck effect 

could be used, but the practical ability to both capture and render subtleties in 

torque beyond the Karnopp model are beyond the scope of this thesis [87]. 

^friction 
max(D v e / , W ) -Av < » < 0 

min(D v £ , + , W ) te 0 < 0 < Av 

C v e ( + sgn9 *Bve,J te « > Av 

(7) 
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where 
xother r e P r e s e n t s the non-frictional torque currently applied to the knob. 

Av is the values below which we assume the velocity to be zero. 
D

vel_
 a n d D

v e i + a r e the negative and positive values of static friction. 

The other constants are the same as above. 

D vel+ 

C vel+ 
Av 

Figure 13: Karnopp Friction Model 

6 

Figure 14 illustrates a general detent model. A represents the 

amplitude of a detent. Each crossing of the sinusoid across the x-axis repre

sents a "groove" or "valley" of one detent. Consequently, P changes the 

frequency of the detent. S will shift the position of the detents along the 

knob. 

A variety of position-related terms would be appropriate for the posi

tion function TpQS. For example, one could add a harmonic term to better deal 

with torques that are not purely sinusoidal. However, each added term may 

help or hinder fitting of data to the overall model. Most curve fitting algo

rithms (including l sqcurvef i t or \ in Matlab) have a more difficulty fitting 

models containing more terms. Consequently, a challenging trade-off exists. A 

model with more terms is more generalizable and may better represent the 
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statics and dynamics of a test knob. However, a model with more terms must 

be significantly better than a model with fewer terms in order to compensate 

for the resulting lowered ability of the curve-fitting algorithm to fit these addi

tional terms. If better curve fitting algorithms become available, then a posi

tion function with more terms could be employed to create more general 

model that better fits a wider variety of physical control statics. Similarly, 

more sophisticated velocity (t y ej) and acceleration ( ? a c c ) functions could 

theoretically contribute to better fits of physical control dynamics. 

4 
T 

Apos /"~ 

1 
* p 

pos 

S _ 
pos 

\ J ' \ / 6 

1 

Figure 14: Detent Position Model 

For the characterizations performed in this thesis, the three parameters 

for position ( A p o s , Ppos , and S ) were the minimum number of parame

ters to fit detents with even a modest level of quality. When rendering, one can 

often ignore phase shift, S ; but, manually setting phase shift to zero 

before a Haptic Camera capture is difficult and error-prone. S is conse

quently needed during data fitting. Friction parameters were chosen as previ

ously done by Richard [77]. C , , C , + B , and B ,+ represent the two 
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primary states of the stick-slip Karnopp friction model. C y e ^ and C v e / + for 

the forward and reverse "stuck" state, and and # v e/+ for the forward 

and reverse "slip" state. Av, £>vg/_, and D ^+ can be effectively estimated by 

visual data inspection as in shown later in this chapter (Figure 35 on page 70). 

Consequently, these three parameters were not fitted using our automated 

curve fitting procedure (every additional fitted parameter lowers overall fit

ting performance). 

2.1.1 Selected Previous Characterization Work 
This characterization method is an extension and combination of sev

eral previous efforts: 

• Richard [77] characterized the friction properties of three surfaces by 

linearly sliding across each surface with a load cell. The velocity and 

acceleration parameters shown in Equation 6 were fitted using a 

least-squares algorithm. 

• MacLean [56] used a haptic interface to measure the non-linear stiff

ness of a momentary switch using a piecewise linear model. Differ

ent regions of the switch were individually characterized using non

linear force versus position curves. 

• Miller and Colgate [66] also characterized force versus displacement 

data. They used a wavelet network to work in the spatial frequency 

domain, thus avoiding the need to manually segment out different 

linear and non-linear regions. 

• Weir et al. [101] took a very pragmatic approach by visualizing 

mechanical properties of switches using colored plots of position, 

velocity, or torques. Differences between switches were compared 

by looking at the same 2D or 3D "haptic profiles". However, these 

"haptic profiles" were not modeled (parameterized). Modeling and 
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parameterization provides us with a mechanism to analyze, modify 

and flexibly render the captured dynamics. . 

• Feo [30] took the approach of modeling with a single chaotic 

dynamic system. Instead of testing physical mechanical systems, Feo 

tested periodic signals such as time series from spoken vowels and 

electrocardiograms. The linear dynamic parts and non-linear static 

parts identified by Feo closely resemble the dynamic and static com

ponents in Equation 6. While promising, Feo's [30] work has not 

been applied to haptic problems. 

2.1.2 Validating the Characterization using Simulated Data 
Effectiveness of the characterization procedure can be tested using sim

ulated perfect and noisy data that would typically be captured by the Haptic 

Camera. One example characterization of simulated data is illustrated below. 

The steps taken to test the characterization were: 

1. Generate noiseless and noisy sets of physically realizable position, 

velocity, and acceleration vectors (6,0, and 6 ) based on a swept 

sine trajectory (velocity as the derivative of position, and accelera

tion as the derivative of velocity). 

2. For each model being simulated, choose a set of scalar values for 

the model parameters (e.g., A , £ y e / + , and MQcc, respectively) 

in Equation 6. 

3. Generate a torque vector (r) by computing Equation 6 using these 

model parameters and the kinematic vectors from Step 1. Simu

lated noise can then be applied to the torque vector. 

4. Use the computed torque, position, velocity, and acceleration vec

tors to fit the data using a non-linear least-squares curve algorithm 

(Matlab's l sqcurvef i t and \ commands) to the parameters in 
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Equation 6, thus generating an estimate of the commanded model 

parameters. 

5. Compare the values of the commanded and fitted values of the 

parameters in Equation 6. 

Details of the above steps are described below. 

2.1.2.1 Step 1: Generating Test Spatial Data 
Physically valid swept sine trajectories for position, velocity, and accel

eration were generated using Equation 8. First and second derivatives were 

calculated from the position function, and were used for the velocity and 

acceleration values, respectively, to ensure a physically valid dataset. 

e 

e 

. \ n V({b-a)t, V 2 
- csin<- r-1— + a\ -a1 

\b-a\_\ a J 
(8) 

2 2-
471 cf(b-a) t • ^ 

1 — r ^ — + a 

2nc(b - a) 

(b-a) 

cosi 
71 

(b-a) 

Equation 9 shows the parameters used for this simulation, and Figure 15 illus

trates the three signals. 

t. -- n -, n = 1, 30000 
» 5000' 

a = 0, b = 1.5, c = 1.0, d = 3.0 

(9) 
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Figure 15: Simulated position, velocity, and acceleration curves 

2.1.2.2 Step 2: Choosing Model Parameters 
The model parameters chosen for this simulation are shown below in 

Equation 10. Equation 10 is the same as Equation 6, but the symbolic scalars 

have been replaced by numeric values. In addition to the parameter set 

shown, we simulated several other model parameterizations in an effort to 

minimize bias. Equation 10's parameters were chosen such that neither T , 

T i, or r dominated the resulting torque r over the typical operating posi-

tions, velocities, and accelerations of the Haptic Camera. For simulation of the 

other test models, we obtained similar quality results to those reported for this 

set of parameters. 
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0.40 + acc. part ( T J 
y K acc' 

vel. part(Tvg/) r = 1.5sgnf? +1.00 +2.Osgn0++ 1.56>+ + (10) 

1.0sin(^+ 0.9) pos. p a r t ( T p 0 J ) 

2.1.2.3 Step 3: Generating Test Torque Data 
Simulated torques were generated with Equation 10. A noisy torque 

signal was then generated using Equation 11. After reviewing the position, 

estimate the torque sensor to produce less than 0.1% randomly distributed 

peak-to-peak torque variation over 10 Hz -100 kHz, the position sensor to 

produce less than 0.1% variation over 1 Hz -10 kHz, and the acceleration sen

sor to produce less than 4% variation over 1 Hz - 2.5 kHz. Further, in normal 

processing, we sampled data from these sensors at rates between 5 kHz -10 

kHz, then low-pass filtered (in software) these data at 500 Hz cutoffs for the 

torque and acceleration data, and 1000 Hz cutoffs for the position and velocity 

(calculated as the derivative of the position) data. Given these sensor and pro

cess specifications, we conclude that the real sampled data input to our char

acterization algorithm would not exhibit noise more debilitating than broad 

spectrum (flat across a frequency range that includes 1 -1000 Hz) with peak-

to-peak torque variations up to 4.5%. 

Equation 11 below was designed as a worst-case noise test: it provides 

broad-spectrum, peak-to-peak torque noise beyond an average 4.5% magni

tude. To do this, it uses Matlab's rand function, which produces a trajectory 

that can be spectrally classified as noise between 0 - 2500 Hz that has random 

magnitude with consistent average values throughout this frequency range. In 

acceleration, and torque sensor technical specification sheets [7, 36, 64], we 
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other words, the noise is evenly distributed throughout the 0 - 2500 Hz fre-
i 

quency range. 

\oisy = r+4.0(rand(length(z))-0.5) (11) 
where 

lengthQ = the number of torque values in T. 

rand() = a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1. 

The resulting torque signals with and without noise are shown in 

Figure 16. 

Time (s) 

Figure 16: Simulated torques without (top) and with (bottom) noise 

2.1.2.4 Step 4: Fitting to the Test Data 
The spatial data shown in Figure 15 and the torque data shown in 

Figure 16 were then modeled using the previously described separated non

linear least-squares curve procedure. Using the torque signal with no noise, a 
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perfect fit of the parameters was found after 7 iterations and 43 function 

counts with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. With the noisy data, after 7 

iterations and 46 function evaluations, we obtained parameter fits as shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2: Modeled Results for noisy simulated data 

Param M 
acc 

Cvel- ^vel- Cvel+ Bvel+ Apos P 
pos ^pos 

Target 0.4 1.5 l.O 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.9 

Fitted 0.398 1.512 0.999 1.992 1.500 1.008 0.199 0.884 

2.1.2.5 Step 5: Comparing Commanded and Fitted Data 
The modeled values shown in Table 2 closely match the target values. 

Figures 17,18, and 19 illustrate these results. The top plot of Figure 17 shows 

the overall fitted torque vs. position and 95% confidence interval data super

imposed on top of the commanded noisy torque data. The 95% confidence 

interval suggests that repeated calculations of torque would have a mean 

value within this confidence interval for 95% of cases. The bottom of Figure 17 

shows the torque data (T ) after the modeled acceleration (r ) and veloc-

ity ( r k | ) components have been segmented (subtracted) from the overall 

torque (r) at the top of Figure 17 (refer to Equation 10). The captured value of 

M was used when calculating r . Similarly, the captured position- and 
U L L - C4 O O 

velocity- related parameters were used to calculate "* p o s and r v e l , respec

tively. Figure 18 shows the torque vs. velocity equivalents of Figure 17. In all 

of the plots in Figure 17 and Figure 18, the 95% confidence interval data lies 

almost on top of the fitted curve and thus is difficult to see. The quality of the 

solid fitted line compared to the 95% CI dashed lines can be better seen by 
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zooming into regions of the adjusted torque vs. position, and torque vs. veloc

ity plots, as shown in Figure 19. 

Even in the presence of noisy data, the quality of these model fits are 

high; the residual error is small relative to a human's perception. These good 

fitted results for noisy simulated data suggest that our characterization proce

dure should work reasonably well for data obtained from the Haptic Camera. 
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Figure 17: Fitted torque vs. position plots with (top) and without (bottom) 
velocity and acceleration components of simulated data with noise added 
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Figure 18: Fitted torque vs. velocity plots with (top) and without (bottom) 
position and acceleration components of simulated data with noise added 
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Figure 19: Zooms of fitted torque vs. position (top) and torque vs. velocity 
plots (bottom) illustrating the very small 95% confidence intervals 
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2.2 Characterizing Mechanical Test Knobs 

We chose five mechanical knobs spanning a wide range of position, 

velocity, and acceleration dependent mechanical properties. The current Hap

tic Camera is designed for knobs that provide reaction torques between 0 - 200 

mNm. Most consumer electronics, such as automobile consoles and household 

appliances, contain knobs with torque profiles within this range. Calibration 

of the Haptic Camera, and characterization of five mechanical knobs are 

described in the following section. 

2.2.1 Sensor Verification and Calibration 
Spatial and torque tests were performed to test and calibrate the posi

tion, velocity, acceleration, and torque measurement capabilities. The basic 

approach with these tests was to send specific voltages to the DC motor (com

mand the position of the motor) while sensing the motor's responses. For these 

spatial and torque tests, we created a swept-sine position trajectory which 

resulted in simultaneously controlled variation of position, velocity, and accel

eration. We also created a separate swept-sine torque trajectory. We then com

pared these commanded values to the actual recorded results from the 

sensors. Rotary position was commanded using a closed-loop PID controller 

for both tests using a swept sine, as previously shown in Equation 8. Tests 

were run for a 5 second interval while operating at a 5000 Hz update rate (over 

a set of 25 000 contiguous data points). 

Three calibration repetitions were performed for each of position and 

torque using the swept sine (Equation 8) constants listed in Table 3, and the 

results were averaged into a single response trajectory for each position and 

torque. The large value of c (1.0) was used to account for the motor shaft dis

placement in the spatial test; the motor shaft was anchored for the torque test. 

Spatial test values of a, b, c, and d were chosen to achieve velocities and accel

erations up to the stability limits of our PID controller. Torque test values of a, 
b, c, and d were chosen to achieve torques up to operating limits of our torque 

sensor. 
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Table 3: Swept sine constants for sensor tests using Equation 8 

Test a b c d 

Spatial 0.0 1.5 1.0 3.0 

Torque 0.0 1.5 0.02 3.0 

2.2.1.1 Spatial Test Results 
Figure 20 shows one of the three calibration repetitions, with the com

manded position trajectory, and its two derivatives (velocity and acceleration) 

shown as wide gray lines. The Haptic Camera was unloaded (the motor could 

spin freely to the commanded position). Measured results (thin overlaid lines) 

closely followed the commanded position and velocity values. 

Acceleration values were also acceptable after fitting a scaling constant, 

Ccal, using a least-squares algorithm ( \ [backslash] in Matlab) with Equa

tion 12. 

Three independent accelerometer calibrations were performed to esti

mate an averaged C£al as (x=1148, a =117). We made these calculations 

using the same position-based swept sine trajectories described above. None 
of the other sensors required such calibration. 

§t = CcalK (12) 

where 

&t = calibrated acceleration in rad/s . 

C j = 1148 (rad/s2) / V conversion constant. 

6r = raw acceleration from the Haptic Camera in volts. 
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Swept Sine Input 

Figure 20: Commanded (thick gray) and measured (thin colored) position 
(top), velocity (middle), and acceleration (bottom) values from a single com

manded swept sine signal 

2.2.1.2 Torque Test Results 
To test torque measurement ability, the Haptic Camera gripper was 

anchored to prevent any movement, and a small positional swept sine was 

commanded (refer to Equation 8 on page 35 and Table 3 on page 45). Figure 21 

illustrates one of the three calibration executions of a commanded (wide gray 

line) and measured torque (thin overlaid line) signal. 
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Time (s) 

Figure 21: Commanded (thick gray) and measured (thin colored) torque from 
a single commanded swept sine signal 

2.2.1.3 Test Results 
Means and standard deviations of the difference between the com

manded and recorded values are listed in Table 4. These results include a 

slight phase lag of < 1% after 25 000 updates that can be seen in Figures 20 and 

21. 

Table 4: Means and standard deviations of spatial and torque differences 
between commanded and recorded signals 

9 (rad) 9 (rad/s) 0 (rad/s 2) r (Nm) 

Mean 0.0012 0.0016 0.664 0.0010 

SD 0.0032 0.0244 0.415 0.0018 

The test results were generally of good quality, and felt to be adequate 

to proceed with the capture task. Primary areas for improvement are the 

phase shift between the commanded and measured trajectories, noise in the 

acceleration measurements, and limited torque range. The phase shifts could 

be reduced by using a real-time operating system or embedded solution with 

better timing than Timesys Linux provides. Acceleration measurements could 

be improved using a sensor fusion approach combining optical encoder and 

accelerometer measurements (refer to Abidi & Gonzalez [2]). A better torque 

dynamic range would require fundamental technological advancements to 

current state-of-the-art torque sensors and actuators. 
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2.2.2 Capture of Five Knobs 
Two captures for each of five mechanical knobs were performed. The 

first two knob environments were uniform in all parameters across their entire 

position range, whereas the last three knobs had detents while exhibiting uni

form friction and inertia over their entire position range. Thus, Knob^igh friction 

and Knobhigh inertia were primarily chosen to explore linear velocity and accel

eration effects; whereas, K n o b s u b t l e Stents' K n o b m o d e r a t e detents' a n d K n o b n o n -

sine detents were primarily chosen to explore non-linear positional effects. 

Knob n o n _ s j n e d e t e n t s w a s chosen as a "worst case" because it has a large amount 

of backlash and very noticeable velocity non-linearities along different regions 

of the detents (it violates our Lur'e system assumption). Because of the many 

ways in which it does not match the structure of our model, we did not predict 

good fits; however, we used it as a test of methodology's robustness to this sit

uation. Knob labels, their intuitive descriptions, and actual knob sources are 

listed in Table 5. 

Table 5: Intuitive descriptions for five mechanical test knobs 

Knob label Description 
Original Source 

K n o b h i g h friction Uniform position; moderate friction; low inertia 
High-end 1960's AM/FM radio volume knob 

K n o b h i g n inertia Uniform position; low friction; high inertia 
High-end 1960's AM/FM radio tuning knob 

K n o D s u b t l e detents Very subtle, consistent detents of 30 "clicks" / 360°; 
low friction; low inertia 

Volume knob from a 2004 Mazda 626automobile 

Kn°Dmoderate detents Moderate, consistent detents of 12 "clicks" / 360°; 
moderate friction; low inertia 

High-end 1970's audio amplifier source selection knob 

K n o b n o n . s j n e detents Wide non-sinusoidal detents of 12 "clicks" / 360° 
and backlash; moderate friction; low inertia 

Fan settings knob from a 2004 Mazda 626 automobile 
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2.2.2.1 Data Collection 
Data was collected using a spatial swept sine trajectory as in Equation 8 

using the values defined in the first row of Table 3. This process resulted in 

measured vectors of equal length for position, velocity, acceleration, and 

torque. The following sections describe how we prepared and fitted each of 

these measured vectors into Equation 6 to estimate the acceleration-, velocity-, 

and position-based model parameters for each of our five test knobs. 

2.2.2.2 Data Preparation 
Before fitting, the data was sorted by position and passed through a 

low pass filter to remove high-frequency noise. Pre-sorting by position is not 

detailed here because it is the same as previous characterization research such 

as MacLean [56], Richard et al. [77], and Colton and Hollerbach [20]. Third 

order Chebyshev type IIIIR low pass filters were applied to position, velocity, 

acceleration, and torque vectors. These filters all had a stop band ripple of 20 

dB and each had an edge frequency as listed in Table 6. Values for the edge 

frequencies were chosen to roughly match the commonly accepted minimum 

haptic update rate of 1000 Hz. Phase shifts in the filtered data were avoided 

through acausal filtering— one stage using forward filtering and a second 

stage using backward filtering. 

Table 6: Low pass filter stopband edge frequencies 

e 6 e T 

1000 Hz 1000 Hz 500 Hz 500 Hz 

2.2.2.3 Data Results 
Table 7 lists the fitted position, velocity, and acceleration parameters 

generated in two independent characterizations of each test knob. The last 

row in the table lists the overall 95% confidence intervals for the torque 

responses of each test knob, computed using Matlab's n l p r e d c i command 

in the statistics toolbox. Smaller 95% CI values indicate better quality parame-
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terizations. Figures containing point clouds of data will have point clouds of 

95% CI values — an intermediate 95% CI value for each data point (see Mat-

lab's n l p r e d c i documentation for details Q 

Curve fitting quality decreases with each additional parameter to be 

solved. Consequently, wereduced the number of parameters to be solved by 

the curve fitting procedure when possible. Knob nig n f r i C t i 0 n
 a n d Knobhig r i i n e r n a 

detent values A„„„ , P , and S „ are blank in Table 7 because they were pos ' pos ' pos J 

not fitted. This approach enabled the curve fitting algorithm to be focussed on 

characterizing the friction and inertia attributes of these knobs because we 

knew a priori that these knobs did not contain detents. Only one estimate for 

each of D , Dvel+, and Av is given in Table 7 because these estimates were 

not parameterized using our curve fitting algorithm. They were instead calcu

lated visually by an expert (as done by previous researchers such as Richard et 

al. [77]). 
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Table 7: Two independent sets of fitted parameters for all knobs 

Parameter set # 
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M 
acc 

(mNm/rad/s2) 

1 0.069 0.28 0.034 0.049 -0.0048 M 
acc 

(mNm/rad/s2) 2 0.091 0.27 0.035 0.048 0.0085 

Cvel-
l (mNm/rad/s) 

1 -50 -3.8 -2.2 -1.1 -35 Cvel-
l (mNm/rad/s) 2 -42 -13 -2.3 -0.12 -3.5 

1 Bvel-
(mNm/rad/s) 

1 -1.8 -0.56 -0.16 -0.48 -6.4 1 Bvel-
(mNm/rad/s) 2 -3.5 -0.37 -0.14 -0.62 -2.9 

Cvel+ 
(mNm/rad/s) 

1 50 3.8 . 2.2 1.1 35 Cvel+ 
(mNm/rad/s) 2 42 13 2.3 0.12 3.5 

Bvel+ 
(mNm/rad/s) 

1 7.5 0.47 0.25 0.56 6.7 Bvel+ 
(mNm/rad/s) 2 1.5 0.61 0.23 -0.0062 1.4 

^vel-
! (mNm) 

1 -150 -17 -10 -20 -200 ^vel-
! (mNm) 2 

Dvel+ 
(mNm) 

1 150 17 10 20 200 Dvel+ 
(mNm) 2 

(mNm) 
1 0.040 0.015 0.010 0.010 0.015 

(mNm) 2 

Apos 
i (mNm) 

1 1.2 -11 -202 Apos 
i (mNm) 2 0.97 -11 -61 

1 pos 

i 0) 
1 0.076 0.034 0.16 1 pos 

i 0) 2 0.076 0.035 0.041 

s 
pos 

(rad) 

1 0.00046 ^0.19 -0.16 s 
pos 

(rad) 
2 0.17 -0.22 -1.9 

95% CI 

(mNm) 
1 0.26 0.18 ,0.098 0.073 3.3 95% CI 

(mNm) 2 0.35 0.20 0.084 0.072 5.1 
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Figures 22 - 34 illustrate captured torque vs. position and torque vs. 

velocity data that highlight the detent and friction components of the five 

knobs, respectively. Torque vs. acceleration plots are not shown because only 

one acceleration variable, M , was fitted with the capture model. Because 

the resulting plots would simply be constant lines, they would be of negligible 

interpretive value. 

Plot legends in Figures 22 - 34 show five different types of data accord

ing to the five bullets listed below. These legends all relate to the x, r p Q S , 

T ?, and r torques as defined in Equation 6 on page 29. 

• Raw t: Raw torque values from the torque sensor after being low-

pass filtered. (See "Data Preparation" on page 49.) 

• Fitted v. torque result from Equation 6 using measured position, 

velocity, and acceleration values with fitted values of parameters 

such as , B,, , and „. 
pos ' vel+' acc 

• Raw TpQS and T V G ^ : raw torque values after subtracting non-position 

(raw r = raw r - fitted r - fitted r ,) or non-velocity mod-
v pos acc vel1 }-
eled components (raw t , = raw r - fitted r - fitted r ) from r v vel acc pos' 

the measured torque vs. position or torque vs. velocity plots, respec

tively. For example, "clean" the modeled position-based detents and 

acceleration-based inertia from the measured torque vs. velocity plot 

to leave behind the (empirical) velocity-based friction components. 

• Fitted Tpos and Tyel: torque results after subtracting modeled non-

position (fitted T = fitted r - fitted r - fitted r ,) or non-r v pos acc vel' 

velocity components (fitted r v g / = fitted r- fitted % a c c - fitted T ) 

from the torque vs. position or torque vs. velocity plots, respectively. 

• 95% CI: 95% confidence interval (e.g., n l p r e d c i command in Mat-

lab) for the data presented in each plot. 
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As we can see in Figures 22 - 34, the gray colored raw torque data 

appear as point clouds around the fitted black colored torque data. If the 

torque, spatial, and temporal data have been well captured by the Haptic 

Camera, and the curve fitting algorithm effectively segmented and fitted the 

physical knob statics and dynamics, then the data points will be packed tightly 

together according to a model such as Equation 6. However, perfect capture is 

not possible because of mechanical noise, electrical noise, physical limitations, 

and algorithmic imperfections which are discussed later in this chapter (Sec

tion 2.3, "Comments on the Characterization Process" on page 70.and Section 

2.4, "Noise Source Summary" on page 76). For example, one can see oscilla

tions in the raw and fitted torques at the top of Figure 22 (bottom left of the 

plot), and one can see some poorly fitted and segemented raw torque data at 

the bottom of Figure 23 (bottom left of the plot). 
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Figure 22: Torque vs. velocity plots for Knob n ig n f r i c t i o n for all torques (top) and 
with position and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 23: Torque vs. velocity plots for Knobnigh i n e r t } a for all torques (top) and 
with position and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 24: Zooms of torque vs. velocity plots for Knobhigh friction ( t oP) a n c * 
Knobhigh inertia (bottom) 
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Figure 25: Torque vs. position plots for Knob s u b t ] e detents ^ o r a ^ torques (top) 
and with velocity and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 26: Torque vs. velocity plots for Knob s u b t i e Stents ̂ o r a ^ torques ( t oP) 
and with position and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 27: Zooms of torque vs. position (top) and torque vs. velocity plots (bot
tom) for K n o b s u b t l e d e t e n t s 
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Figure 28: Torque vs. position plots for K n o b m o d e r a t e detents f ° r a u torques (top) 
and with velocity and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 29: Torque vs. velocity plots for K n o b m o d e r a t e detents f ° r a ^ torques (top) 
and with position and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 30: Zooms of torque vs. position (top) and torque vs. velocity plots (bot
tom) for K n o b m o d e r a t e 

detents 
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Figure 31: Torque vs. position plots for K n o b n o n . s i n e detents f ° r a u torques (top) 
and with velocity and acceleration components removed (bottom) — 1 s t test 
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Figure 32: Torque vs. position plots for K n o b n o n . s i n e detents f ° r a u torques (top) 
and with velocity and acceleration components removed (bottom) — 2 test 
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Figure 33: Torque vs. velocity plots for K n o b n o n . s i n e detents f ° r a ^ torques (top) 
and with position and acceleration components removed (bottom) 
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Figure 34: Zooms of torque vs. position (top) and torque vs. velocity plots (bot
tom) for K n o b n o n . s i n e d e t e n t s 
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2.2.2.4 Summary 
Analyses of the captured data are summarized for each knob. 

Knob^gh friction' The top a n d bottom plots of Figure 22 have a clearly 

defined form similar to the Karnopp friction model. Capturing dynamics were 

expected to be easier for this knob than the other knobs because manual explo

ration of Knobnigh friction revealed no obvious detents or high inertia compo

nents, and suggested a uniform, moderate friction. The loop of Raw t ^ data 

at the top right of Figure 22 (bottom) and oscillations such as those at the bot

tom left of Figure 22 (top) suggest a small amount of variance from the fitted 

model (Equation 6). Figure 24 shows 95% CI torque values < 1 mNm for 

torques with magnitudes greater than 140 mNm, indicating a successful fit. 

Knobhigh 

inertia' The higher inertia and subtle friction of Knobhigh inertia 

made fitting more difficult than Knobhigh friction- Consequently, a much 

greater difference can be seen between the Raw r (top) and Raw r j (bottom) 

plots in Figure 23 compared to Figure 22. Nevertheless, Figure 23 highlights 

very good separation of velocity and acceleration effects as demonstrated by 

the subtle Karnopp friction form that is apparent in Figure 23 (bottom) — the 

resulting plot after removing acceleration (inertia) and position components 

from Figure 23 (top). Acceleration torque effects of magnitudes ~200 mNm 

completely dominate the velocity effects in the top of Figure 23. But, the bot

tom of Figure 23 shows relatively clean separation of small ~20 mNm velocity 

effects from the dominating acceleration effects. A small amount of improp

erly fitted data can be seen at the bottom left of Figure 23. This region of Raw 

tvei torque data was probably caused by saturation of the torque sensor dur

ing the captures because the torque sensor and data acquisition hardware 

were only rated to ±180 mNm. Some of this noise could also be due to the less 

accurate closed-loop control for such a heavy, high inertia knob. For example, 
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a small amount of oscillation can be seen at the bottom left of Figure 22. Like 

K n o b h i g h 

friction' Figure 24 the 95% CI suggest a successful fit. 

Knobsuijtie detents'- The double "ghosted" Raw r and Fitted r data at the 

top of Figure 25 were due to velocity and acceleration effects. The expected 

sinusoid for a knob with detents is clearly visible at the top of Figure 25, and 

well segmented into the Raw xpQS and Fitted TpQS values at the bottom of 

Figure 25. The bottom plots of Figures 25 and 26 suggest that the very subtle 

-10 mNm peak detents and friction were successfully fit. Additionally, the 

95% CI plots of Figure 27 suggest a dominance of appropriate signal data over 

noisy data such as the "salt and pepper" noise sprinkled throughout these 

plots. 

Knobmocierate detents1 Figure 28 clearly shows the larger amplitude and 

lower frequency detents of K n o b m o d e r a t e detents a s compared to Knob s uh ti e 

detents- Comparing Figure 28 to Figure 29, we can see that the detents domi

nate the feel of Knob m o c j e r . a t e detents- This domination contrasts with Knob s uh ti e 

detents where the detents and friction had similar contributions to the knob's 

feel. The bottom of Figure 29 is a considerable improvement over the top of 

Figure 29, but the ghosting present in this plot, and the bottom of Figure 28, 

suggest increased difficulty fitting these data compared to equivalent data for 

Knobm oderate detents- Nevertheless, the fit was relatively successful, as sug

gested by the good 95% CI plots of Figure 30. 

-sine detents' Figures 31 and 32 show the difficulty attempting to 

fit data to the Equation 6 model. For example, before performing a capture, 

manually turning K n o b n o n . s i n e detents revealed significant backlash and non-

sinusoid detents. For example, physical slips due to the considerable backlash 

can be seen between 0.1- 0.2 rad in Figures 31 and.32. These torque vs. posi

tion fits were also quite sensitive to subtle changes in the fitting procedure 

such as when initial conditions were needed by the l sqcurvef i t algorithm 

for the non-linear model parameters. Nevertheless, the fitting procedure could 
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"see beyond" the backlash and fitted a sine wave of appropriate frequency to 

the captured K n o b n o n . s i n e detents data. As one would hope, these <positional • 

effects were successfully isolated from the velocity and acceleration effects. 

The torque vs. velocity plots in Figure 33 shows a good fit to the friction model 

parameters even though some aliasing can be seen in both the Raw r and Raw 

Tve[ plots. Such aliasing was not present in comparable plots for the other 

knobs. As a further indication of difficulty fitting, the magnitudes of the 95% 

CIs from the fitted torques in Figure 34 were more than 10 times greater than 

the other knobs. Overall, the modest success fitting Knob n o n . s i n e detents s u § ~ 

gests a promising robustness to the fitting procedure since the feeling of Knob-

non-sine detents s o clearly deviated from the model structure of Equation 6. 

Figure 35 gives a detailed zoom of the torque vs. velocity data plot to 

show how the static friction parameters were estimated for each of the five test 

knobs. The density of Raw T v e ^ data points abruptly drop beyond ±0.01 rad to 

indicate the appropriate Av boundary. Similarly, the densities for torque drop 

off beyond ±10 mNm to indicate the appropriate D ^ and Dvel+ boundaries; 

although, in this example, the density drop-offs for the D j stick-slip bound

aries were less clear than for Av. Some noise is visible near ±10 mNm in 

Figure 35, but is virtually non-existent elsewhere in the plot. Overall, a clear 

match to the Karnopp friction model is evident for this example knob contain

ing very subtle amounts of friction. 
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Figure 35: Example static friction parameter estimation on the torque vs. 
velocity data from K n o b s u b t l e d e t e n t s 

2.3 Comments on the Characterization Process 

The most important characterization principle explored during the 

above dynamics capture procedure was the need to balance the strengths of 

human experience with the precision and consistency of a computing system. 

For example, most physical controls have considerable non-linearities, but 

appropriate non-linear curve fitting techniques require currently unsolved 

mathematical problems. Until, and probably after, such math problems are 

solved and refined for practical numerical analysis, human intervention in the 

capture process will greatly enhance the practical fitting of dynamic model 

parameters. For example, Matlab's system identification toolbox helps design

ers iteratively create and refine linear dynamic models from measured input-

output data [55], although creation of custom Matlab scripts and user inter

faces were found to be more useful than Matlab's system identification user 
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interface for the data fitting described in this thesis. Better tools for involving 

humans in data fitting processes are clearly needed. 

The following sub-sections summarize characterization issues for phys

ical controls according to several broad categories. 

2.3.1 Human versus Machine Characterization Strengths 
The key characterization strategy is to let the humans do what they do 

best (provide context), and the apparatus do what it does best (precisely exe

cute commands). For example, as we'll see in subsequent sections, the detents 

in Knob s ubti e detents were very subtle and easily confused by novice users to be 

a kind of friction. The fitting procedure, however, had no difficulty identifying 

and segmenting the detent and friction components of the knob. Conversely, 

humans could easily identify severe backlash in K n o b n o n . s i n e detents m a t was 

not included in the fitting model. Consequently, initial fits using the same pro

cedure used for with Knob s u r j t i e detents yielded poor results. An experienced 

person could intervene in a computational process to improve practical cap

turing results: 

• Prior to exploration: Before capturing data, manually feeling the 

physical control to identify the dominant physical components such 

as detents, friction, inertia, backlash, and logical regions. 

• During iterative refinement: Iteratively refine curve fitting settings 

such as maximum number of function counts, iterations, initial con

ditions, and spatial regions of interest. 

2.3.2 Perceptibility of Specific Phenomena 
Curve fitting generally becomes more complex and less reliable with 

the addition of every parameter to the model. For example, can the subtleties 

of a Stribeck friction model be practically felt by most users? If not, attempting 

to capture and render such subtleties might unnecessarily jeopardize fitting of 

parameters that do have a significant impact to the user. Which parameters 
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need linear modeling, and which ones need non-linear characterization algo

rithms? Linear fits are generally faster to converge, more reliable, and do not 

need initial conditions compared to non-linear fits. 

Are there detents? Are they regularly spaced? Are some detents of 

greater amplitude than others? Do they feel more like a sine wave or a triangle 

wave? 

2.3.3 Fusing Multiple Characterization Techniques 
Can some parameters be "seeded" or augmented using parameteriza-

tions or model structure insights derived from°another characterization tech

nique? For example, visually examining at the back of K n o b n o n . s i n e detents ( s e e 

Figure 36) can provide several hints for choosing a good model. The frequency 

of detents can be determined by counting the number of grooves on the white 

ring. Such a frequency calculation was used to determine which of the two 

competing torque vs. position fits were correct: Figure 31 or Figure 32. Thus, 

^pos a n d ^pos c o m d have been determined before attempting a data fit to 

focus fitting efforts on fitting the other model parameters that were more diffi

cult or impossible to estimate using other methods. Alternatively, parameters 

such as P and S could be left as variables before fitting, and then used pos pos a' 

an independent "reality check" on the success of the overall fit. 

As an additional exercise to check the validity of the fitting procedure 

such a reality check is illustrated below. Each of two measured values of 

Ppos for the knobs with detents were averaged then multiplied by 2% to 

obtain measured period values. "Gold standard" numbers of detents for 

K n o b s u b t l e 

detents' K^tJmoderate detents' a n d ^ n o D n o n - s i n e detents w e r e then calcu

lated to be 30,12, and 12 per revolution, respectively. Dividing by 2K yields 

the periods as shown in Table 8. Values for Knob s u b t i e d e t e n t s a n d K n o b modera te 

detents matched quite well, and the match for K n o b n o n . s i n e detents * s acceptable 

considering K n o b n o n . s i n e detents's previously mentioned non-conformities to 
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the fitting model. It is also important to note that the two averaged values for 

Knobs ubtie detents a R d K n o b m o d e r a t e detents were almost the same, whereas the 

two measured estimates for K n o b n o n . s i n e detents over- and under-shot the 

"gold standard" value by about 50%. 

Table 8: Periodicity check for test knobs with detents 

Period Subtle 
Detents 

Moderate 
Detents 

Non-sine 
Detents 

Measured (rad) 0.216 0.476 0.640 

"Gold Standard" (rad) 0.209 0.524 0.524 

ate detent model (e.g., 12 "clicks" per revolution and non-sinusoid grooves) 
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2.3.4 Dynamic Range of Sensors 
Our Haptic Camera's torque sensor is an example where dynamic 

range significantly limits characterization quality. The best available torque 

and force sensors can only reliably provide 1000 data points between their 

minimum and maximum calibration settings. The torque sensor used for the 

capture of the above five knobs was very carefully chosen to span an optimal 

range of torques. Here, we used a coarse torque sensor to isolate the maximum 

torques required for each knob before purchasing and using a more sensitive 

second torque sensor. 

2.3.5 Dividing a Complex Problem into Simpler Sub-Problems 
Can the physical control be logically broken into different spatial 

regions? If so, a collection of simpler models could be used instead of one 

more complex model. For example, a more sensitive torque sensor could be 

used to explore low torque regions of a physical control, or higher order 

effects such as frequency and inertia could be initially estimated by first ana

lyzing flat spatial regions on a physical control containing detents. Colton and 

Hollerbach [20] suggested weighting techniques that would ideally guide a fit

ting algorithm towards a solution by favouring regions with less noise. 

2.3.6 Choosing Appropriate Model Complexity 
Is friction a dominant component? Inertia? Detents? Because each addi

tional parameter into a model will reduce the quality of fits to that model, the 

best practical characterization will often be to a simple model where the most 

dominant parameters should be included in a model — as opposed to a com

plex more physically accurate model that is extremely difficult to properly 

characterize. A Stribeck friction model could be more successfully captured 

without the presence of strong inertia or detents. However, in a physical con-
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trol with significant inertia, detents, and backlash, maybe a simple damping 

constant would be more appropriate. 

How many input and output degrees of freedom? For this research, a 1 

DOF DC motor and 3 input sensors (position, acceleration, and torque) were 

used. Consequently/more focussed identification techniques could be success

fully applied compared to arrays of multi-DOF systems, (e.g., linear algebra to 

deal with relative positions of multi-link assemblies and singularities were not 

needed). 

2.3.7 Dealing with Practical Data Capture Issues 
What imperfect realrworld problems arose during data capture? For 

example, did a transducer saturate during one phase of data capture? Over 

which spatial or temporal regions of the physical control being captured was 

closed-feedback control most stable? 1 

What were the resolutions of the data and desired model(s)? For this 

research, high-quality transducers were used. Consequently, explorations of 

subtle torques could be successfully explored. Many commercial applications 

would use cheaper, lower quality transducers requiring different modeling 

parameters. For example, smoother bearings in higher quality DC motors can 

be more difficult to control compared to stiffer bearings in lower quality DC 

motors. Such stiffness acts as a mechanical filter, reducing undesirable high-

frequency vibrations. Also, if a target actuator is incapable of effectively pro

ducing the output commanded by a model, or the user will not be able to per

ceive the model's nuances, a simpler model could produce a better feeling 

haptic system. Smoother renderings could be produced using a Karnopp fric

tion model instead of the more mechanically accurate Stribeck friction model 

if the system lacks the position and torque resolutions needed to stably pro

duce and control the Stribeck model — as is the case with most current sys

tems. 
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2.4 Noise Source Summary 

Future haptic camera apparatus could reduce noise and improve cap

ture quality by addressing mechanical, electrical, and algorithmic uncertain

ties such as: 

2.4.1 Mechanical Improvements, 
• Use a stronger (stiffer) bond between the knob gripper and test knob. 

For example, applying glues or physical screws into the test knob 

might permanently alter or destroy its cap; but, one would achieve a 

stiffer coupling that is more resistant to oscillations and hysteresis 

when the haptic camera is in motion. 

• Improve the alignment mechanism between the haptic camera sen

sors and the test knob. For example, one could use a 6 axis torque 

sensor to monitor and compensate for axis misalignment. Compen

sation could include finely adjusting a physical chuck grounded to 

the test knob or algorithmic post-capture processing of the collected 

data. • 

• Develop and implement higher-performance sensor and actuator 

. materials. For example, the torque sensor used for the current haptic 

camera has a mass of 100 g. A lower mass torque sensor, such as a 

custom designed strain gauge, would enable the DC motor to com

mand higher bandwidth excitation signals. Improved strain gauge 

materials engineering would yield more accurate torque sensing 

because hysteresis reduces resolution of current strain gauge tech

nologies. Similarly, improved micromachining processes would 

yield micromachined accelerometer beams capable of sensing higher 

resolutions. 
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2.4.2 Electrical Improvements 
• Improve electrical shielding of sensor cables and actuator supply 

cables. For example, the DC motor produces electrical noise that can 

influence the sensitive uV to mV level signals from the torque and 

acceleration sensors. Capacitors on the motor supply lines, medical-

grade sensor cable shielding, and analog filtering effectively reduced 

electrical noise in the current haptic camera apparatus; however, fur

ther refinements could improve the resolution of captured data. 

• Reduce the number of electronic components and cable lengths. The 

current haptic camera apparatus covers about 1 m 2 of desk space. A 

smaller package could be obtained by re-arranging existing compo

nents and removing unnecessary components, such as printed cir

cuit board routing and sockets for unused channels of the I/O board. 

The resulting package would typically pick up less noise. 

2.4.3 Algorithmic Improvements 

• Repeatedly conduct more independent samples of the same test knob 

until desired measures, such as mean and 95% confidence interval, 

have stabilized within a level of error deemed appropriate by the 

experiementer. For example, some parameter estimates for Knob s i n e . 

d e t e n t m Table 7 on page 51 vary by an order of magnitude. Addi

tional samples would improve confidence in the final estimated 

mean value. 

• Perform non-linear least-squares fits (e.g., l sqcurvef i t in Matlab) 

with different models of varying complexity and different initial 

conditions. For example, one could attempt to use a different proto

type position function than a sinusoid when fitting the detents of 
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Knob sj n e_ cj e t : e n t (refer to Equation 6 on page 29). 

• Implement software with better real-time performance. Although 

absolute computer clock frequencies and storage access times con-

, tinue to improve, microsecond (or smaller) update inconsistencies 

can lead to perceptually noticeable haptic rendering errors. 

• Devise and use better curve fitting algorithms and procedures. For 

example, for a knob dominated by inertia, one could explicitly mea

sure the inertia's admittance as a function of frequently. This would 

enable one to better estimate the frequency range over which the 

Haptic Camera made good measurements. 

2.5 Characterization Summary 

We fitted inertia, friction, and detent models to two simulated and five 

real mechanical test knobs. Characterization of a noiseless simulated knob was 

nearly perfect. Characterization of a simulated knob, with greater average 

noise than the noise generated by our Haptic Camera apparatus, contained 

small errors listed in Table 4 on page 47. The worst observed error for this 

noisy simulated knob was a modest < 1% phase lag. Overall, the characteriza

tion procedure was deemed successful from a mathematical viewpoint, and 

appropriate for fitting real mechanical knobs. 

Five mechanical test knobs were then fitted to a physical model with 8 

parameters (1 acceleration, 4 velocity, and 3 position). The fits for Knob n ig n f r i c . 

tiorv K n o b h i g h inertia' ^ o b s u b t l e detents' a n d K^bmoderate detents w e r e a 1 1 

deemed to be of good quality because the 95% confidence intervals of their 

resultant torques were all less than 0.5 mNm. Even Knob n o n . s j n e detents' which 

was known a priori to have much backlash, non-sinusoidal detents, and other 

deviations from our fitting model, was fitted with reasonable accuracy. Fitted 

torques for Knob n o n _ s i n e detents had a 95% confidence interval of less than 5 

mNm. We used detent period as an independently measurable check of our 
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fits for the five mechanical test knobs. The number of "clicks" per revolution 

were counted for K n o b s u b t l e d e t e n t s , K n o b m o d e r a t e d e t e n t s , and K n o b n o n . s i n e 

detents' m e n compared to the fitting results. These independent estimates of 

detent period had 3.0%, 9.5%, and 23.5% relative accuracies, respectively. 

At this point, we do not know whether the fitting qualities for these five 

mechanical test knobs are acceptable to users. User studies are needed to 

judge the quality of these characterizations in terms of subjective experiences 

of humans. Chapters 3 and 4 conduct and analyze such user studies. 
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Chapter 3 
Rendering and Validation 

A key assumption underlying the work reported in this thesis is that 

active haptic rendering can mimic not only the physical characteristics of a 

mechanical knob but also elicit a comparable subjective experience from a 

human who uses the knob. Chapter 1 described the Haptic Camera that we 

developed to measure the engineering parameters of a knob. Chapter 2 

described how we process those measurements to produce a real-time charac

terization of a knob. This chapter describes a particular rendering system 

(hardware and algorithm) that uses these models, and tests the hypothesis 

that the rendering system accurately conveys to the user the "feel" of a knob 

given its model. This is accomplished through a user study in which users 

matched an active haptic rendering to a passive mechanical test knob by 

adjusting the parameters of the model for the active knob. Both quantitative 

and qualitative results from the experiment support the hypothesis that the 

renderings evoke a subjective experience similar to the mechanical knob. 

We first describe the rendering system, then we describe the user study 

and interpret the results of the study in terms of the stated hypothesis. We 

close with a discussion of how the user study might be improved, and how the 

choice of parameters in the rendering model might have influenced the results 

of the study. These studies help us better understand the ability of people to 

tune parameters in haptics, and provide insights into what people feel and 

how they know they've felt it. 

3.1 Introduction 

Figure 37 illustrates the haptic knob apparatus. It uses the same compo

nents as the Haptic Camera (description started on page 12), except the torque 

sensor and accelerometer attached to the motor's shaft were replaced with a 
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custom made 60 mm diameter x 15 mm deep polycarbonate knob. The torque 

sensor was not required for closed-loop feedback because calculated model 

torques could be used with good accuracy, as verified in the torque test results 

beginning on page 46. Although an accelerometer may have helped provide 

more accurate rotational acceleration readings, the accelerometer was not 

used because its cables restricted the knob's rotation. This choice favored the 

user's ability to freely rotate the knob over slightly improving acceleration 

sensing. 

Figure 37: Rendered haptic knob apparatus 

3.2 Balancing Machine and Human Capabilities 

In recent short-term memory research, it has been observed that people 

have a single central memory capacity limit averaging about 4 chunks of infor

mation [22]. In contrast, our Haptic Camera's Karnopp friction model and 

detent model (refer to Equation 6 on page 29 and Figures 13-14 beginning on 

page 31) respectively contain 7 and 3 parameters. Clearly, a compromise 

between realistic human capacities and multi-parameter mathematical models 

is needed for user study participants to adequately understand and manipu-
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late the physical models captured by our Haptic Camera. We therefore sought 

ways to simplify the capture model to make it more accessible to human sub

jects, while retaining control over the most perceptually important compo

nents: 

• Inertia can effectively be modeled, from both machine and human 

perspectives, with a single parameter virtual mass [19,78]; so, MQcc 

should clearly be retained as one of our free parameters. 

• Display of friction, modeled using a Karnopp model, represented an 

opportunity for parameter reduction, because it contained 7 parame

ters in our capture model. It is commonly believed that the stick-slip 

boundaries (Cv e/+ and Cye^ ) and damping components (B j+ and 

Bve!_) of the Karnopp friction model are the most perceptually rele

vant. These friction components were the focus of previous charac

terization research such as Richard et al. [78]. Thus, for the present 

purposes we dropped three of the model components [Dyei+ > ^ve/. / 

and Av), combined the two stick-slip boundaries ( C y e / + and' C y g / _) 

into Cvei , and combined the two damping components (^ v e / + and 

Bvel_) into Bvel , that were present in the capture model. 

• We were also able to simplify the detent model, given the specific 

knobs that we modeled. Our three test knobs containing detents all 

had relatively high detent frequencies of at least 12 detents per revo

lution. Consequently, we safely removed the phase shift parameter, 

Sn , from the detent model that we presented to user study partic-
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ipants. 

Together, these simplifications left us with 5 parameters (1 inertia, 2 

friction, and 2 detent) — Cowan's [22] recommended upper bound for the 

number of percepts one can handle simultaneously. 

To verify and possibly extend the most aggressive of these friction 

model reductions, we then conducted an informal pilot study with 4 partici

pants to test the relative contributions of the Karnopp stick-slip boundaries 

and damping slip states. Al l participants were graduate students in the Com

puter Science Department at the University of British Columbia. Participants 

were instructed to adjust 5 physical sliders that modified the feeling of a force-

feedback knob (refer to Figure 39 on page 91). The sliders respectively 

changed the 5 parameters introduced in the previous chapter along unit 

ranges similar to those obtained by the Haptic Camera characterizations of the 

5 test knobs described in Chapter 1. The participants all had extreme difficulty 

perceptually discerning the different stick-slip friction boundaries. However, 

they were easily able to discern and modify the damping slip state of a Kar

nopp friction model rendered on the haptic knob. Therefore, we further sim

plified our friction model to consist of only the damping element of the 

original Karnopp friction model. That is, we modelled friction as pure damp

ing because users could not distinguish pure damping from damping with 

stick-slip boundaries. The stick-slip states were not displayed even as fixed 

parameters (not present or adjustable by the users), on the grounds that any 

non-perceptually justified model complexity undermines our ability to stably 

render the whole second order model. 

This simplification resulted in four perceptually influential model 

parameters (1 inertia, 1 friction, and 2 detent) for our user studies in this chap

ter and Chapter 4. These parameters balanced both machine and human capa

bilities. 

Chase and Simon [16] observed that expert chess players more readily 

chunked information than novices. In line with such research, this chapter 

describes both novice and expert studies using our simplified 4-parameter 
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model. The expert study was designed to probe more deeply into the underly

ing physics of the haptic knob, whereas the novice study was designed to 

probe typical responses of average end-users of physical controls. Our render

ing model and user studies are described in further detail below. 

3.3 R e n d e r i n g M o d e l 

Figure 38 shows the rendering model used to generate torques on the 

haptic knob shown in Figure 37 (compare with Equation 6 on page 29). The 

model is visually organized into three layers to illustrate the three intuitive 

components of the model — detents, friction, and inertia terms — that closely 

correspond to the model used during the capture of mechanical knob dynam

ics (refer to Equation 6, page 29). Key attributes of the model include: 

• Sine equation for creating position-dependent detents of varied 

amplitude and period. 

• Damping constant corresponding to the "slip" state of the Karnopp 

model used during captures. 

• Inertia simulation using a virtual mass as suggested by Colgate & 

Schenkel [19] and previously used by Brouwer [11] for a mass simu

lation of a haptic laparoscopic tool. 
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Figure 38: Haptic knob rendering model 

The model shown in Figure 38 has several "simplifying" attributes rela

tive to the captured model parameters. These "simplifying" attributes reduced 

the number of model terms towards a number (4) that was more manageable 

for participants to quickly comprehend and manipulate. The simplifications 

also slightly improved the stability of the renderings. Changes compared to 

the captured model parameters include: 

• Phase shift variable S was removed from the detent model com-
pos 

ponent. 

• Damping variables from the Karnopp friction model, Byel and 

Bvel+ / were averaged to create an overall damping factor of Bvel , 

and the "stick" state of the Karnopp model was ignored. 

• The accelerometer was removed from the shaft in favor of a virtual 

mass simulation [19] where acceleration is calculated by double dif

ferentiating the encoder position. This model had the main render

ing advantage that position-, velocity-, and acceleration-sensing 

could all be determined with a single high-quality optical encoder. 
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• Conservative virtual mass constants K = 12 000 Nm / rad and 

Bvm = 88 Nm / rad/s were chosen and fixed for user trials. 

• "Low Pass 1" was the same IIR Butterworth filter described in Section 

1.2.2, "Velocity Sensing" on page 14, but a second filter "Low Pass 2" 

was added to the virtual mass rendering. "Low Pass 2" was simply 

the mean value of the last three racc updates (box filtering). 

3.3.1 Psychophysical Appropriateness of the Rendered Model 
The models we are using for haptic camera capture and consequent 

rendering are similar to psychophysical models used by other researchers to 

describe kinematic movement of a person's hand during a rotation task. Our 

model describes the dynamics of a physical control, not of the user's hand. 

However, we argue that if our knob model effectively encompasses state-of-

the-art hand motion models, then it has the potential to feel perceptually com

plete. 

Equation 13 is a non-linear mass-spring model of movement used by 

Novak et al. [71] to describe rapid hand movement experimentation with a 

passive rotary control. Novak et al.'s model represents typical human wrist 

motion, and is applicable for describing complicated finger and wrist turning 

motions associated with knob turning tasks. In the models used in this thesis, 

we omitted the exponential damping term of 0.2 because its exact value is dis

puted (as described in Novak et al.'s discussion of related work [71]). 

0 = 

Macce + a c c - P a r t ( W 

* > ' ° - 2 + vel. part ( r v e / ) <13) 
K'nAB-6Bn) pos. part ( T ) posy eq' r r pos' 

where the parameters of this biomechanic human hand model are 
Tpos' Tvel' anc* Tacc a r e t n e position, velocity, and acceleration torque 
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parts that sum together to form r. 

6,6, and 6 are the rotational position, velocity, and acceleration. 

Macc is an acceleration constant, intuitively similar to inertia. 

Bvei is a velocity damping constant, intuitively similar to friction. 

K is a positional spring constant, intuitively similar to stiffness. 

3.3.2 M a x i m u m R e n d e r i n g C a p a b i l i t i e s o f the H a p t i c K n o b 

Table 9 lists the maximum dynamic response constants that could be 

continuously rendered at a 5000 Hz update rate using the haptic knob. Exclud

ing commanded renderings, the haptic knob mechanism, including the motor, 

had negligible friction and a low inertia of 0.013 mNm / rad/s2. The knob had 

small axial and radial plays as listed in Table 10. 

Subjectively, the detents and damping had low amounts of perceived 

instability [17] (there was an absence of unmodelled jitter and activeness; the 

detents, of course, comprised modeled bumpiness). At high inertia settings, 

the spring constant for the virtual mass, K~vm, could be felt when making 

rapid motions with the knob. Also, the inertia rendering introduced a "per

ceived instability" that felt like a rough texture of a few mNm in magnitude; 

however, this texture felt similar for all slider settings. 

Table 9: Maximum continuous torque responses of the haptic knob 

Torque constant M a x i m u m continuous torque 

Position 180 mNm 

Velocity 45 mNm / rad 

Acceleration 1.5 mNm / rad/s 2 

Table 10: Axial and radial play of the haptic knob at the handle 

K n o b shaft play M a x i m u m values 

Axial (motor shaft) .05 - .15 mm 
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Table 10: Axial and radial play of the haptic knob at the handle 

Knob shaft play Maximum values 

Radial (ball bearing) .025 mm 

3.4 Haptic Matching Experiments 

User studies were performed to better understand the relationships 

between automated and human-centered parameterizations of physical con

trol dynamics. Certain components of any mathematical model and physical 

control apparatus will match particular psychophysical models of novice and 

expert human participants more appropriately than others. The following user 

studies are steps toward understanding how to design physical control 

dynamics that better take into account human psychophysics. The primary 

research questions for these studies are: 

What human responses to dynamic properties can and can not be accurately 

matched by an automated system identification process (Haptic Camera)? What 

aspects of dynamic properties do people rely on when forming their percepts ? What are 

the relative strengths and weaknesses of the automated and human system identifica

tion processes? 

Both novice and expert participants were recruited to explore the typi

cal and maximum human limits of dynamics estimation, respectively. These 

parameterization user studies closely parallel previous research in graphics. 

For example, Bartels et al. [10] performed parameterization studies using 

graphical shape matching tasks to test human-centered interaction styles for a 

collection of mathematical representations of graphical curves. 

The approach taken with these matching user studies was to have par

ticipants adjust physical parameters of inertia, friction, and detent models of a 

rendered knob. Participants iteratively adjusted and felt the rotation of the 

rendered knob until it felt as similar as possible to a static mechanical test 

knob. Participants actively adjusted physical parameters for the rendered 

knob. Our study design serves as an excellent structured task for qualitative 

data collection and a good task for quantitative data collection. This approach 
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does however have a few limitations. Most notably, the short term memory of 

a typical participant can only process a small number of physical parameters 

(< 4), and each comparison is time consuming (up to 2-5+ minutes). Requiring 

participants to handle high cognitive loads can lead to greater uncertainty in 

the user studies results. Refer to Section 3.5.2, "User Study Enhancements"on 

page 112 for a discussion of additional possible user study designs. 

3.4.1 Method 
The participants, apparatus, and procedure for the user validation 

study are described below. 

3.4.1.1 Participants: Novices and Experts 
We recruited both novice and expert participants. Novices were chosen 

because they represent a typical user's sensitivity and vernacular understand

ing of how detents, friction, and inertia feel. Experts (individuals with training 

in mechanical systems and models) were chosen to explore the bounds of 

human perception of mechanical control dynamics. Experts had a heightened 

awareness of how underlying physics and mathematics change the feeling of 

detents, friction, and inertia, as well as language to verbalize these percepts. 

For example, experts understand the differences between Karnopp and 

Stribeck friction models, understand that detents can be modeled with torque 

versus position sinusoids, and that inertia is a predominantly acceleration-

dependent effect. Novices relied solely on their daily experiences with physi

cal controls such as knobs, whereas experts also relied on their thorough 

understanding of mechanics. Even if novices and experts were both able to 

create equally good mental.models of a haptic behavior, experts would typi

cally be able to more clearly articulate and describe their mental models. 

The procedures for the novice and expert user studies differed slightly 

in an effort to better utilize their respective skill sets. These procedures are 

described in Section 3.4.1.3, "Procedure" starting on page 93. Generally, 

experts were given more freedom and more background information than the 
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novices in an effort to focus on more subtle and refined dynamic attributes of 

the physical controls. 

Right-handed, paid participants were individually tested in the two 

parts (novice and expert) study. Both parts took approximately one hour to 

complete. Fifteen novices (10 female & 5 male) with ages ranging from 20-29 

years (M= 24.7, SD= 2.8), and five experts (3 male & 2 female) with ages rang

ing from 23-31 years (M= 27.2, SD= 3.2) participated. Novices were students or 

staff at the University of British Columbia. Experts were graduate students or 

post-doctoral students from Mechanical Engineering laboratories at the Uni

versity of British Columbia employed in haptic-related research projects. 

None of the experts were directly affiliated with, or knowledgeable of, the 

author's research. 1 

3.4.1.2 Apparatus 
Participants interacted with the apparatus shown in Figure 39. By 

adjusting four physical sliders, participants changed the dynamics of a haptic 

knob to match the dynamics of five mechanical test knobs (one at a time) to the 

best of their ability. These five test knobs were labeled sequentially with letters 

" A " - "E". The four physical sliders controlled magnitudes of the four render

ing parameters MQCC, BYE[, APQS , and PPQS in Equation 14 (see page 91), as 

applied to the current virtual knob rendering. Table 11 lists the minimum (bot

tom) and maximum (top) slider settings. 

Table 11: Slider value ranges 

Slider Minimum -> Maximum Values 

M 
acc 

0 -> .75 mNm / rad/s 2 

Bvel 0 -> 30 mNm / rad/s 

Apos 0 -> 15 mNm 

P 
pos 

oo -> 5 
(0 —> 32 detents / revolution) 
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Figure 39: Apparatus for human system identification 

M 6 + 
acc 

acc. part (r ) 
r v acc' 

vel. part ( r y g / ) (14) 

pos 

where the parameters of this haptic knob rendering model are 

t is the torque rendered to the force-feedback knob. 
Tpos' rvel' a n d Tacc a r e P o s m o n ' velocity, and acceleration torque 
parts that sum together to form T. 

6,6, and 6 are the rotational position, velocity, and acceleration. 

Macc is an acceleration constant, intuitively similar to inertia. 

B i is a damping constant, intuitively similar to friction. 
Apos a n d ^pos a r e a m P u t u d e and period parameters for rendering 
detents. 

Results from the previously described pilots with novices and experts 

(see page 83) suggested participants experienced too high of a cognitive load 

when altering any more than four or five knob variables at the same time. 

Consequently, allowing users to modify all the position, velocity, and acceler-
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ation dependent variables in the captured model would have been over

whelming to the participants. As illustrated in Figure 39, the sliders were 

visually chunked into a pair of physical sliders for modifying Macc and Bvel, 

separated by an empty slot, and a pair of physical sliders for modifying A 

and P . The sliders for MQCC and Byel independently adjusted the respec

tive feelings of inertia and friction, whereas A and P worked together 

to adjust the detents (refer to Equation 14). The mechanical test knobs were 

organized according to this "division by detents". Knobnjgh friction (labeled 

"A") and Knob n i g n i n e r t i a (labeled "B") did not have detents, whereas knobs 

K n o b s u b t l e detents' Knobmoderate detents' a n d K n o b n o n . s i n e detents bad detents 

(labeled "C", "D", and "E"). Sliders A and PpQs were therefore not 

needed to model Knob h i g h f r i c t i o n and Knob h i g h i n e r t i a . 
< 

For the qualitative aspect of the study, participants were also given 

sticky notes and a pen, then asked to label the sliders with descriptive key

words. 

The five test knobs (refer to Table 5 on page 48) captured by the previ

ously described Haptic Camera apparatus were each provided with matching 

smooth, white ABS plastic caps. The test knobs were organized along a row 

beneath the haptic knob, which was also provided with a similar plastic cap. 

Each plastic cap measured a 70 mm diameter, 16.5 mm depth, and 3 mm fil

leted edge. These caps ensured participants compared only the dynamic prop

erties of the knobs, not textural surface properties on the handle. Exposing 

participants to the surface textures of the test knobs would have introduced 

additional haptic noise, and visual multimodal effects, into the comparisons. 

Disguising the identity of the active haptic knob from the participants 

would eliminate chances of participants being influenced by their precon

ceived biases towards either an active knob or a passive test knob. A random

ized layout designed to disguise the identity of the haptic knob was not used 
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because the rendered knob would quickly become apparent to the participant 

with any such layout. Participants would readily determine a controlled active 

knob within a set of test knobs because an active knob would change its 

dynamics as the participants adjusted physical slider settings. But, the test 

knobs would not change. 

3.4.1.3 Procedure 
The experimenter manually reset the physical sliders to their off (bot

tom) positions at the beginning of each session and individual trial. In a famil

iarization phase, participants were instructed to explore the effects of each 

slider on the haptic knob. They were first instructed to alter MQcc, then Byel. 

Next they were instructed to move A and P near the middle of each J pos pos 

slider's range, and observe the effects of each position-based slider. Partici

pants explored the effects of each slider on the haptic knob until they felt com

fortable and confident using the apparatus. They then wrote down keywords 

on sticky notes to describe each slider's effect on the haptic knob. Each of these 

sticky notes were affixed beneath the appropriate physical slider. During this 

apparatus exploration phase, the experimenter aurally described the underly

ing physics (mass, damping, detent amplitude, and detent frequency) modi

fied by each slider to the expert participants, but not to the novices. The 

experts would likely be able to determine the underlying physics themselves; 

so, explicitly telling the experts these underlying physics allowed us to more 

quickly progress towards studying more interesting, subtle knob attributes. 

In an effort to minimize participant bias, none of the participants were 

told whether the five test knobs were mechanical or mechatronic (force-feed

back) knobs; nor were specific inertia, friction, or detent properties of the five 

test knobs discussed with any of the participants. 

For the novice participants, the knobs were tested in two groups: (i) 

without detents, and then (ii) with detents. The order of knobs was randomized 

within each group and only the relevant sliders were made accessible for each 
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group (Madc and Bye[ for knobs without detents, and MQCC, B v e l , ApQs and 

P for knobs with detents). This ordering of studying knobs without 

detents before knobs with detents was justified due to the benefits in learning 

accrued from gradually increasing the task's cognitive load (compensating for 

cognitive load differences was deemed more important than the possible 

introduction of small memory biases). Novices were instructed to take as long 

as they desired (typically about two minutes) to adjust the. A/ and Bv^ 

sliders to-match each knob a total of three times. First, participants were 

required to match either Knob n i g r i friction then Knobhigh inertia' o r vice-versa 

(knobs without detents). After performing three repetitions with each of the 

two knobs without detents (Knobhigh friction 

and Knobhigh inertia)' they were 

then instructed to adjust all four sliders to match three repetitions with each of 

the knobs with detents (Knob s u b t l e d e t ents ' K n o b m o d e r a t e detents' a n d Knob n o n . 

sine detents) • 

For each repetition, a randomized ordering of the knobs was presented 

to the participant. A trial consisted of using physical sliders to match the "feel" 

of the active knob to match the "feel" of a test knob as closely as possible, then 

rate how similar these two knobs felt. For all trials, participants were 

instructed to rotate the knobs with their right (dominant) hand, and adjust the 

sliders with their left (non-dominant) hand. This protocol prevented addi

tional noise in the collected data caused by perceptual and/or cognitive differ

ences related to right and left hand usage. After each trial, participants were 

asked to rate how satisfied they were with the match between the rendered 

haptic knob and the mechanical test knob. Participants gave a rating between 

1 for strongly agree and 9 for strongly disagree to the question, "I am satisfied 

with the match between the rendered and mechanical knob." 

Experts followed the same procedure as the novices, except the experts 

were instructed to (i) adjust all four sliders when matching all five test knobs, 

and (ii) perform one very careful block consisting of a randomized ordering of 
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the five test knob trials, in lieu of three rapid, repeated trials. Adjusting all four 

sliders for all five test knobs was not believed to be a burden because the 

experts were trained in mechanical systems and models, and they had more 

time to explore these sliders compared to novices. We felt it was appropriate 

to ask experts to only perform one more careful block (taking more time per 

matched knob) because experts, being experts, were less likely to learn about 

the knob models during the trials. Furthermore, experts were asked to verbal

ize their current thoughts and strategies during the experiment (think aloud 

protocol [29]). These expert comments were transcribed by the experimenter 

for future qualitative analysis. 

3.4.2 Results 
Figure 40 illustrates how satisfied novice participants were with how 

closely each final knob rendering matched each of the five test knobs. Partici

pants gave favorable satisfaction ratings for all test knob matchings [M= 2.5, 

SD= 1.0] for a range of 1-9 with 1 being most satisfied, but significant rating 

differences between the knobs were not observed. 

Pairwise comparisons between the satisfaction ratings for the knobs 

were tested using a typical non-parametric test, a Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test 

with Bonferroni correction. Significant differences were found between: 

• Knob h i g h f r i c t i o n - K n o b n o n . s i n e detents iZ = 2 - 5 8 ' V < '011 
• Knobhigh friction " Knobmoderate detents iZ = 2-i7' V < -03] 

• Knobhigh inertia " K nob n o n _ s i n e detents [ Z = 2 - 4 3 ' V < -015] 

• Knobhigh inertia " K n o bmoderate detents [Z. = I - 6 1 ' V < -101 
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These significant pairs are marked in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: Novice ratings of satisfaction for how closely each rendered knob 
matched its target mechanical test knob 
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Figure 41 illustrates the relationships between expert participants, nov

ice participants, and Haptic Camera parameterizations of the five test knobs. 

To better compare participant slider settings, the dependent axis of Figure 41 

is scaled to the minimum and maximum stable operating levels for the haptic 

knob. Table 12 lists the equivalent physical units that map to unit slider values 

of 0 —> 1 for the four sliders (for use in reading Figure 41). Error bars (a = .05) 

are shown for expert and novice participants. Such error bars were not calcu

lated for the automated system identification (haptic camera) values because 

only two independent captures were obtained. Nevertheless, parameter value 

differences and overall 95% confidence intervals for the dependent variable 

(torque) are shown in Table 7 on page 51. Error bars are not displayed for the 

independently obtained 'gold standard' values because they are, by definition, 

zero ('perfect' data). 

Table 12: Physical units that map to standardized slider values of 0 —> 1 (for 
use in reading Figure 41) 

Slider 
(from left to right) 

Parameter Physical mapping 

Inertia Macc 0 -» .75 mNm / rad/s 2 

Damping Bvel 0 - 4 30 mNm / rad/s 

Detent Amplitude Apos 0->15 mNm 

Detent Frequency P -1 

pos 
0 —> 31.4 clicks / revolution 

The two leftmost shaded columns of Figure 41 display slider settings 

for knobs without detents — Knobnigh friction
 a n d

 K ^ D h i g h i n e r t i a - The first (left

most) column displays inertia parameter settings, M , for these two knobs, 

and the second shaded column displays friction parameter settings, , for 

these two knobs. A. and Ppos are not displayed because they are only 

used exclusively for knobs with detents. For example, looking at the leftmost 
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shaded column, circles, squares, and stars respectively represent the novice, 

expert, and automated (Haptic Camera) parameter estimates for inertia, Macc 

of the two knobs K n o b h i g h f r i c t i o n and K n o b h i g h i n e r t i a 

The four rightmost shaded columns of Figure 41 display slider settings 

for knobs with detents — Knob s u b t i e detents' K n o b m o d e r a t e detents' 

Knob n o n 

-sine 
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Figure 41: Comparisons of expert, novice, and Haptic Camera parameteriza-

tions for all five test knobs. Human parameterizations were performed in clus
ters, setting only the parameters present in those knobs. 

detents- From left to right, these shaded columns display parameter settings for, 

M , B 
acc vel A ,and P pos ' pos 

Table 13 compares the Haptic Camera and expert participant parame

terizations, along with their 95% confidence intervals for the overall torque 

data (r in Equation 6 on page 29). This table presents a subset of the same data 

as in Figure 41. As with previous tables, units are in mNm, rad, and s for 

torque, angle, and time, respectively. 
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Table 13: Comparison of Haptic Camera and Human Expert Dynamic 
Property Estimates (units are in mNm, rad, and s for torque, angle, and time, 

respectively) 

Knob 

hi
gh

 fr
ic

tio
n 

hi
gh

 i
ne

rti
a 

su
bt

le
 d

et
en

ts
 

m
od

er
at

e 
de

te
nt

s 

no
n-

si
ne
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et

en
ts

 

Haptic Camera M > acc .28 .035 . .049 ' .002 

Expert Macc .01 .07 .033 .024 .02 

95% CI .011 .022 .024 .015 .022 

, Haptic Camera Bve^ 8-8 •-2A 

Expert Bvei 24 5.1 12 5.1 14 

95% CI 2.6 1.9 4.5 2.8 6.6 

.Haptic Camera 4'pos • . -^y '*0; • ,;130 
Expert ApQs 1.3 6.7 8.3 

95% CI .41 .91 1.5 

•\ Haptic Camera Ppos 0 •'. -22 ' ;- ::^:/:48; '.' .41 
Expert P r pos .20 .43 .50 

95% CI .00024 .057 .040 

For the special case of detent frequency, independently obtained "gold 

standard" values can be easily calculated for the period by counting the num

ber of "clicks" while manually turning the knobs with detents about one com

plete revolution (refer to Figure 36 on page 73). The number of "clicks" was 

also validated using visual inspection for K n o b m o d e r a t e d e t e n t s a n d K n o b n o n . s i n e 

detents- Visual confirmation was not performed for K n o b s u b t i e detents because 

the confirmation could not be performed without permanently disassembling 

the mechanical knob sub-components. Table 14 lists the perfect "gold stan-
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dard" values for these knobs beside the values obtained by the Haptic Camera 

and expert participants. "Gold standard" values for inertia were difficult to 

obtain because of the need to physically model a complicated inertia for the 

test knobs. Friction "gold standards" are even more difficult to obtain because 

surface material and geometrical properties between all moving parts need to 

be obtained. Calculating stick-slip frictional effects also impedes estimation of 

"gold standard" detent amplitude values. One would need to first calculate 

the geometries and material properties of the detents, then estimate the reac-

tion torques generated as a user rotates through the detent. These other alter

native estimation methods are tedious and error-prone, to be used as "gold 

standards". 

Table 14: Comparison of detent estimates for knobs with detents 

Knob subtle 
detents 

moderate 
detents 

non-sine 
detents 

Haptic Camera Measured 
(detents/ rev) 

29.1 13.2 15.2 

Expert Measured 
(detents / rev) 

25.1 15.4 12.9 

Independently Obtained 
(detents/rev)' 

30 12 12 

Table 15 lists the terms which each of the 15 novices recorded on their 

slider sticky notes. Data from experts is not described because slider settings 

were explained to the expert participants; so results of their sticky notes 

would be biased. 
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Table 15: Participant tags for dynamic knob properties 

# M 
acc 

Bvel A 
pos 

P 
pos 

1 weight, 
"whoosh" 

friction, heavy bigness of 
detents 

how many 
detents 

2 spinny stiffer, like 
moving 

through mud 

really bumpy small bumps, 
big bumps for 

fine tuning 

3 spin faster spin slower & 
stops 

feeling bumps spacing bumps 

4 rotational force 
control 

friction force 
control 

control for a 
cycle of rotation 

smoothness of 
rotation control 

5 weight friction bump height # of bumps 

6 increase resis
tance; no brake 

increase resis
tance; + break 

increase stage 
effect 

decrease stage 
width 

7 smooth, but 
heavy 

light & smooth; 
buttery 

turning a 
smooth knob in 

definite steps 

turning a knob 
with shorter 

steps in 
between 

8 spin automati
cally 

less resistant clicks faster 

9 more friction more friction; 
feels better than 

1 [Mace] 

more cranky cranky 

10 momentum pudding bump size bump fre
quency 

11 resistant spin smooth spin wobbly knobbly 

12 slingy hard to turn big clicky clicky 

13 resistance sensitivity smoothness ditto (smooth
ness) 

14 . easy; little 
bumpy 

touch, sticky, 
but smooth 

stiff, large 
bumps 

less stiff, 
smaller bumps 

15 inertia velocity control amplitude of 
detents 

frequency of 
detents 
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3.4.3 Discussion • 
Our discussion starts by comparing the quantitative haptic matching 

results between the Haptic Camera, experts, and novices. Next, qualitative 

data analyses are performed to provide a deeper understanding of the quanti

tative haptic matching results. The ability of novice participants to identify 

dynamic knob properties is addressed by examining these participants' sticky 

note memory aids. And, more complex perceptual attributes of knob dynam

ics are distilled from the experimenter's field notes collected from the expert 

participants' "think aloud" comments. 

3.4.3.1 Human vs. Machine Performance 
Many interesting relationships emerged between the parameterizations 

by human participants and the Haptic Camera. Our quantitative analysis 

focusses on relationships between the Haptic Camera and these experts 

because parameterizations by experts were more closely aligned with the 

Haptic Camera estimates and only experts performed a "think aloud" proto

col. 

Precise relationships between Haptic Camera and participant estimates 

were performed for detent frequency because independent "gold standards" 

could be calculated. Because the Haptic Camera's characterization employed 

the same algorithm for fitting detent period as for the other physical parame

ters, it is likely that the Haptic Camera reliably fitted the other dynamic prop

erties to their respective models as well. However, we can only conjecture that 

these underlying mathematical models appropriately represent human-cen

tered psychophysical responses to these knob dynamic properties. Both Hap

tic Camera and participant estimates must therefore be collectively considered 

if we are to understand how well the "feel" of the mechanical test knobs were 

captured and rendered. The following paragraphs use the user study results 

to compare these machine- and human-derived parameterizations. 

Detent & damping confusion: Looking at the Knobsuj-,tie detents values 

for Bvei and P„ o s in Figure 41, one can see relatively large differences between 
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the human and Haptic Camera estimates. For this low-amplitude detent (see 

the Ap0S values for K n o b s u b t i e detents m Figure 41), participants most likely had 

difficulty discerning whether the knob feeling was a frictional effect or a series 

of low frequency detents (the true knob mechanics). Referring to the Knobsub_ 

tie detents column in Table 14, one can see that the Haptic Camera was able to (i) 

observe the detents as detents — not friction, and (ii) correctly estimate the 

detent frequency within a 3% relative error as compared with the average 

expert participant relative error of 18%. These errors could be calculated 

because independent "gold standard" values were available for detents. 

Robustness to non-modeled detent properties: Examining frequency 

values for K n o b n o n . s i n e detents m Table 14, one can see that human experts were 

better able to segment out (mentally set aside) backlash and non-linearities of 

K n o b non-sine detents m a n was the Haptic Camera. In an effort to test a worst-

case scenario, the latter used a model known a priori to poorly match Knob n o n . 

sine detents (refer to Equation 6 on page 29). Meanwhile, the relative low fre

quency and high magnitude of the detents (see the A^QS values for Knob n o n _ s j n e 

detentsm Figure 41) likely aided the expert parameterization. 

Inertia & damping confusion: The novice and expert participants often 

confused Bvel and Macc parameters (refer to Knobnigh friction a n d Kn°bhigh 

inertia m Figure 41). This confusion could possibly be explained by the fact that 

both properties have an initial resistance component as one begins to turn a 

knob. Conversely, the Haptic Camera algorithm treats position-, velocity-, and 

acceleration-dependent parameters as equally difficult mathematical parame

ters to solve. 

Participants may also have been confused by the ability to change mass 

with a slider. Prior research does suggest that people can become good at per

ceiving and dealing with changes in mass. Although dynamically changing 

mass is a foreign concept for most physical controls, people do experience 

change of mass in other everyday experiences. Learnt behaviors from these 
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experiences may transfer well to active physical control use. For example, Tur-

vey has studied one's ability to balance a half-full glass of water in one's hand, 

and explored center-of-mass versus perceived length discontinuities for peo

ple holding different baseball bats [97]. Further research based on Swindells et 

al.'s [94] user studies using an experimental apparatus that could dynamically 

change center of mass could also be insightful. 

Actual versus perceived satisfaction: The self-reported satisfaction rat

ings of Figure 40 illustrate interesting relationships between actual versus per

ceived performance. For example, participants were significantly more 

satisfied with their parameterizations of Knobhigh friction a n d Knobhigh inertia 

compared to K n o b m o d e r a t e d e t e n t s and K n o b n o n . s i n e d e t e n t s . Because K n o b m o d e r . 

ate detents bad subtle detents that were often confused with frictional texture, 

mean satisfaction ratings that fall between those of knobs without detents 

(Knobhigh friction and Knobhigh inertia) and knobs with detents ( K n o b m o d e r a t e 

detents a n d Knob n o n _ s i n e detents) a r e consistent with other observations. The 

lower satisfaction ratings for K n o b m o d e r a t e d e t e n t s and K n o b n o n . s i n e d e t e n t s could 

be due to increased cognitive load dealing with detents in addition to inertia 

and damping parameters. Additionally, the feel of K n o b n o n _ s m e d e t e n t s w a s 

impossible to match using the sliders because the underlying rendered physi

cal model was known to differ from the actual physical model. Even though 

participants were able to deal with these model differences very well (e.g., see 

K n o b n o n . s i n e detents frequency estimates in Table 14), participants may have felt 

more cognitive strain in the process. This result supports the need for appro

priate affective design because it is an example where participants were dis

satisfied even though they performed relatively well. 

Absolute versus relative estimation: Comparing expert participants 

and Haptic Camera values for each of the knobs and parameters in Figure 41, 

one can clearly see agreement between the relative Haptic Camera/human 

relationships for individual parameters even when the absolute values found 

by the Haptic Camera and humans do not agree. That is, for a given parameter 
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such as Macc or Bvei, the ratio of [experts' value for Knobn] / [experts' value for 

Knobm] was similar to [Haptic Camera value for Knobn] / [Haptic Camera 

value for Knobm]. For example, looking at the damping scores, expert partici

pants as a group did a good job estimating the relative damping levels 

between the different test knobs. Looking closely at the Bvei parameters for 

K n o b h i g h friction a n d Knobhigh inertia' o n e c a n s e e m a t the Haptic Camera values 

for both knobs are similar ratios to the corresponding values provided by the 

expert participants. 

This dominance of relative processing for human participants over 

absolute processing for automated capture is consistent with visual psychol

ogy research, such as Snowden [83], and is generally consistent with current 

psychophy'sics theory such as Stevens' assertion that participants make judge

ments on a ratio scale [85]. 

3.4.3.2 Sticky Notes from Novice Participants 
Analysis of novice sticky notes provides insight into the novice partici

pants' ability to determine and understand fundamental detent, friction, and 

inertia renderings. / 

The labels summarized in Table 15 on page 102 provide a strong indica

tion that most participants were able to quickly and correctly identify the four 

sliders into appropriate categories — inertia, damping friction, detent ampli

tude, and detent frequency, respectively. For example, participant 10 used the 

terms "momentum" and "pudding", and participant 1 used the terms "weight 

'whoosh'" and "friction, heavy" as labels for "inertia" and "damping". 

Although "whoosh" and "pudding" are not technical terms for inertia and 

damping, they are excellent non-technical, vernacular descriptions. Similar 

terminology could greatly enhance accessibility and understanding to non

technical users of ubiquitous computing devices containing active dynamics. 

Although less universal and specific, participant l l ' s terms "wobbly" 

and "knobbly" terms for amplitude and frequency of detents, respectively, 
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indicate that this individual clearly understood the concept of detents. Only 

the labels from participant 9 induce serious concern that the participant did 

not adequately understand the effects of each slider. Participant 9 used the 

same label "friction" for both the friction parameter ( ) and the inertia 

parameter (Af ). Participant 9 also used the same vague term "cranky" for 

both the detent amplitude (A ) and period (P ). Participant 13's labels 

also seem questionable since detent amplitude and frequency are both labeled 

"smoothness". Nevertheless, two or fewer participants out of fifteen having 

experienced confusion during the initial training phase of the user study is 

promising. More important is the suggestion that the previously mentioned 

confusion between inertia and damping (e.g., see Figure 41) is likely due to the 

complexity of the particular task, rather than the participants' lack of intuitive 

understanding of fundamental properties of physics. 

3.4.3.3 D i s c u s s i o n o f F i e l d N o t e s f r o m E x p e r t P a r t i c i p a n t s 

Discussion of the field notes collected from sessions with the expert 

participants are organized according to several broad themes (field notes were 

not collected from novices). 

Strategies: A l l the experts used a variety of grasping techniques on the 

haptic and test knobs to explore various dynamic properties. Initial coarse cat

egorizations were typically performed with a whole-hand grasp of a knob, 

then finer single finger motions (usually with the index or middle finger) were 

used for more.sensitive, refined judgements. When comparing damping and 

inertia, experts typically rotated the knob slowly at first to feel some velocity-

based feedback, then they progressively made faster, more "jerky" motions to 

explore inertia. Another common technique for inertia estimation was spin

ning the knob as fast as possible, then timing how long the knob slid past one 

or more fingers lightly touching the edge of the knob. 

Experts typically first categorized a test knob as "with detents" or 

"without detents". Next, experts tended to refine the rendered knob's detents 
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(if present), then friction, and inertia were explored. In other words, the exper

imenter observed experts using an exploration strategy of position-, then 

velocity-, then acceleration-based parameters. Experts would then iterate 

towards their final solution by tweaking whatever parameters seemed least 

correct. Experts iteratively refined their slider settings with frequent explora

tion back and forth between the test knob, rendered knob, and the physical 

sliders. 

Experts also attempted .to use visual cues from the spinning knob, but 

this strategy was (intentionally) quite difficult because all the knobs were fit

ted with uniform, white plastic caps. 

Parameter interactions: When increasing the inertia, two experts stated 

that this made detents feel less noticeable. One expert elaborated by saying the 

physical interaction between inertia and detent amplitude "felt right". In other 

words, based on physics, one would expect detents to be less noticeable on 

knobs with higher amounts of inertia. These statements suggest that the inter

actions between different position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based effects 

occurred as expected based on fundamental laws of physics, but these physi

cal properties were occasionally difficult for even experts to mentally segment. 

One expert was frustrated because damping and inertia affected each other — 

even though this is the kind of interaction he should have felt. 

These comments by experts suggest that segmentation of properties 

away from realistic physics could improve tool usability for designers of ren

dered or mechanical knobs for "real world" applications. For example, design

ers might more easily create a physically realizable model if they could 

manipulate a single parameter re-mapped to a combination of system model 

parameters. In other words, such an approach would not separate the user 

and system models when appropriate. 

Physically non-realizable models may also be interesting in their own 

right. For example, a momentum-like parameter that does not interact with 

detents or friction could theoretically be rendered on a haptic knob even 
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though such knob dynamics would be difficult, if not impossible, to create on 

a "real" mechanical knob. 

Confidence: An area that did not improve participant confidence in 

their characterizations was the relation of the slider movement to the resulting 

effect on knob feel. An expert felt that the sliders did not seem to act in a linear 

manner, but the slider action was in fact linear. This statement suggests a con

flict where a linear relationship in an engineering space may not be linear in a 

perceptual space. Non-linear slider mappings may therefore be more intuitive 

for parameter estimation, as suggested by Stevens' power law [85]. Also, two 

experts were unsatisfied with the "jittery" feeling on the rendered haptic knob 

when all sliders were set to their maxima. High inertia, high amplitude 

detents are technically challenging to render [67], and appropriately dealing 

with practical control issues is a significant barrier to haptic control adoption. 

There were, however, unexpected confidence boosters too. One expert 

did not initially recognize the detents on Knob s ut, ti e detents' but this expert was 

quickly able to identify subtle detents by rotating the knob at different veloci

ties. The expert then adjusted the detent amplitude, A^os, and damping, Bvei, 

parameters to create an appropriate rendering of Knob s u b t i e detents o n the hap

tic knob. If this expert was not confident in perceptually relating the appropri

ate physics-based properties using the damping and detent sliders, he would 

not have been able to make an appropriate rendering. Another expert also 

made the comforting comment that the angular differences between the haptic 

knob mounting and the test knob, mountings did not interfere with parameter 

estimation. This result suggests a reasonable robustness of the data to the 

physical layout of the knobs. 

Experts typically spent between two and six minutes adjusting the four 

sliders to match a single test knob. Experts would often switch between the 

rendered knob and test knob over a dozen times for each trial. This large 

amount of time and iteration per trial suggests the task was moderately diffi

cult, and suggests that even the experts required significant effort to distin-
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guish dynamic parameters, despite their eventual proficiency in 

accomplishing the task, 

Validity: In addition to the previously described difficulties with stiff

ness and closed-loop feedback control, a primary validity-related problem 

was eradicating the sounds of clicks from the mechanical test and rendered 

knobs when experts were exploring detents (multimodal effects). Because the 

novice participants were not asked to think-aloud during their experiment tri

als, they were able to wear noise canceling headphones that reduced or elimi

nated this problem. 

One expert experienced difficulty getting the amplitude setting of 

K n o b s u b t i e detents high enough to be felt, but not too high. Conversely, two 

experts mentioned that the haptic knob did not feel stiff enough. These are 

common difficulties with almost all force-feedback technologies. These 

dynamic range issues are gradually being addressed within the haptics com

munity through a combination of better mechatronics and better control algo

rithms. For example, greater stiffness could be obtained using haptic 

controllers with built-in braking mechanisms [40], or carefully timed bursts of 

force [50]. 

Finally, in terms of assessing how "real" the rendered knobs felt — as 

apposed to "simulated" — to these experts accustomed to haptic rendering, 

perhaps the most promising comments came from two experts who asked if 

the test knobs were a combination of mechanical and rendered knobs. Specifi

cally, the feel of test Knob s u b t i e d e t e n t s w a s described as "complex, sophisti

cated... like a haptic knob." Interestingly, two curious novice participants 

asked similar questions when informally chatting with the experimenter after 

completing their studies. This confusion between mechanical and rendered 

knobs is a strong indication that the quality, and therefore the validity, of ren

dered dynamic properties was reasonably good for at least some of the render

ings. The expert's comment also suggest that haptic controls could potentially 

provide a richer, more "full-bodied" dynamic feel than what is possible with 

most mechanical controls. 
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3.4.4 Summary of Human vs. Machine Performance 
User studies comparing haptic knob renderings for five mechanical test 

knobs were conducted by asking novice and expert participants to adjust four 

parameters of a rendered knob to match the feel of a test knob. Similar relative 

detent, friction, and inertia parameterizations were observed by human expert 

and Haptic Camera estimation methods. Independent "gold standard" checks 

of detent frequencies for K n o b s u b t l e d e t ents/ K n o b m o d e r a t e detents/ and K n ° b n o n -

sine detents with the Haptic Camera averaged 3.0%, 9.5%, and 23.5% relative 

accuracies, respectively, whereas human experts averaged 17.7%, 24.8%, and 

7.2%. 

These data, combined with data for damping estimation, suggest that 

human ability to make accurate and confident parameterizations were more 

robust to irregularities such as unmodelled non-linearities and backlash com

pared to an automated test procedure. Human participants probably mentally 

parameterized the knob dynamics to a more general model compared to the 

model used by the Haptic Camera (see Equation 6 on page 29). Conversely, 

the Haptic Camera significantly outperformed human experts (and human 

novices) when an appropriate physical model was used. For most knobs, such 

models are relatively easy to choose, and can be tested for accuracy using tech

niques such as confidence interval calculations on final curve fitting results 

(e.g., see Table 7 on page 51). 

These studies help demonstrate that the Haptic Camera apparatus can 

effectively capture knob dynamics as perceived by a human. 

3.5 Future Rendering Work ' 

Future work needs to be explored in several key areas including techni

cal enhancements and additional user studies. 

3.5.1 Technical Enhancements 
Both software and hardware technical components could be enhanced. 

Improved acceleration sensing and better inertia rendering could be achieved 
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by developing a custom wireless rotational accelerometer and embedding it 

into the knob cap. Electromechanical noise from the nearby motor and ampli

fier could introduce significant communications challenges. 

More intuitive manipulation of conceptual physical properties could be 

achieved by designing algorithms that better enable users to segment and 

recombine physics-based sub-components such as inertia, friction, and 

detents. For example, even experts had difficulty teasing apart friction and 

inertia effects. Some more complicated mathematical arrangement of physical 

properties may lead towards more natural, independent-feeling rendered sub

components from the designer's and user's perspectives. 

Virtual mass oscillations could be reduced, and detent amplitudes 

could be more faithfully rendered, by developing and testing haptic technolo

gies that are stiffer and more stable. These could include physical controls 

with braking mechanisms, and practical improvements to real-time closed 

loop control. 

3.5.2 User Study Enhancements 
Several enhancements to the study apparatus and procedure could 

yield additional interesting results. Differences between experts and novices 

could be compared with a larger 2x2 experimental design where half the 

experts got the novice treatment and half the novices got the expert treatment. 

Because several participants questioned whether the five passive knobs 

were indeed all passive, the identity of the active knob could be conceivably 

hidden from the participants in matching studies where the rendered knob 

parameters did not change during a trial (dynamics of passive knobs can not 

possibly change, so attempting to mask the identity of active knobs containing 

variable dynamic properties would be futile). 

More direct comparisons between the Haptic Camera parameteriza

tions and participant parameterizations using pairs of haptic knobs would be 

interesting too. When Haptic Camera and participant parameterizations fully 

agree, the Haptic Camera can be said to have made a best-fit parameterization 
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of the mathematical and human-centered properties. Otherwise, only the 

mathematical properties have been adequately parameterized — assuming 

the Haptic Camera functioned properly and the underlying model is percep

tually complete. 

To this end, we summarize a possible study design for comparing these 

Haptic Camera and human-centered properties. The goal of such a study 

would be see if participants believed that either their user-designed knob 

parameters or the automated Haptic Camera parameters better matched a 

"real" test knob. Participants would first perform a haptic matching study 

similar to that described in this chapter. Next, participants would perform a 

second phase of trials using a pair of active knobs. One active knob would ren

der dynamic parameters from the Haptic Camera, and the other active knob 

would render the participant's choices from the first phase. Participants 

would successively be asked to choose which active knob feels most like one 

of the five passive knobs. Selection of the active knob perceived to be most 

appropriate could be performed by pressing one of two physical buttons, or 

graphical buttons On a touch screen (similar to the touch screen used in Study 

3 of Chapter 4 starting on page 153). A more detailed exploration of individual 

dynamic properties, such as inertia or detent amplitude, could be performed 

using the same procedure. Instead of rendering complete dynamic models on 

the active knobs, only certain dynamic properties would be rendered. 

\An additional user study variant could iteratively present a participant 

with two rendered knob behaviors, and ask the participant to Choose the one 

that is closest to a target knob. Next, the previously chosen rendering and a 

new rendering would be presented to the participant. Instead of requesting 

the participant or experimenter to choose successive renderings to feel, a com

puter program would iterate towards increasingly similar tuples of rendered 

knobs until a predetermined similarity threshold was met. Such a process 

would reduce the cognitive load needed by the participants during experi

mental trials compared to the matching experiments used in this thesis. How

ever, this process would be less suitable as a structured task for qualitative 
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data gathering. Complex relationships between inertia, friction, and detent 

behaviors may also lead to conflicting final parameter sets chosen by partici

pants. For example, during the validation studies performed for this thesis, 

participants confused some subtle detent.and subtle friction renderings. Such 

confusion may be more difficult to deduce in this proposed new study design 

because its participants would not be given the opportunity to build cognitive 

models of the rendered knobs. 

In contrast to the previous two alternative study designs, one could 

design studies that increase focus on qualitative data collection. Participants' 

exploration strategies and difficulty parameterizing knob dynamics could be 

recorded using additional participant monitoring, such as video capture and 

coding. The same procedure as the matching studies described in this chapter 

would still be appropriate. For example, one could record how often the par

ticipants switched between the active and passive knobs during a comparison 

trial. Calculating the total time for each trial would also give an indication of 

difficulty for the different knob types. Individual dynamic properties could 

also be calculated and analyzed by observing relative time differences spent 

adjusting each physical slider. 

The slider increments used for our studies may not have been optimal. 

For example, certain linear or non-linear mappings of model parameters may 

be more intuitive for users. Future user studies could leverage procedural 

design parallels from studies that have already been performed for graphics. 

For example, user-selected gamma correction for the pixels on a monitor have 

been found to work best with a linear mapping of a non-linear intensity func

tion [107]. Such non-linear mapping studies for physical controls should also 

leverage existing psychophysics work. Future studies could also leverage bio

mechanics work such as Houk et al. [37]'s exploration of fractional power 

damping model parameters for rotary hand movement. -

The oscillations and rough textures due to minor instability for the high 

magnitude inertia renderings could be reduced if the renderings were based 

on appropriate psychophysical study results. Such psychophysical user stud-
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ies should compare natural frequency and mechanical vibration effects on 

both task performance and affective responses. These studies could help iden

tify rendering regions where participants are less or more perceptually sensi

tive to particular rendering instabilities. 

Common everyday tasks could be used as bases for further studies 

mapping one's ability to discern rendered dynamics of physical controls. For 

example, when filling a glass of water, a person must deal with dynamically 

changing mass. Even though rendered dynamics are a relatively new technol

ogy, most users will have already explored similar dynamic effects during 

their typical daily routines. Results from such studies should suggest appro

priate parallels between existing psychophysical experience and the feel of 

emerging physical control technologies. 
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Chapter 4 
Measur ing Affect 

In this chapter, we focus on the methodology (designs and analyses) 

which allows us to evaluate the affective result of a given haptic interface. 

Chapters 1 -3 describe how to capture and render dynamics of a physical con

trol, and Chapter 5 describes how to modify and tune these physical control 

dynamics. However, a physical control that functions technically may be a 

poor overall design if it does not emotionally engage its target user(s). Thus, 

our approach is to elucidate appropriateness by combining perspectives of 

affect and performance. 

4.1 Introduction 

Designers of human-computer interfaces often overlook issues of affect. 

An example illustrating the importance of affective design is the frustration 

many people feel when working with a poorly designed computing device. 

Productivity and safety would improve if such computing interfaces were re

designed to induce more pleasant user emotional responses. 

Despite its apparent importance, there is a dearth of mechanisms for 

actually measuring and utilizing affect in the context of designing interfaces. 

To address this, we built a testbed to explore the relationships between affect 

and performance. For the purposes of this thesis, we were most interested in 

affective response to variations in haptic aspects of the interface. First, we con

ducted a foundational study on real surface textures with two explicit goals: 

(i) to judge the usefulness of two types of affect measurement tools for the sub

tle dynamics typically felt on physical controls, and (ii) to establish a set of 

"baseline" affective responses to a relatively broad set of naturally occurring 

haptic stimuli, for later comparison to the potentially more subtle variations in 

response to rendered environments. Next, we describe a pair of studies based 
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on a rotary manual control (a force-feedback knob). With them, we prototyped 

an evaluation methodology which is applicable to other single degree-of-free-

dom physical controls such as sliders, switches, and buttons. 

Study 1 compares self-report and biometric responses to surface tex

tures as a test of the affect measurement apparatus. These textures were cho

sen to span a wide variety of affective responses. For example, we conjectured 

that stroking a soft piece of silk with one's hand would feel more pleasant than 

stroking coarse sandpaper. Studies 2 and 3, on the other hand, compare affec

tive responses to rendered controls being used to carry our specific classes of 

tasks. Unlike the texture study, this allows us to consider the impact of task on 

affective responses. Experimental procedures using physical controls were 

performed to measure response time and affective response as users manipu

late knobs in a list selection task (Study 2) and a Fitts-like [31] rotational task 

(Study 3) while being forced to use a variety of kinematic trajectories. Studies 

2 and 3 leverage the grounding knowledge gained by measuring the affective 

responses to real materials in Study 1 to better understand subtle relationships 

of rendered dynamics. 

The tasks represented by Studies 2 and 3 capture the physical interac

tions inherent in many 'real-world' applications involving physical controls. 

Relationships were found between affective response, task performance, and 

the parameters of the haptic rendering for the active control. Participants gen

erally preferred physical control renderings that improved task performance, 

although counter-examples were also found. For example, two radio tuning 

knobs with different levels of friction and inertia may enable a user to tune the 

same radio station with equal proficiency. However, one knob may produce a 

much more favorable affective response. 

This chapter results in a set of insights for how the dynamics of physi

cal controls can be used to influence affect both in its own right, and in rela

tionship to performance tasks. Affective responses to knob renderings were 
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also observed to agree with previous research involving their physical coun

terparts. 

The first and second studies have already been published in Swindells 

et al. [90]. The third study has been published in Swindells et al. [91]. Here, we 

present together these two studies and a subsequent third study, following 

motivation and background. 

4.1.1 Motivation 
Examining the red-green-blue (RGB) tri-chromatic color space can help 

motivate the need for the following haptic user studies (e.g., see [81,107]). 

Most color televisions and computer monitors blend combinations of red, 

green, and blue to produce a seemingly full spectrum of colors for a human 

observer. For example, colors such as yellow and magenta can be effectively 

conveyed by blending combinations of primary RGB colors. Color displays 

would be prohibitively complex and expensive if they needed to instead dis

play individual colors using an array of individual wavelengths for individual 

colors. Thus, user studies exploring the appropriate color models, such as tri

chromatic color spaces, for human observers were crucial initial research steps 

for successful, widespread adoption of color displays within our work and lei

sure environments. 

Contemporary haptics research is at a stage of appropriate model 

building that parallels early vision work in RGB color spaces. We need to fig

ure out the most perceptually important haptic attributes to develop more 

useful active haptic renderings. What are haptic efficiency equivalents of 

graphic RGB color spaces? The three presented studies contribute to the goal 

of finding appropriate feeling, easy to develop haptic models and renderings 

that will lead to practical, widely adopted mechanisms for designing haptic 

controls. 
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4.1.2 The Impact of Affective Response to Haptic Stimuli 
Affective computing refers to computing devices that relate to, arise 

from, or deliberately influence one's emotions [76], Furthermore, our affective 

responses always accompany thought [106]. For example, we rarely see a 

"house"; instead, we see a handsome house, an ugly house, a pretentious 

house [110]. In terms of computer systems, we see a cool, sleek new computer, 

hear an upbeat cell phone ring tone, or feel a comfortable stylus. Such affective 

judgments are believed to be independent of, and temporarily precede most 

higher-level perceptual and cognitive operations [5]. In other words, affective 

responses are a 'first level' response to our environment. These 'gut' affective 

responses then influence higher-level emotional judgements, which are more 

cognitive. Consequently, higher-level operations vary between individuals 

depending on personal background, age, gender, affiliated culture, etc. 

This chapter focusses on affect as a potentially potent design dimension 

for manual controls, because of the intimacy enforced by the need for sus

tained physical contact and the overall simplicity of these interfaces which 

highlights what is there. Affective design aspects are already recognized as 

important in some contexts: as a product line is iteratively refined, its level of 

adoption by users and its commercial success becomes more dependent on 

non-technical attributes such as appropriately induced emotional responses 

[42, 70]. Well-known examples of this are the visceral impact of "heavy" but 

expensive-feeling stereo volume control knob, and the careful design of the 

sound and feel of a high-end car door closing or the trademarked throaty roar 

of a Harley Davidson motorcycle's engine revving. More currently, custom

ized cell phone cover plates and ring tones, which offer few performance ben

efits, but typically induce strong^emotional responses from users and 

influence sales. 
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4.2 Related Affect Research 

This section describes previous research measuring the "feel" of the 

passive counterparts of the active physical controls used in Studies 2 and 3. 

Next, affective research is summarized, followed by self-report and biometric 

methods for measuring properties of affect. 

4.2.1 Measuring the Feel of Haptic Knobs 
Inspired by the need to design dials for rotary phones that 'felt right', 

Knowles and Sheridan [49] performed early human factors work comparing 

several friction and inertia parameters for knobs using physical mass and 

cable pulley mechanisms to study performance (as was common in that era, 

e.g. [38, 69,105]) and subjective responses (which was not as common). For 

example, they found that participants had difficulty detecting less than 15-

20% changes in friction and inertia, that subjects preferred low friction levels, 

and that subjects preferred at least a small amount of inertia. Such human fac

tors research is again relevant as embedded mechatronic interfaces, including 

force-feedback physical controls, become feasible and cost effective. 

Our three studies take inspiration from this visionary early work. We 

have replaced the purely mechanical setup of Knowles and Sheridan with an 

actively controlled, and thus more versatile, display which allows us to rap

idly change a variety kinematic properties; and, we utilize and compare new 

measures of affect. Meanwhile, current state-of-the-art force-feedback controls 

can feel almost as good as traditional mechanical controls. Force-feedback 

technology is rapidly progressing, and force-feedback controls are much more 

flexible — both from design and usage perspectives. We are already seeing' 

active force-feedback physical controls that do not need to feel like a "real" 

mechanical control. How should these emerging force-feedback renderings 

feel? This is a critical period where we need to leverage extensive early human 

factors research and contemporary haptic research to guide new state-of-the-
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art physical controls. Comparative studies, such as those described here, are 

aimed at this problem. 

There have been explicit attempts to design controls to display affect 

parameters. For example, MacLean [59] demonstrated an active door knob 

with dynamics and temperature that changed depending on the activity 

behind the door. Thus, a person could use the door knob handle to 'feel' vari

ous current and recent activity that took place behind the door, including their 

emotional content. 

Recently, there has been attention to rendering active force feedback for 

one-degree-of-freedom (1 DOF) displays. Novak et al. [71] studied the kine

matic properties of rapid hand movements in a knob turning task, and fitted 

rotary hand trajectories to a non-linear mass-spring model of movement simi

lar to the underlying model used within our haptic knob. Hasser and Cutko-

sky [35] modeled a human hand grasping a haptic knob by fitting to a linear, 

second-order translational model at the fingertip with single constants for 

rotational acceleration, velocity, and position. We chose haptic rendering 

models that are complementary to these human hand models, so that our 

apparatus would effectively render convincing acceleration-, velocity-, and 

position-dependent haptic feedback (refer to Section 3.3, "Rendering Model," 

on page 84). 

4.2.2 Dimensions of Affect 
Affective and cognitive processes can occur in less than 10 ms. People 

are often unaware of the presence of such processes [96]. Zajonc [110] states 

that affective responses are believed to be inescapable, irrevocable, implicate 

the self, difficult to verbalize, and often separable from content. 

Many terms exist to classify emotion. Norman [70] uses the terms 

• Visceral: primary, automatic, unconscious responses (e.g., the 

graphic display is bright, the cell phone ring tone is loud, the stylus 

is smooth) 
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• Behavioral: slightly less automatic unconscious responses (e.g., the 

bright graphic display causes surprise, the loud cell phone ring tone 

is annoying, the smooth stylus is comforting). 

• Reflective: responses involving conscious thought and reflection 

(e.g., I like how clicking this button with the stylus causes the dis

play brightness to increase). 

Generally, reflective responses are most influenced by social and cul

tural attributes, whereas visceral responses vary less from person to person. 

For example, a bright graphic display will be equally bright for an office 

worker or a tribal native who has never seen a graphic display before. Of 

course, there is no hard, exact boundary between these levels of emotion. Vis

ceral responses will vary the least between different people or groups such as 

office workers, teenagers, or Lithuanians; whereas, reflective responses will 

vary the most. 

Spence [84] suggests that the sense of touch is well suited to perception 

of differences in emotion. Unlike the senses of sight or sound that only receive 

stimuli from the environment, people both receive and react to the environ

ment when using the sense of touch. This tight coupling between a person's 

sensory and motor systems people creates a sense of intimacy that influences 

one's affective state. Haptic feedback can consequently play a significant role 

in influencing affective responses. This is an additional motivation for our 

choice of haptic examples. 

For over 100 years, psychology researchers have consistently reported 

almost all affect variability to be described by three dimensions [73,106]. 

Other researchers have since validated and refined these dimensions. For 

example, Lang's self-assessment mannequin (SAM) [51] uses the terms: 

• Valence (e.g., pleasantness) 

• Arousal (e.g., excitement) 

• Dominance (e.g., control, status, or prestige) 
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4.2.3 Performance Trade-offs and Design Implications 
Jordan [42] describes how affective responses become increasingly 

important as a type of product matures. For example, one expects a relatively 

high-level of writing performance from any pen — a mature product. Ergo-

nomic and aesthetic properties become defining characteristics distinguishing 

widely accepted and widely shunned pens. Sometimes, a person may use an 

ergonomically or aesthetically favorable pen even it does not perform as well 

as a different pen. Norman [70] presents extreme examples of widely adopted 

products that are poorly designed from a performance perspective, but elicit 

superior emotional reactions. Thus, designers need to carefully consider per

formance and emotional trade-offs when designing products. Sometimes 

improving a product's emotion-inducing properties will conflict with perfor

mance. Other times, emotion and performance improvements will comple

ment and support each other. 

Like any product, the knob behaviors described in this thesis require 

careful affective design decisions to ensure appropriate performance proper

ties occur in the final product. The results of the following affect-based user 

studies are not intended to be hard rules to optimize affective responses. 

Instead, they are intended to act as tools in a designer's palette. For example, a 

highly arousing, negative valence haptic behavior may be a appropriate for a 

power plant physical control setting that is likely to result in a power failure. 

Conversely, the same haptic behavior may be inappropriate for an automobile 

physical control for adjusting the cabin ventilation settings. Thus, the guide

lines generated from these user studies are intended to be used in a similar 

way as a designer would use color. For example, Kobayashi [48] describes 

how some colors elicit more arousing reactions than others, and how some 

colors elicit a sense of 'complexity', 'elegance', 'intelligence', 'charm', etc. 

4.2.4 Practical Issues in Collecting Affect Measurements 
Self-report measures and biometric recordings are the primary meth

ods of obtaining objective affective responses [25]. Generally, self-report mea-
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sures are preferred for analyzing smaller, relative differences between stimuli, 

and biometric measurements are better for absolute measurements. We make 

this claim based on two theories. First, relative measurements are easier to 

obtain than absolute measurements because relative judgements require detec

tion whereas absolute judgements require measurement [68]. Second, when 

making a relative rating, participants can filter out many effects that are of lit

tle relevance to the study [15]. Biometric measurement can not be focused like 

self-reports. For example, with careful, specific instructions, participants can 

be more easily guided to focus on details of a design. Previous researchers, 

Barriera-Viruet et al. [9], have studied trade-offs between self-report and 

direct measurement (e.g., biometric) procedures in detail. 

Participants can interpret instructions differently than desired by the 

experimenter. Such misinterpretations are the most influential sources of noise 

in self-reported measures. Although biometric measures are less influenced by 

such misinterpretations, they are more sensitive to the environment [13]. Bio

metric tests are difficult to use in uncontrolled environments such as field 

studies. For example, the biometric stimuli of interest are often overwhelmed 

by other environmental stimuli in the field such as personal conversations, 

traffic, and weather. Learnt and biological differences will also introduce noise 

and influence biometric measurement validity. 

4.2.5 Measuring Affect with Self Reports 
Self-reports involve participants rating their agreement or disagree

ment to a statement according to a numeric scale. Self reports are often used to 

rate valence, arousal, and dominance dimensions. Thus, a participant will typ

ically be exposed to a stimulus for 5-8 seconds, and then be asked to rate 

valence, arousal, and/or dominance on a scale (e.g., 1-9). Exposure times of 5-

8 seconds have been estimated to give participants enough time to experience 

the stimulus, without giving them time for much conscious thought (a "gut" 

reaction is desired) [52]. Approximately half of one's affective judgment vari

ability is along the valence dimension, and slightly less than half of the vari-
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. ability is along the arousal dimension. The small, possibly negligible, 

remaining affect variability is. mostly along the dominance dimension. Hun

dreds of studies, predominantly vision-based psychology studies, have used 

these scales. 

Because the dimensions of valence and arousal are believed to account 

for almost all affective variability, Russell et al. [79] proposed and used these 

as the basis for a two-dimensional affect grid. Studies measuring more subtle 

affective states within the main dimensions of valence, arousal, and domi

nance have had some, but more limited, success. For example, Lang et al. [52] 

mapped particular affective attributes to defined subregions of a 2-D valence 

and arousal (affect) grid. Figure 42 illustrates placement of some particular 

affective attributes, including joyful, fearful, ennui, sad, and enraged, on an 

affect grid. Others, such as Killgore [47], have further refined our understand

ing and verified the validity of the affect grid, and Desmet [25] has indepen

dently broken down the "general" valence dimension into seven distinctly 

positive and seven distinctly negative emotional sub-dimensional subtleties 

[25]. 

Several caveats arise when using any rating scale. Daniel gives an excel

lent summary of standardizing rating scales for measuring scenic beauty of 

forest photos [24]. Valence, arousal, and dominance rating scales can be stan

dardized in a similar manner. The two most common problems are: 

• Some participants.give overly positive or negative responses (the 

average responses by a participant are positively or negatively 

biased). 

• Participants may view the differences between scale values differ

ently (relative differences will vary across participants). To help 

reduce this effect, experimenters often ask participants to use the full 

range of the scale for their responses. 
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Figure 42: The affect grid. After exposure to a stimulus, participants place an 
"x" in a box to self-evaluate their level of valence and arousal (based on Rus

sell et al. [79]). 

4.2.6 Measuring Affect with Biometric Sensors 
Affective responses correlate with a variety of biological responses 

including changes in muscle tension, skin conduction, heart rate, blood pres

sure, and breathing rate. Analyses of facial responses have been used by 

researchers for over 100 years (e.g., Duchenne de Boulogne [26]). More 

recently, Ekman and Friesen developed the Facial Action Coding System 

(FACS) where six affective attributes — joy, sadness, disgust, anger, surprise, 

and fear — can be manually coded from still images or video [27]. However, 

direct measurement with sensors can be more accurate, and increasingly, is 

technically feasible. For example, functional magnetic resonance imaging 
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(fMRI) and electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors have been used to monitor 

brain activity variations in the prefrontal cortex for different affective 

responses [5,45]. Although these accurately record affective responses, fMRI 

machines are very expensive and their magnetic fields can interfere with 

many force-feedback interface technologies. Electromyographic (EMG) mea

surement of facial muscles is often more practical than full-head EEG or fMRI 

(for reasons of cost, ethics, and complexity). For example, Surakka and Hiet

anen studied EMG responses in facial expression research [88]. Picard gives a 

detailed, comprehensive discussion of biometric use [76]. 

Winton et al. [104] determined that skin conductance (SC) measured on 

muscles in a participant's index and middle fingers (digitus secundus and dig

itus medius) varied linearly with arousal ratings such as those used by Lang et 

al. [52]. This SC test is often referred to as a 'lie detector' when used by police 

because the sensors pick up increased sweat that occurs from elevated arousal 

levels typically accompanied by lying. Parallel work by Schwartz et al. [80] 

was performed with electromyography (EMG) electrodes applied to a partici

pant's facial muscles (corrugator supercilii and zygomaticus major). Corruga

tor supercilii muscle tension was found to measure valence slightly more 

effectively than the zygomaticus major measurement. This EMG test is a sim

ple way of examining a person's facial expressions such as frowning. For 

example, as a person smiles, certain electrical voltage levels fluctuate in facial 

muscles as they tense and relax. 

Based on the success of these techniques elsewhere, we respectively 

used EMG and SC tests to measure absolute valence and arousal levels for the 

studies in this thesis. Valence and arousal were measured using the same 9-

point rating scale developed by Lang [51] for the Self-Assessment Manikin. 

Others have successfully used similar biometric EMG and SC tests to monitor 
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valence and arousal, respectively (e.g., see Conati el al. [21] and Mandryk and 

Inkpen [60]). Figure 43 shows EMG and SC electrode placement. 

Figure 43: EMG electrode placement on the forehead, and SC electrode place
ment on the index and middle fingers of the non-dominant (left) hand. 

4.3 Overview of Haptic Affect Study Series 

Prior affect research helped guide the user study procedures. We con

jectured that self-reports would be more suitable than biometrics for the user 

studies in this thesis because (i) self-reports should be better able to focus on 

the most dominant emotional attributes for each user study task [15], and (ii) 

affect perception and biometric measurement is not well understood [54]. Bio

metric tools are potentially more powerful than self-reports because they are 

an absolute measurement instrument (not a relative detection instrument) 

[68]. However, difficulties using biometric instruments for our studies were 

not unexpected because affect differences between individual surface textures 

and knob dynamics were conjectured to be relatively small compared to other 

life experiences. The user studies focus on the two dimensions of valence and 

arousal because they are the first and second, respectively, most influential 

dimensions of affect [79]. 

We performed three studies as a starting point for future systematic 

evaluation and design of rendered physical controls: 
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1. Study 1: Foundation Tests of Self Reports and Biometrics 

Objective: We estimated and compared the effectiveness of self-

reports and biometrics for measuring valence and arousal reac

tions. The study utilized a set of haptic stimuli conjectured to span 

a wide affect domain typically encountered in one's daily work and 

play environments. These results formed a foundation and refer

ence frame for further study of more subtle and novel haptic 

effects, such as those elicited by force-feedback knobs, sliders, and 

buttons. 

Approach: Accepted self-report and biometric procedures from 

visual psychology research were applied to haptic stimuli hypothe

sized to span a moderately wide range of affective responses. Spe

cifically, participants responded to touching 12 different tactile 

textures, such as silk, putty, and acrylic, using rating scales, elec

tromyography (EMG), and skin conductance (SC) measures. 

2. Study 2 : Rendered Interaction using List Selection 

Objective: We estimated and compared valence and arousal 

responses elicited from renderings on a force-feedback physical 

control (a haptic knob). The experimental procedure leveraged 

insights gained during Study 1 with respect to the efficacy of the 

self-report and biometric measures, and in terms of an intuitive ref

erence frame (the tactile surfaces of Study 1 are better understood 

than the more novel haptic renderings of Studies 2 and 3). Results 

were studied both in the context of a typical performance task, and 

in a context-independent way. 

Approach: Self-report and biometric measures from Study 1 were 

applied to use rendered physical controls in a task context. Specifi-
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cally, participants rotated 7 different force-feedback knob render

ings to select a target number in a graphical list. 

3. Study 3: Rendered Interaction using Rotary Pointing 

Objective: Building on the Study 2 results, we further explored the 

effects of task context on valence and arousal responses to render

ings on a force-feedback control (a haptic knob). Like Study 2, we 

collected affective responses within the context of a target acquisi

tion task that closely matched typical "real world" knob usage. 

However, unlike Study 2, a spectrum of coarse-to-precise task lev

els were studied, so as to further exercise the concept of "control 

appropriateness" and its impact on affective response. 

Approach: Self-report and biometric measures from Study 1 were 

again applied to rendered physical controls. Specifically, partici

pants rotated the same 7 knob renderings as in Study 2, but per

formed a rotary pointing task consisting of 2 target widths and 2 

target amplitudes that represented a spectrum of motor control 

precision. 
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4.4 Study 1: Foundation Tests of Self Reports and Biometrics 

Study 1 is a foundation for Studies 2 and 3 comparing the effectiveness 

of self-report and biometric responses to twelve tactile surfaces. The affective 

results of Study 1 serve as an intuitive reference to which we could relate the 

more subtle knob dynamics used in subsequent studies. The tactile results are 

also interesting in their own right. 

The primary research questions for Study 1 are: 

. How effective are self-report, EMG and SC estimates of valence and arousal for 

measuring different tactile surface textures? And, how might these affect results from 

tactile surfaces guide user study design of more subtle haptic attributes such as iner

tia, friction, and detent differences between physical controls? 

4.4.1 Method 
The participants, apparatus, and procedure for Study 1 are described 

below. 

4.4.1.1 Participants 
A total of nine paid students (5 male and 4 female) were recruited from 

a range of disciplines at the University of British Columbia. Participants were 

right-handed and ranged in age from 24 to 33 years (M = 26.2, SD = 2.82). Each 

participant took approximately 20 minutes to complete the study. 
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4.4.1.2 Apparatus 
Participants sat at an empty desk in a quiet room with dimmed illumi

nation. Twelve physical tactile textures were chosen to span a broad range of 

tactile feedback (see Table 16). 

Table 16: Tactile Stimuli for Study 1 

# Label Description 

1 FUR Fox fur 

2 GEL Moist water-based gel 

•3 PTY Silly Putty™ surface 

4 SND 80 grit sandpaper 

5 ACR Acrylic sheet 

6 GLS Glass sheet 

7 BSH Brush with fine plastic tines 

8 WD Maple wooden board 

•9 OIL Glass sheet covered in olive oil 

10 STK Double-sided sticky tape on an acrylic sheet 

11 . HND Hand touched by experimenter 

12 SLK Silk 

Self-report (valence and arousal), EMG (valence), and SC (arousal) 

measures were obtained for this study. 

Self-reports of valence and arousal were measured at the end of each 

trial. Participants used a pen to mark an "x" in an empty affect grid cell. Each 

affect grid filled the majority of a single-sided 81/2" x 11" paper printout (see 

Figure 42). 

EMG was measured at a 32 Hz update rate by placing two AgCl Pro-

Comp+ triodes: one centered on the participant's forehead, and one directly 

above the right eye. The sensors were oriented perpendicular to each other to 

measure activity of the corrugator supercilii and depressor supercilii muscles, 
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respectively. Raw EMG voltage traces were low-pass filtered using a 3rd order 

Butterworth filter with a pass band ripple of 10 dB and stop band attenuation 

of40dB. 

SC was measured at a 32 Hz update rate by placing two AgCLPro-

Comp+ electrodes on the index and middle fingers (digitus secundus and dig

itus medius) of the participant's left hand. The SC technology combines finger 

muscle voltage measurements into a single low frequency waveform, so no 

data filtering was needed. 

4.4.1.3 Procedure 
The experimenter familiarized each participant with the apparatus — 

excluding the stimuli. Two EMG electrodes were then placed on the partici

pant's forehead as shown in Figure 43, and skin conductance sensors were 

placed on the index and middle fingers of the participant's left hand. 

For a trial, the participant stroked a randomly selected texture with 

their right hand for approximately 3-5 seconds (longer times would have facil

itated participants to make reflective thoughts that were not the target of these 

experiments). After each trial, participants were instructed to mark arousal 

and valence on two scales of 1 to 9 by marking a single "x" on a paper-based 

affect grid. Participants were asked to try to use the full range of the scales. 

After marking the affect grid, the participant placed the marked affect 

grid face-down onto a stack of completed sheets. The experimental design 

used a within-subject factor (tactile stimulus) with 12 levels and one repeti

tion. One complete repetition of all twelve levels of tactile texture were exe

cuted to familiarize the participants with the experiment. Participants were 

blindfolded while the tactile textures were in front of them, and they were not 

blindfolded when marking self-reports. The blindfold was a loosely fixed scarf 

that did not interfere with the biometric sensors, and enabled the participants 

to easily raise above their eyes when marking the affect grid. 

Single EMG (valence) and SC (arousal) scores for each target acquisi

tion were determined by a neurophysiology expert using an assessment pro-
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cedure. To determine a valence score for a trial, the expert observed muscle 

activity collected from each participant's forehead. For each trial, a single bio

metric valence curve was calculated by subtracting the depressor supercilii 

EMG voltage trace from the corrugator supercilii EMG voltage trace. The 

expert then manually identified the trial's peak voltage on this smoothed dif

ference trace and subtracted it from the baseline (the flat region preceding a 

user's knob manipulation) to determine a signed valence value. Mean voltages 

were calculated between these start and end boundaries as shown in 

Figure 44. A positive peak-minus-baseline value indicated positive valence, 

and a negative peak-minus-baseline value indicated a negative valence. 

To determine an arousal score, the expert manually identified the peak 

SC voltage and subtracted it from the baseline to determine an unsigned 

arousal value where higher values represent higher arousal. SC values should 

be positive because participants are assumed to start a trial from a non-

aroused, unstimulated state. Accurately and repeatedly determining a base

line voltage is a difficult task that makes biometric measurement inherently 

uncertain. 

sensor • 
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Figure 44: Method for estimating a single biometric affect value for one stimu
lus for either a single EMG or SC voltage curve. 
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4.4.2 Results 
The data were checked for fit to a normal distribution using a Q-Q plot. 

Based on this, normality was assumed. Figure 45 shows means for the arousal 

and valence ratings (from the affect grid) for the 12 stimuli listed in Table 16. 

J= 9-f 

FUR GEL PTY SND ACRGLS BSH WD OIL STK HND SLK 
Stimulus 

Figure 45: Mean self-reported arousal and valence ratings for 12 tactile sur
faces listed in Table 16. 

A one way ANOVA was run for the self-report ratings, significant main 
effects for the affect grid ratings were found between stimulus and arousal 

(F(ll, 88) = 10.8, p < -001,772 = .574), and between stimulus and valence 

(F(7.14, 57.2) = 10.6, p < .001, 77 2 = .571). A Huynh-Feldt correction for spheric

ity (uncorrelated data) was used because Mauchly's test for sphericity (uncor

rected data) yielded £ = .649 for valence. No significant main effects were 
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observed for the biometric data. An example is shown in Figure 46. Mean 

EMG and SC voltages for the 12 stimuli are shown in Figure 47. 
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Figure 46: EMG (lower) and SC (upper) data for a participant touching a sheet 
of double-sided sticky tape, and a participant's hand being touched by the 

experimenter. High-frequency components of the raw EMG data were 
smoothed using a third order low-pass Butterworth filter with 0.1 Hz cutoff 

frequency; the presented SC data are the raw values. 
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Figure 47: Mean biometric arousal (SC) and valence (EMG) ratings for 12 tac

tile surfaces listed in Table 16 

Figure 48 shows statistically significant pairwise comparisons with 

Bonferroni correction for the 12 tactile surfaces lists in Table 16. Each line in 

Figure 48 represents a significant effect to either p < .01, p < .05, or p < .10 level. 
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Stimuli separated by heavy dark lines were perceived as the most different 

from one another in terms of arousal or valence. 

SLK SLK 

Figure 48: Statistical significance response difference of arousal and valence 
self-report ratings for the 12 tactile surfaces listed in Table 16 . 

Table 17 lists the average mean and standard deviations across all 12 

tactile stimuli for the biometrics and self-reports. Means or standard devia

tions in Table 17 are not directly comparable between different instruments 

because the instruments use different units. Means and standard deviations 

. between EMG and SC measures are also not comparable because they mea

sure different physical properties — muscle activation voltages and moisture 

levels, respectively. However, individual mean and standard deviation values 

for a particular instrument and measure are comparable 

Table 17: Average values across all 12 tactile stimuli 

Instrument 

Biometrics (uV) Self-reports (units) 

Measure Mean SD Mean SD 

Arousal 3.8 1.6 5.3 1.5 

Valence -0.4 8.4 4.6 1.3 
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4.4.3 Discussion 
We observed significant valence and arousal self-report differences 

between affective responses to the 12 tactile surfaces, however no significant 

biometric differences were observed (not entirely unexpected). When rating 

stimuli, participants were asked to use as much of the affect grid as possible. 

This rating approach yields a relative scaling for affect in the context of the tac

tile stimuli observed. Conversely, biometric measurements represent affect 

differences in the context of all the participants' life experiences and their evo

lutionary affective predispositions '(affective judgements have both learnt and 

biological components [41]). Compared to this, the 12 tactile stimuli presented 

span a relatively small affective range: the difference between feeling glass 

or acrylic pales in comparison to skydiving versus relaxing on the beach. Nev

ertheless, in the context of a user interface environment, small effects add up. 

Very high effect sizes were observed in the rating data for arousal, r\ = .574, 

and for valence, rj2 = .571. Cohen recommends classifying low, medium, and 

high effect sizes to be t]2 = .01, 77 2 = .059, and 77 2 = .138, respectively [18]. 

These high effect sizes from our data suggest that different haptic stimuli can 

elicit practically important valence of arousal responses, and further user 

studies are worth conducting. 

Figure 45 shows arousal and valence rating differences between the 12 

different stimuli. The acrylic sheet (stimulus ACR) was rated the least arous

ing stimulus (M = 2.7). Glass (stimulus GLS), wood (stimulus WD), and silk 

(stimulus SLK) were also ranked as low arousal textures — M = 3.7, M = 4.4, M 

= 4.6, respectively. Touching a sheet covered in oil (stimulus OIL) received a 

high arousal rating (M = 7.3), and the lowest valence rating (M = 1.1). It is 

interesting to note that there was strong agreement (low variance) among par

ticipants that touching oil was not pleasant (low valence); participants varied 

more in their rating of how strongly they disliked the stimulus. Ratings of 

valence for the experimenter touching the participant's hand had a wide vari

ance. 
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The upper section of Figure 46 shows example biometric measurements 

of arousal, and the lower section of Figure 46 shows example biometric mea

surements of valence. At about 403 seconds into the trial, an increase in skin 

conductance (SC) occurs when a participant's hand is touched by the experi

menter (starting at 400 seconds into the trial), suggesting an increased level of 

participant arousal. Skin conductance measurements typically have a 2-3 sec

ond lag, and this is exactly what we observe in Figure 46. A less pronounced 

increase in SC was also observed when the participant touched double-sided 

sticky tape. The EMG D - C curve is slightly positive for hand stroking, indi

cating a slightly positive valence (preference) for the hand being touched. 

Conversely, a very strong preference reaction was observed when the partici

pant touched double-sided sticky tape. The EMG D - C curve dips sharply -

indicating a strong negative valence (dislike) for the sticky tape. 

The biometric results illustrate the point that with biometric data, the 

calculation of arousal and valence scores is quite subjective, perhaps as much 

so as participant subjectivity in stimulus rating. For example, there is approxi

mately a 2 second lag between the time a participant becomes aroused, and 

their skin conductance becomes elevated. Where to start and stop recording 

voltages values for a particular stimuli, and normalization of stimuli are non-

trivial problems. 

The error bars of the biometric voltages in Figure 47 are very large. 

Consequently, we can not draw meaningful relationships between these bar 

charts and the self-reports in Figure 45. These biometric voltages are given pri

marily for completeness. They may also suggest the statistical power (e.g., 

number of subjects) needed for more meaningful future studies involving 

such biometric measurements. 

4.4.4 Study 1 Conclusions 
Self-report scales effectively measured valence and arousal levels 

between different tactile surface textures. Individual biometric responses to 

stimuli, such as the graphs in Figure 46, suggest that EMG and SC biometric 
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measures could usefully estimate respective valence and arousal levels within 

studies that have greater statistical power (e.g., by using more participants, by 

identifying and removing of both procedural and technological noise sources 

before the study, and by developing and applying more sophisticated filtering 

algorithms to collected raw biometric data). These results support our conjec

ture that the self-report rating instrument would yield more statistically sig

nificant results than equivalent biometric instruments for the subtle haptic 

stimuli of our experiments. 

The high effect sizes from our data suggest that comparisons of more 

subtle haptic stimuli (such as those in Studies 2 and 3), could elicit practically 

strong and important valence and arousal responses. Future studies are worth 

conducting. They should initially rely on self-report measures, instead of bio

metrics, because self-report scales require fewer resources to observe poten

tially interesting trends. Follow-up studies could then compare particularly 

interesting factors and levels. These studies would rely more heavily on bio

metric results and require larger numbers of participants to obtain statistically 

significant and reliable data. 

4.5 Study 2: Rendered Interaction using List Selection 

With Study 2, we tested whether task context made a difference in 

affective response to a given rendered haptic environment. To this end, users 

felt rendered friction, inertia, and detent knob environments with and without 

the context of a graphical scrolling task. Differences in emotional responses 

between the haptic renderings used for this interaction study were conjec

tured to be subtle and difficult to record compared to the textures used in the 

tactile study. We expected to observe different emotional responses to knob 

environments regardless of task context, and also for these responses to vary 

further within the context of the graphical scrolling task. For example, knob 

environments that helped a participant's task completion time were expected 

to elicit more positive emotional responses. 
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The primary research questions for Study 2 are: 

What affective responses do participants have for inertia, friction, and detent 

physical control attributes regardless of task? How do these affective responses to dif

ferent renderings compare within the context of a list selection performance task? 

4.5.1 Method 
The participants, apparatus, and procedure for Study 2 are described 

below. 

4.5.1.1 Participants 
A total of fifteen paid, right-handed students (9 male and 6 female) 

were recruited from a range of disciplines at the University of British Colum

bia; ages ranged from 24 to 27 years (M = 24.7, SD = 1.18). Each participant 

took approximately one hour to complete the study. 

4.5.1.2 Apparatus 
Figure 49 illustrates the experimental setup. Participants sat at a desk 

approximately 50 cm away from a graphic display measuring 36 cm wide by 

29 cm high, and used their right hand to interact with a force-feedback haptic 

knob anchored to the desk. Noise canceling headphones were worn to block 

sounds from the force-feedback device. Visual distractions were reduced by 

seating the participants at a desk facing a corner of the room. 
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Figure 49: Experimental Apparatus for Study 2. 
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Participants interacted with the custom built force-feedback knob illus

trated in Figure 49. Torques were supplied using a Maxon RE40 DC motor, 

and position was measured at 320 000 counts / revolution. A 5000 Hz haptic 

update loop was coded in C++ using the Real-Time Platform Middleware 

(RTPM) [75]. OpenGL was used to code the graphic display. The graphic client 

obtained the knob position from the haptics server to maintain a 60 Hz 

graphic update rate. We custom built this setup because haptic knob systems 

capable of rendering such dynamic effects are not commercially available. 

Three haptic models, with parameter values a,, b, and m, were used as 

illustrated in Table 18. To improve stability; velocities were low-pass filtered 

using a tenth order Butterworth filter with a 400 Hz cutoff frequency. Inertia 

was modeled using a spring and damper virtual coupling to a simulated mass 

[19]. 

Table 18: Force-Feedback Models Used in Study 2 (and Study 3) 

Model Torque 
Detents T = a j sin (a2 0) (15) 

Viscous Damping T = be (16) 

Inertia r = m0 (17) 

Figure 50 illustrates the graphic display. An almost black background 

was used (the background had a touch of blue to reduce participant eye 

strain). A red target value was shown to the left or right of a larger, cyan 

counter value located in the centre of the screen. Rotating the knob counter

clockwise / clockwise would respectively decrement / increment the counter 

value by 1 unit. The target value appeared to the left / right of the counter if 

the target was respectively less / more than the counter, respectively. If the 

counter equaled the target, the target would appear on both sides of the 

counter. The target could therefore change sides during a trial. 
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•* -36 cm • 
Figure 50: Screen capture of the graphic display 

Time, self-report (valence), EMG (valence), and SC (arousal) measures 

were obtained for this study. 

Timestamped data was recorded by the haptic server every 100 ms dur

ing each target acquisition. 

Self-reports of valence were collected using the Self Assessment Man

nequin (SAM) 1-D rating scale for valence [51]. The SAM is a 9-point scale of 

adjoining boxes. Participants rate valence by placing an "x" in one of the 

boxes. A value of 1 corresponded to low valence and 9 corresponded to high 

valence. This scaling the reverse of the original SAM [51], but consistent with 

the affect grid given to participants in Study 1. 

EMG and SC were measured as in Study 1. 

4.5.1.3 Procedure 
The experimental design used two within-subject factors (context and 

knob stimulus) with two complete repetitions. 

The context factor had 2 levels: 

• Freeform exploration: approximately 5 s freeform exploration of dif

ferent knob models followed by 10 s to record their valence rating 
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followed by a 4 s rest before the next condition. The display was 

turned off for this factor. 

• Target finding: a timed target task taking approximately 5 s (see 

Figure 50) where participants rotated the knob until they matched 

the counter value to the target value. The same 10 s rating time and 4 

s rest time allowances as the freeform exploration task were then 

given. Task completion times were measured to enable performance 

comparisons. 

Because the target finding task might have influenced the way partici

pants performed the freeform exploration task, all participants performed the 

freeform exploration task first, then the target finding task. 

The knob stimulus factor had 7 levels of damping, inertia and detents 

as shown in Table 19 (refer to Equations 15,16, and 17 for coefficient mean

ings). The stimuli were presented to the participants in a randomized order. 

The experimenter described the apparatus and procedure to the partici

pants. At the end of each trial (one particular knob rendering level), partici

pants were instructed to mark the valence (preference) on a scale of 1 to 9. To 

familiarize the participants with the experiment, participants executed two tri-

. als for each of the freeform exploration and target finding contexts. Unlike 

Study 1, we only asked participants to rate valence (not arousal) because pilot 

studies suggested that participants had difficulty assigning different arousal 

ratings to these stimuli — presumably because these stimuli were more subtle 

and abstract to the participants compared to the tactile surfaces used in Study 

1. 
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Table 19: Seven Dynamic Knob Stimuli for Study 2 

# Label b m alf a 2 

Description 
"Real World" Example 

1 not rendered 0 0 0,0 No force feedback (control) 

2 low friction 2.6 0 0,0 Small viscous friction 
Portable radio volume knob 

3 high friction 5.3 0 0,0 Large viscous friction 
High quality sink faucet 

4 low inertia 0 .06 0,0 Small inertia 
Wheel on a small toy car 

5 high inertia : 0 .38 0,0 Large inertia 
Fishing reel (free spinning) 

6 few detents 0 0 14,271. 1 detent / graphic list item 
3-settingfan knob 

7 many detents 0 0 14, 2TX/3 High frequency detents 
Mouse scroll wheel 

1. Units in Nm, rad, and s 
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4.5.2 Results 
As in the Study 1, the data were checked and confirmed for normality 

using a Q-Q plot. Figure 51 shows mean self-reported valence ratings of the 7 

stimuli listed in Table 19. 
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Figure 51: Mean self-reported valence ratings for the freeform exploration and 
target finding tasks 

A 2 x 7 ANOVA was performed to compare the context and knob stim

ulus factors. Significant main effects were observed for task context (freeform 

exploration or target finding) (F(l, 14) = 5.75, p < .031, rj2 = .291) and stimulus 

(F(4.48,46.5) = 5.79, p < .001, n 2 = .293) as well as a significant interaction 

between task context and stimulus (F(2.92,40.8) = 4.89, p < .006,772 = .259). 

Huynh-Feldt corrections for sphericity were used for the task main effect and 

the task x stimulus interaction because Mauchly's test for sphericity yielded e 

= .746 and e = .628, respectively. The final repetition of 7 stimuli was used to 
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Figure 52: Mean times of target acquisition times for each stimulus in the tar

get finding task 

calculate all statistics except for reliability statistics where inter-repetition con

sistency was determined. 

No significant main effects were found for the biometric data, although 

non-significant trends were observed, as in the first experiment. Conse

quently, the following results focus on the self-report rating data and perfor

mance times. 

We tested the reliability of the self-reports using a Cronbach alpha test. 

High alpha values result from high inter-correlations of items. Within the con

text of our experiments, high alpha values suggest a stronger likelihood of 

observing the same effects for the valence self-report ratings in replicated 

experiments. Cronbach alpha tests for reliability were performed between the 

1st (training), 2nd, and 3rd repetitions. For the freeform exploration task, Kno-
D low friction' 

Knob l o w 

inertia'
 a n < ^ Knobnjgh inertia had low Cronbach alpha scores 
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of a= .61, a= .59, a= .57, respectively. The other stimuli were all above the 

recommended value of a> .70 [72]. For the target finding task, Knobj o w f r i C t i o n 

had a below-threshold Cronbach alpha score of a = .64. The other stimuli were 

all above the recommended value of a> .70. These reliability scores (Gronbach 

alpha values) suggest an acceptable chance of repeating the observed results. 

However, replicating the study with more participants (e.g., 50+) would be 

advisable before making knob interaction design decisions based on these 

results. This suggestion is based on comparable visual psychology studies, 

such as Russell [79], that tested 50+ participants. 

For practical reasons, favorable affect ratings are often of secondary 

concern to performance ratings. Consequently, we compared relationships 

between affect and performance for the target finding task, for which we had 

performance data. A significant main effect for stimulus was observed (F(4.78, 

-66.9) = 5.68, p < .001,77 2= .288). Huynh-Feldt corrections for sphericity were 

used for the stimulus factor because Mauchly's test for sphericity yielded 8 = 

.797. 

Figure 53 shows the significant pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni 

correction, of observed valence ratings within the freeform exploration and 

target finding tasks. Here and in Figure 54, lines represent significant differ

ences between two stimuli. Significant differences between freeform explora

tion and target finding tasks were also found for Knob n o t rendered' ^(1/14) = 

15.68, p < .001, Knob l o w m e r t i a , F(l, 14) = 5.02, p < .042, and Knob f e w detente F0-> 

14) = 14.91, p < .002 conditions — as represented by the shaded circles in 

Figure 53. 
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Figure 53: Statistically significant self-reported valence ratings of the freeform 
exploration and the target finding tasks. Shaded circles represent significant 

differences between two tasks, where a heavy line means valence was 
reported to be most different between those two renderings [p < .05]. Labels 

for the seven knobs are listed in Table 19. 
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Figure 54 shows the significant pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni 

correction observed for target acquisitions times of the target finding task for 

the seven knobs listed in Table 19. 
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Figure 54: Statistical significance results for performance (acquisition times) 
within the target finding task for the seven knobs listed in Table 19 

4.5.3 Discussion 
As one might expect, giving participants a context in which to evaluate 

the stimuli produced variation in their valence ratings. For example, compar

ing the freeform exploration and target finding tasks, there was a significant 

decrease in valence ratings for Knob n o t rendered' a n c ^ a significant increase in 

valence for Knob r e w detents ( o n e detent per counter number increase / 

decrease), and Knob l o w i n e r t i a . 

Looking at the performance data in Figure 52, one can see statistically 

significant acquisition time differences between Knob n i g r l frjction a n c ^ Knobi o w 

inertia- During post-experiment discussions, several participants remarked that 

the larger amount of inertia in Knobnigh inertia versus Knobj o w inertia made fine-

tuning more difficult at the start and end of the target finding task (e.g., they 
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felt that they were overshooting). Knob n o t r e n d e r e d had less friction and inertia 

than the other stimuli, but there was very large variance between participant 

times and inconclusive performance differences. This supports the notion that 

there is a 'sweet-spot' for both friction and inertia, when positioning perfor

mance is at stake. In other words, these findings with rendered knobs are sim

ilar to previous mechanical knob dynamics work that showed participants 

prefer, and perform better, with small amounts of friction and inertia, but not 

too much of either [49]. 

There is a general trend that knobs that aided a participant's target find

ing performance corresponded to higher valence ratings (see Figures 51 and 

52). However, a more interesting result is the relatively larger valence differ

ences (see Figure 51) between small and large friction levels (Knobi o w friction 

and Knobhigh friction)/
 a n d between small and large inertia levels (Knob[ o w i n e r . 

t i a and Knobhigh inertia)- compared to the performance differences (see 

Figure 52). In other words, cases were observed where participants tended to 

prefer one stimulus over another stimulus even though there were minimal 

performance reasons to make such a preference rating. 

4.5.4 Study 2 Conclusions 
Significant valence ratings were observed among inertia, friction, and 

detent renderings in both a freeform exploration and target acquisition tasks. 

Participants gave similar valence ratings for moderate magnitude renderings 

of inertia, friction, and detents compared to a non-rendered knob. This prefer

ence for moderate feeling dynamics, regardless of task context, is consistent 

with similar research using purely mechanical controls [49]. Cases were also 

observed where inertia and detent renderings resulted in both faster target 

acquisition times and more positive valence ratings. Thus, positive valence 

ratings for rendered haptics were observed for particular renderings regard

less of task context, and occasionally coincided with improved performance in 

a target acquisition task. 
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4.6 Study 3: Rendered Interaction using Rotary Pointing 

The purpose of this study was to compare affect relationships between 

fine and coarse motor movements as a function of knob rendering model. To 

do this, we developed a structured target finding task to exercise the different 

haptic rendering models in a controlled way. This study builds on Study 2's 

simpler target-finding tasks, involving only a single level of difficulty, where 

we found some meaningful relationships among the presence of task, knob 

rendering model, affective response, and performance. Exploring multiple 

levels of difficulty is important because a particular physical control's dynam

ics may only be appropriate for tasks of a small range of difficulty levels. For 

example, high magnitudes of inertia may elicit positive valence and be appro

priate when turning a knob to a general location; however, the same knob may 

inappropriately contribute to overshoots during a fine positioning task. 

A task based on Fitts Law [31] was developed for this study because the 

abstract concept of acquiring targets of different sizes is'directly relevant to 

many physical control tasks such as changing a radio station, fan setting, or 

video game character's actions. Specifically, target acquisitions of graphical 

targets of varying amplitudes and widths enabled participants to experience 

different difficulty levels for a consistent and tightly controlled set of kine

matic renderings. 

The primary research question for Study 3 was: 

How do participant affective responses to inertia, friction, and detent 

attributes of physical controls vary as a function of fine and coarse target selection 

tasks? 

4.6.1 Method 
The participants, apparatus, and procedure for Study 3 are described 

below. 
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4.6.1.1 Participants 
Nineteen paid participants (9 female, 10 male) were individually tested. 

Each participant took approximately one hour to complete the study. Al l par

ticipants were right-handed students from a range of disciplines at the Univer

sity of British Columbia. Their ages ranged from 19-35 years (M = 23.2, SD = 

3.6). 

4.6.1.2 Apparatus 
Participants sat at a desk and used their right hands to interact with a 

haptic knob embedded in a graphic display. The lights in a self-contained 

experiment room were dimmed to focus the participant's attention on the task. 

Figure 55 shows the apparatus. 

Figure 56 illustrates how a typicalparticipant rotated the haptic. knob 

towards a projected graphical disk while feeling force-feedback rendered 

through the knob. A third computer controlled a touch pad used to collect 

self-reports, and it monitored biometric sensors to obtain participant EMG and 

- SC readings. Participants wore noise canceling headphones that played a 

waterfall sound with a 'near-Gaussian' audio distribution to mask distracting 

audio cues from the apparatus. 

) 
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A) Haptic knob embedded into a graphic display 

B) Touch sensitive surface for self-reports 

C) Participant chair (with grounding pad) 

D) Biometric sensors (EMG and SC) 

E) Trial haptics computer and peripheral hardware (all under table) 

F) Trial graphics scheduling computer 

G) Biometric and self-report computer 

Figure 55: Experimental Apparatus for Study 3. 
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Figure 56: Pointing to a graphical target 

Kinematic renderings were computed according to the same equations 

as in Study 2 (refer to Equations 15,16, and 17 on page 143, respectively), to 

create the haptic effects summarized in Table 20. Renderings were created 

with the same force-feedback knob apparatus used for Study 2. 
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Table 20: Seven Dynamic Knob Stimuli for Study 3 

# Label b m ay &2 
Description 

"Real World" Example 

1 not rendered 0 0 0,0 No force feedback (control) 

2 low friction 2.6 0 0,0 Small viscous friction 
Portable radio volume knob 

3 high friction 7.9 0 0,0 Large viscous friction 
High quality sink faucet 

4 low inertia 0 .06 0,0 Small inertia 
Wheel on a small toy car 

5 high inertia 0 .21 0,0 Large inertia 
Fishing reel (free spinning) 

6 few detents 0 ' 0 7,2TX 1 detent / graphic list item 
3-setting fan knob 

7 many detents 0 0 19, 2TI/5 High frequency detents 
Mouse scroll wheel 

1. Units in Nm, rad, and s 

Figure 57 illustrates the knob mounted in the centre of a rear-projected 

display with 1024 x 768 resolution and 1500 lumens of brightness. The poly

carbonate cap on the knob had a diameter of 64 mm, depth of 13 mm, and a 3 

mm filleted edge. The black knob needle was 100 mm in length, extending to 

the centre of a white graphic target disk that was displayed by the software 

during trials. Participants pointed to graphical targets of two amplitudes (30° 

and 200°) and two widths (5 mm and 40 mm). The same OpenGL software 

infrastructure from Study 2 was used to drive the graphic display. The graph

ical client obtained knob position data from the haptics server to maintain a 60 

Hz graphical update rate. 
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Figure 57: Graphic target amplitudes and widths 

Time, self-report (valence), EMG (valence), and SC (valence) measures 

were obtained for this study. 

Timestamped data was recorded as in Study 2. 

Self-reports of valence were measured at the end of each trial using a 

touch screen controlled by an array of nine graphical buttons. We used a 

MERL Diamond Touch™ touch screen (an input-only device with no graphic 

display), although its more advanced features were not used and other touch 

screens would perform equally well. Similarly, Visual Basic was used to pro

gram the button behavior, but other graphics software would work equally 

well. The graphical buttons were not projected on the touch screen because the 

participant's hand and body could have produced distracting shadows on 

such a displayed surface. Instead, the white touch pad had a set of nine 3 cm x 

3 cm boxes that were etched using a black pen onto the touch screen surface to 
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create a 9-point rating scale where 1 and 9 represented extreme high and low 

valences, respectively. This rating scale is the reverse of that used in Studies 1 

and 2, but is the same as the original SAM [51]. To select a self-report rating 

scale item, participants would use their index finger to press a box on the 

touch screen instead of using a selection tool such as a pen or mouse. This pro

cedure improves upon the procedures of Studies 1 and 2 because participants 

could rate a stimulus with greater speed and ease. 

EMG and SC were measured as in Study 1. 

4.6.1.3 Procedure 
Each participant completed 4 blocks each consisting of all 28 combina

tions of 7 knobs x 2 amplitudes x 2 widths presented in a random order for 

each participant in each block. The experimenter read instructions to the par

ticipant from a script before the experiment. Participants were given a few 

minutes to rest between blocks. 

Figure 58 shows how every trial required three rapid movements of the 

knob back and forth, reminiscent of a classic Fitts tapping task. For each trial, 

the participant first aligned the knob's pointer over a small, white 5 mm diam

eter graphical disk. One of the 7 haptic renderings was then applied to the 

knob. Upon display of one of four possible graphic target disks, the partici

pant moved the knob to acquire it. Once over the graphical target disk, the tar

get disappeared and a second target disk appeared with the same traversal 

distance (Fitts-like amplitude magnitude) and the same diameter (Fitts-like 

width) as the first disk, but requiring an opposite traversal direction. After 

rotating the knob towards this second disk, it was replaced by a third graphi

cal target disk of the same size and location as the first disk. After acquiring 

the third disk, the movement part of the trial ended, and the participant then 

rated the appropriateness of the haptic knob rendering for the particular 

amplitude and target width used in the trial. In other words, a participant 

would rate how well or poorly the current knob rendering helped them per

form the current graphical target acquisition. This description of appropriate-
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ness was a more consistent and understandable method for obtaining valence 

as compared to asking participants to explicitly rate 'valence' — a word that 

many people are not familiar with. Participants were instructed to supply 

their response on a scale of 1 to 9 by pressing a graphical cell on the touch pad 

using the index finger of the right hand. 

Stepl Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
Figure 58: Pointing target acquisition task. Participants start at a small target 
circle (step 1), then perform three rapid target acquisitions to a target disks 

(steps 2-4). After each target acquisition, the old disk disappears and the new 
disk is displayed. No disks are visible after the final target acquisition. 

The three successive target acquisitions in each trial were used to give 

participants a sufficient amount of time to mount a visceral response to each 

haptic rendering. The repeated angular velocity 'ramp-ups' and 'ramp-downs' 

as each of the three graphical targets were acquired enabled participants to 

quickly experience consistent velocity and acceleration force-feedback 

responses. Thus the 'feeling' of each knob rendering was tightly controlled for 

each graphical target acquisition trial. 

The first block of trials was treated as a training task, although partici

pants were not told this. The other blocks were performed to control for three 

types of apparatus difficulties known a priori by the author. These difficulties 

were (i) controlling haptic stability during rendering, (ii) maintaining good 

EMG and SC electrode contact to the participant's skin, and (iii) electrically 

grounding the response touch pad. Efforts were taken to minimize all of these. 

For stability, a proportional-derivative-integral haptic torque controller was 

designed using a root locus technique, the knob velocities were low-pass fil

tered with a 10th order real-time Butterworth filter containing a 500 Hz cutoff 

frequency, and accelerations were rendered using a 'virtual mass' [19]. To 
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maintain electrode contact, participants were asked to raise their eyebrows 

and then frown following application of the EMG electrodes. Electrical 

grounding of the touch pad was tested by asking participants to select each 

rating scale item several times before starting the experiment. 

Biometric responses and, to a lesser degree, self-reports are sensitive to 

the most minor of experimental disruptions. In an effort to obtain a complete 

set of high quality data (at the cost of larger data quantities), a block was dis

carded if the complete apparatus did not perform perfectly for the entire block 

(e.g., the knob controller had to be stable, the biometric contacts had to be 

maintained, and the touchpad had to function for every trial in the block). 

Nine participants experienced at least two blocks with absolutely no disrup

tions. From these data, the first two blocks containing no disruptions were 

gathered to form 18 complete sets of data for statistical analysis. Because the 

biometric data require more statistical power than other data, such as self-

reports and performance times, to observe meaningful results, this reduction 

in amount of data for statistical analysis was conjectured to have a minimal 

impact on the self-report and performance results. 

4.6.2 Results 
We first tested for data reliability, and consistency with previous affect 

theory. We then examined statistical results to answer our two primary 

research questions: (i) how do physical control dynamics influence affective 

responses, and (ii) how do affective responses correlate with physical perfor

mance for a given physical control dynamic? 

Statistics were performed for the parametric scale measures (SC, EMG, 

and time) and non-parametric ordinal measure (rating) to achieve two goals: 

(i) quantify associations between variables, and (ii) compare groups of vari

ables. To quantify associations between parametric and non-parametric, mea

sures, the more conservative Spearman correlation was used. To compare 

groups of three or more parametric groups, repeated ANOVAs were per

formed, then pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction were used to 
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compare individual levels. Similarly, to compare groups of three or more non-
parametric groups, a Friedman test was performed, and Wilcoxon tests were 
used to compare individual levels. 

Data Reliability: To validate the reliability and repeatability of our 
data, we conducted Cronbach alpha standardized item tests on the 18 final 
cases to ascertain consistency across the first two disruption-free blocks 2, 3 
and 4. This yielded a= .896, which is well above the recommended minimum 
value of a > .7 [72]. Data for all three metrics were also checked and confirmed 
for normality. We concluded that our data were reliable. 

Pre-Statistics Filtering: The same filtering procedure used for Studies 1 
and 2 was performed. Raw collected biometric data required low-pass filter
ing before statistics could be performed. No filtering was needed for the time 
and self-report measures. 

Performance Results: Table 21 summarizes correlations between time 
and amplitude, width, knob rendering, and rating.ARows show the correlation, 
p, and the level of significance, p. Significant non-parametric correlations were 
found between target acquisition time and amplitude, knob, and rating. 

Table 21: Non-parametric correlations grouped by time 

Time Amplitude Width Knob Rating 

| P (504) r : 'y.l2^i .^ ;;P- ;;t298;' 

V .006** .778 .000** .000** 

* Significant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

A repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the amplitude, width, 
and knob factors. Amplitude and knob main effects were observed for time 

[F(l, 8) = 5.3, v < -05, t]1 = .399, and F(4.69,37.5) = 10.9, p < .001,7]2 = .576, 

respectively]. A Huynh-Feldt correction of e= .782 was applied to the knob 

data to correct for a lack of sphericity. Table 22 shows the standard errors (SE) 
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and significance level (p) of the time differences for six knob pairs. Pairwise 

comparisons with Bonferroni correction were performed between (i) the non-

rendered control knob, Knob n o t r e n d e r e d ' a n d each of the three types of knob 

renderings, K n o b h i g h h i c t i o n , Knob h i g h i n e r t i a , and K n o b m a n y d etents' a n d (ii) the 

two levels of each knob friction, inertia, and detent renderings. 

Table 22: Pairwise comparisons of time for selected knob renderings 

Knob 
Pairs 

high 
friction 

high 
inertia 

high 
detents 

high 
friction 

high 
inertia 

many 
detents 

not ren
dered 

not ren
dered 

not ren
dered 

low 
friction 

low 
inertia 

few 
detents 

SE .046 -045 .027 • 0̂51 •;' :3d32 1. .023: 

V .040* .133 .001** .931 .549 .029* 

* Significant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

Figure 59 shows the previously described main effects as well as pair-

wise comparisons for knob, width, and amplitude vs. target acquisition time. 
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Not Low High Low High F e w M a n y 1.4° 11.30 30° 200 ' 
Rendered Friction Inertia Detents 5 m m 40 m m 

K n o b Width Ampl i tude 
O - O Signif icant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
• - • Signi f icant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

Figure 59: Knob, width, and amplitude vs. target acquisition time 

Affect Results: Spearman correlations were calculated as shown in 

Tables 23, 24, and 25. For each measure rating, SC, and EMG, rows show the 

non-parametric correlation, p, and the level of significance, p. Significant cor

relations were observed between rating and amplitude, knob, and EMG. Sig

nificant correlations were also observed between EMG and knob. 

A repeated-measures ANOVA conducted for EMG and SC did not 

show statistically significant results. 

Non-parametric tests for rating showed significant differences for 

amplitude and knob rendering factors. Specifically, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks 

tests between rating and amplitude were significant [Z = 3.51, p < .001], and 

between rating and width were marginally significant [Z = 1.68, p < .092]. A 

Friedman test on the knob rendering showed significant rating differences of 
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£ (6, N = 72) = 49.49, p < .001. A total of six post hoc Wilcoxon Signed Rank 

tests with Bonferroni correction were performed on the same six pairwise 

comparisons that were performed for time (refer to Table 22, "Pairwise com

parisons of time for selected knob renderings," on page 163). Table 26 shows 

these significant rating differences observed from all six tested pairs of knobs 

Table 23: Non-parametric correlations grouped by rating 

Rating Amp. Width Knob SC EMG 

i P (504) 105. -.034 :v : . lm: 
' . - 0 5 3 

.135 

V .018* .443 .008** .231 .002** 

* Significant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

Table 24: Non-parametric correlations grouped by SC 

SC Amp. Width Knob 

p (504) V -.054 '. • : ^ v -.015; .022 ? 

V .228 .742 .619 

* Significant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

Table 25: Non-parametric correlations grouped by EMG 

EMG Amp. Width Knob 

p (504) -.005 -.009 

V .919 . .835 .049* 

* Significant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at .01 level (2-tailed) 
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Table 26: Pairwise comparisons of rating for selected knob renderings 

Knob 
Pairs 

high 
friction 

high 
inertia 

many 
detents 

high 
friction 

high 
inertia 

many 
detents 

not ren
dered 

not ren
dered 

not ren
dered 

low fric
tion 

low 
inertia 

few 
detents 

Z -2.30 -3.37 -3.39 -2.91 -3.32 -4.14 

V .022* .001** .001** .004** .001** .000** 

* Significant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
** Significant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

Figure 60 illustrates the previously described main effects and pairwise 

comparisons for knob, width, and amplitude vs. rating (valence). 

9-1 

Not Low High L o w High F e w M a n y 1.4° 11.3° 30° 200° 
R e n d e r e d F r i c t i o n Inert ia D e t e n t s 5 mm 40 mm 

K n o b Width Amp l i tude 

O-O Signi f icant at .05 level (2-tailed) 
Signi f icant at .01 level (2-tailed) 

Figure 60: Knob, width, and amplitude vs. rating (valence) 
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Fitts Law Results: Because this study's pointing task is essentially a 

rotary version of Fitts Law [31], we checked if the target acquisition time 

(movement time) data followed the Welford version of Fitts Law (see Equa

tion 18). Welford demonstrated improved performance using his slightly 

modified version of Fitts Law for tasks with indices of difficulty1 (ID) less than 

three [103]. 

Index of Difficulty = l o g ( ^ ^ + O.s) (18) 

Figure 61 shows the Movement Time (MT) vs. Index of Difficulty (ID) 

graph for the data points from all seven types of knobs combined. Four col

umns of ID data represent the four different combinations of target amplitude 

and target width. Figure 62 shows a MT vs. ID graph for the data points of one 

typical knob, Kriobf e w detents- Fitted lines had slightly increasing slopes for 

each of the individual active rendered knob conditions, and a slightly negative 

slope for the control rendered knob condition Knob n o t r e n d e r e d - We- observed 

R2 < .1 for the fitted lines of all the plots. In other words, adherence to Fitts 

Law was not observed. Similarly, we observed R2 < .1 for MT vs. A / W plots. 

Table 27 lists effective target widths for each of the four target ampli

tude/width conditions. The idea of effective target width is to look at the vari

ation (variance) from the mean of the final location when a participant 

acquired each target. 
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Table 27: Variance of Movement Times for each Index of Difficulty for Al l 
Knobs 

Amplitude 30° 30° 200° 200° 

Width 1.4° 11.3° 1.4° 11.3° 

Index of Difficulty (ID) f ;U8,2-;j 

Variance (a2) (degrees2) 1.02 .92 1.39 1.42 

4.6.3 Discussion 
Analyses are organized according to several high-level questions. 

(1) Are the affect results what we would expect? 

Finding significant Spearman correlations (see Tables 23, 24, and 25) 

between EMG (valence) and rating (valence), but not between SC (arousal) 

and rating (valence), is exactly what one would expect from previous research 

[52, 79], which reports the primary emotional dimensions of valence and 

arousal to be orthogonal. 

Main effects for the self-report ratings were observed to be significant 

even though equivalent main effects for the EMG were not observed to be sig

nificant. It is likely that involuntary biometric measurements such as these are 

calibrated to the full range of human experience, over an individual's lifetime 

and perhaps over many successive generations of human development (i.e. a 

full-scale response might be genetically enabled even if never experienced by 

an individual). Conversely, the self-report ratings for valence span only the 

context of these stimuli, and subjects are able to voluntarily self-calibrate. Dif

ferences between the knob renderings and graphical disks were small com

pared to levels of previous visual psychology studies such as Lang [52] that 

compared powerful images including dismembered body parts, furry seals, 

and nude models. Consequently, the relative significance of the EMG valence 

to the self-report valence indicate absolute valence whereas the individual dif-
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ferences among the self-reports indicate relative valence. Thus, the Study 3 

results suggest that although affect stimuli were weak compared to very 

strong stimuli in other studies, participants could (i) tell the difference 

between, and (ii) had consistent and measurable preferences for particular 

position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based knob dynamics. 

The remaining analyses focus on these self-report ratings, and utilize 
the target acquisition times to compare preference / performance relation
ships. 

(2) How did the affective responses vary in the knob rendering, target width, 

and target amplitude levels? 

As shown in Figure 60, many significant self-reported valence differ

ences were observed. Participants generally preferred the more subtle render

ings of friction, inertia, and detents to the stronger renderings. One might 

argue that participants were not able to feel the difference between the subtle 

renderings and the Knob n o t r e n d e red- but this is unlikely because all the render

ings differed in magnitude > 20% from the Knob n o t r e ndered a s recommended 

by previous human factors studies using mechanical knobs (e.g., Knowles and 

Sheridan [49]). The similar valence scores for Knob n o t r e n d e red versus Knobi o w 

friction' 
Knob l o w 

inertia' a n <-^ Knobf e w detents suggest that the haptic renderings 

can be made to feel as good as a passive mechanical control. This is important 

because vibrations that occur in virtually all active rendered haptic devices are 

anecdotally believed to feel unpleasant. The similarity in valence results 

between Knob n o t r e ndered a n d each of Knob l o w friction' Knob l o w i n e r t i a , and 

Knob f e w 

detents suggest that slight inconsistencies inherent in active haptic 

controls can be reduced to insignificant levels from an affect standpoint. The 

valence findings that generally favor knobs with small amounts of friction 

(velocity-dependent) and a small amount of inertia (acceleration-dependent) 

are also consistent with previous findings using mechanical knobs [49]. We 
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thus have further evidence that the friction and inertia renderings used in this 

experiment correctly model mechanical friction and inertia dynamics. 

Differences in self-reported valences between the haptic levels for fric

tion, inertia, and detent stimuli, were greater than the differences between the 

rotary pointing task-related parameter settings of width and amplitude (A 3 0" 

and A 2 oo° or W 5 m m and W4om m). These results suggest that, for this task, hap

tic rendering had similar or greater effects on the participant valence measures 

than the pointing task index of difficulties (different graphical target widths 

and amplitudes). 

(3) How did response times (task performance) vary in the knob rendering, 

target width, and target amplitude levels? 

Figure 59 shows graphic and haptic temporal performance results that 

one would intuitively expect. Movement times took longer a) towards greater 

amplitude targets, b) with higher friction knob renderings, c) with lower iner

tia knob renderings, and d) with detents that were not spaced in a logical rela

tionship to the task. 

Comparing time with Knob n o t r e n d e r e d t o Knob l o w f r i c t i o n and Knob h i g h 

friction (Figure 59), higher friction appears to reduce performance. Presumably, 

the finer control afforded by the additional friction was more than offset (neg

atively) by the extra physical exertion needed to rotate the knob. 

Although only moderately significant (see Table 22 on page 163), find

ing similar times for Knobi o w i n e r tia a n c * Knobhigh inertia m a t are both approxi

mately 10% faster than the control knob Knob n o t rendered' despite a 3.5x inertia 

variation between the two samples, is a helpful finding for haptic designers. 

Inertia is more difficult to render than friction or detents because accurate 

acceleration is technically more challenging to measure than velocity or posi

tion. Times for these inertia stimuli suggest that a small amount of inertia 

improves performance, but larger amounts of inertia provide minimal addi

tional performance benefits for tasks of the sort we studied. Also of interest to 
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designers, times for the detents were similar to inertia renderings, and signifi

cantly less than friction and control renderings. Because detent rendering only 

requires position sensing, programmable as well as mechanical detents are 

much easier and less expensive to produce compared to inertia renderings. 

For example, a programmable detent rendering can be designed from a simple 

potentiometer and braking actuator instead of an optical encoder and servo 

motor. The shorter times for Knob m a n y detents compared to Knobf e w detents a r e 

probably due to a combination of (i) high frequency detents more closely 

resembled continuous friction than low frequency detents, and (ii) 10° / click 

of stimulus Knobf e w detents felt hTce an intuitive mapping to the 30° and 200° 

amplitudes whereas the 2° / click of / K n o b m a n y detents felt more like a texture. 

(4) How did task performance results compare with affect results? 

As a reflection of the complex interdependencies of preference and per

formance, valence responses sometimes agreed with, and sometimes dis

agreed with, time responses. 

An example disagreement was that participants preferred Knobf e w 

detents even though Knob m a n y detents helped them perform the target acquisi

tions faster than Knobf e w detents ( s e e Figures 59 and 60). This result is an exam

ple where participants preferred the feel in its own right — regardless of its 

performance influences. 

Although both amplitude and knob main effects for time were statisti

cally significant, the knob differences may be more practically significant than 

the amplitude (or width) differences. Mean times for amplitudes of 30° and 

200° varied by ~5% whereas mean times for the most extreme knob renderings 

K n o b h i g h 

friction 

and K n o b m a n y detents varied by -25%. These results suggest 

that designing appropriate haptic feedback for a physical control can influence 
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temporal performance more than the spatial organization of the control's set

tings. 

(5) How do the data fit to Fitts Law? 

Adherence to Fitts Law or a linear MT vs. A / W relationship were not 

observed. In Figures 61 and 62, we see four columns of data — one for each of 

the combinations of target amplitude and width. Movement times for each of 

these columns varies significantly, but the mean value is similar for each index 

of difficulty. This data arrangement results in extremely low R 2 values for the 

fitted data (R2 < .1). 

The effective target widths are another way of observing the ANOVA 

result showing no statistical significance for target width. Even though the 

large target is approximately 8 times as large as the small target, the effective 

target sizes (variation) are quite similar. The large target has the smallest vari

ance (for small amplitude) and the largest (for large amplitude) variance. 

These results suggest that participants often stopped beyond half the width of 

the small target (1.4° / 5 mm), but almost never missed the large target (11.3° / 

40 mm). 

Overall, the similar movement times for each index of difficulty in Fig

ures 61 and 62 supports the conjecture that knob rendering is a more impor- j 

tant design consideration than target width or amplitude. Figure 59 on 

page 164 also suggests this conjecture. For example, the mean movement time 

for Knobi o w friction *s rn°re than 50% greater than the mean movement time for 

K n o b m a n y detents- However, the movement times for the different target widths 

and amplitudes are very similar. 

4.6.4 Study 3 Conclusions 
Study 3 builds upon the single-leveled performance task of Study 2 by 

comparing affective responses to a target selection task containing different 

levels of precision. The knob renderings generally had a greater influence on 

valence ratings than the task's index of difficulty. As a reflection of the com-
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plex interdependencies of preference and performance, valence responses 

sometimes agreed with, and sometimes disagreed with, performance 

responses. 

4.7 Conclusions and Future Work for Affect User Studies 

We provided three inter-related studies to measure valence and arousal 

responses to haptic stimuli. Study 1 demonstrated the effectiveness of self-

report rating scales, EMG and skin conductance for measuring valence and 

arousal responses to a range of real tactile surfaces. These results provided 

grounding reference points for study of affective responses to rendered hap-

tics. Study 2 demonstrated affective responses to position-, velocity-, and 

acceleration-dependent renderings on a physical control both without context, 

and within the context of a list selection performance task. Study 3 built upon 

Study 2's observations by comparing valence and arousal responses to target 

acquisition times of varying precision. 

Two main contributions were demonstrated: a process for measuring 

visceral emotional responses to physical controls, and affect user study data 

for guiding appropriate physical control design. We demonstrated the effec

tiveness of a general process using self-reports and biometrics for measuring 

relative and absolute levels of the affect induced by physical controls. A vali

dated mechanism to measure affect valence was used to demonstrate that 

physical control renderings of position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based 

effects can significantly influence affective responses. Rendered parameters of 

the physical knob model were then shown to significantly influence target 

acquisition times in a tightly controlled performance task; and significant rela

tionships between affective responses and these performance results were dis

covered. For example, smaller magnitude knob renderings of friction and 

inertia were preferred to larger ones, detents that were perceived as textures 

were preferred to 'louder' more distinct detents, and renderings could be 

made to feel as good as 'real' mechanical knobs. A key take point here is that 

"classic Fitts analysis" did little to explain performance, whereas the affective 
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characteristics tell us much more. Even the simple intuition that moving far

ther should take longer did not result in a big effect in terms of relative times. 

Rather, the style of the knob rendering has at least as much to do with task 

time as does the distance moved. 

Future work will include additional self-reported affect studies with a 

greater variety of haptic interfaces and contexts. For particularly interesting 

small subsets of interfaces and contexts, biometric studies with more partici

pants and repetitions will be used to explore more absolute affect ratings and 

individual differences. Other more expressive user study contexts, such as 

moving a graphical object on a computer screen, could also yield interesting 

results. More subtle study of weightings among, affect, performance and cost 

could help motivate more rapid adoption of appropriate affective interfaces 

into commercial products. Furthermore, comparing larger sets of mechanical 

and rendered mechatronic controls could yield additional interesting insights 

into the cost-benefit tradeoffs of various position-, velocity-, and acceleration-

based dynamics. Instead of adding one dynamic effect to a base physical con

trol, combinations of position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based dynamics 

could be rendered to better understand relationships between various 

dynamic properties. Now that self-reports for valence have been shown to 

accurately reflect biometric data in Study 3, a similar experiment with a 2-D 

affect grid could provide further insights into relationships between valence 

and arousal — assuming that the task is easy enough for participants to rate 

the different experiment levels using the affect grid. More specific affective 

attributes represented as sub-regions on the affect grid could then be com

pared to extensive vision-based studies using the affect grid. For example, 

haptic behaviors could be categorized with more specific emotional labels 

such as "joyful" or "fearful" (refer to Figure 42 on page 126). 

Future work should also include rotary Fitts Law studies! These user 

studies should test a greater selection of indices of difficulty (> 4) with a single 

type of knob. Such a study might more conclusively determine whether rotary 

target acquisition follows Fitts-like behavior, a finding that the results in our 
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study do not support. Because the long amplitude condition of 200° in our 

study is close to the maximum possible wrist rotation a participant can per

form without clutching. This amplitude may be a special case from a human 

motor control perspective. User studies involving a larger number of target 

amplitudes and widths might confirm this, and perhaps identify other special 

cases in human motor control. 

Most important is the integration of the presented evaluative testbed 

into an efficient design cycle. Self-report and biometric methods of affective 
t 

measurement, and target acquisition tasks similar to those presented in Stud

ies 2 and 3, could be incorporated into the design cycle of passive and active 

physical controls. The test bed would thereby improve appropriate affect and 

performance attributes of physical control dynamics. 
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Chapte r 5 
Haptic Icon Prototyper 

In previous chapters we have described how the "feel" of a physical 

control can be captured by a Haptic Camera and characterized for subsequent 

haptic rendering that faithfully captures both the mechanical and the emo

tional aspects of the physical device. We then described user studies that 

investigated the degree to which the affective properties of a haptic rendering 

could be properly measured. This chapter is in some ways the capstone of the 

research. It describes how we analyze, develop, and share haptic behaviors for 

practical use in interface design. We describe a testbed, called the Haptic Icon 

Prototyper (HIP) that has been developed to support rapid interactive proto

typing of haptic interfaces for knobs. 

Key concerns in the design of the Haptic Icon Prototyper are its func

tionality, which builds directly on the work reported in the earlier chapters of 

this thesis, and on its usability. The Haptic Icon Prototyper presents a variety 

of representations of a haptic behavior for manipulation by a designer. These 

multiple representations are,a prerequisite for building useful design tools for 

envisioning, expressing, and iteratively manipulating haptic behaviors. These 

behaviors are then rendered on a haptic device. 

Two contributions are presented in this chapter. We introduce a custom 

Haptic Icon Prototyper that includes novel interaction features that were itera

tively developed in response to our emerging understanding of the necessary 

affordances. We discuss the lessons learnt from its development, and from our 

experiences with developing a variety of haptic devices, to identify design 

choices for haptic prototyping tools such as the testbed we developed. 
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5.1 Introduction and Related Work 

Haptic behaviors are touch-based interactions that represent some kind 

of meaning to the user. For example, a particular vibrotactile pattern from a 

cell phone can indicate a caller's identity [74], or a unique feeling on a radio 

tuning knob might convey a station's genre of music. A general-purpose pro

totyping tool should be able to facilitate the design of many types of haptic 

interfaces, encompassing different types of interaction, degrees of freedom 

(DOF), and dynamism tool. 

Our development over a 2-year period of a specific Haptic Icon Proto

typer allowed us to identify a collection of design issues. Further insights 

gained from using the Haptic Icon Prototyper allowed us to are then used as a 

basis to develop a set of general guidelines for haptic prototyping tools. But 

first, some related work helps set the context of this tool and the haptic behav

ior guidelines it helped us to identify. 

Many approaches can be used to prototype haptic behaviors [28, 39,57, 

74]. Collections of tactile surfaces can aid exploration of haptic behaviors for a 

tactile interface. For example, one could use surfaces of silk, wood, sandpa

per, and metal to directly express how a mechatronic tactile system might feel 

in particular system states. Collections of mechanical assemblies could simi

larly represent how a kinaesthetic haptic behavior might feel. A more theoreti

cal or conceptual approach could involve sketching waveforms or, more 

generally, expressing mathematical representations, of a haptic behavior over 

space and/or time. 

Often ignored are visualizations of physical device limitations, or the 

user's psychophysical boundaries, and how these constraints might affect the 

rendering and perception of haptic behaviors. For example, Weir et al. [101] 

developed the Haptic Profile concept to visualize subtleties of switch move

ments (e.g., friction resistance profiles over position). Such techniques are 

especially important for examining differences between haptic models and 

physical realities, including unintended hysteresis or backlash. An example of 

perceptual design technique is the use of 2-D multidimensional scaling plots 
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to quantitatively show perceptual differences between several haptic icons 

[58]. Although perceptual sensitivity would be a useful addition to a haptic 

prototyping tool, there are many unknowns within the perceptual limitations 

of haptic behaviors. So, currently, the best approach for haptic prototype 

design is to perform perceptual user studies to compare several designed hap

tic behaviors after they have been developed. For example, Lee and 

Hannaford [53] explored haptic thresholds of a person's index finger when 

using a pen based haptic display under various force feedback conditions. 

We have already described the mathematical representation we have 

developed for haptic behaviors. These are the internal representation used 

within the Haptic Icon Prototyper. There are a variety of external representa

tions that are seen by the designer who uses the Haptic Icon Prototyper. Some 

are very closely related to the underlying mathematical representation, but 

others are more abstract. Each is chosen by the designer for exploring the full 

range of the design space. 

Previous work on video and audio mixing and editing applications, 

and 3-D animation systems provided inspiration because they contain many 

user interaction concepts that are relevant to haptic prototyping tools. For 

example, audio and animation editors offer modifiable graphical representa

tions of audio / video data elements and data streams such as Apple's iMovie ' 

[8], Adobe's Soundtrack Pro [4], and Alias's Maya [6]. Often, these are visual 

representations of waveforms or motion paths, sometimes referred to as 

"channels". A full video sound track, or animation is built up of many chan

nels that are combined and blended in various ways to provide a complete 

"user experience" for the ultimate viewer or listener. 

In a similar manner, waveforms representing haptic behaviors can be 

edited. For example, the audio icon work pioneered by Gaver [33], and further 

documented by Buxton et al. [12], provides a starting point for haptic icon 

development. People have successfully used audio tools to create haptic 

effects. Chang and O'Sullivan [14] used audio waveform tools to create 

recorded haptic icons to be played through vibrotactile actuators in cell 
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phones. Nevertheless, the fundamental differences between audio and haptic 

modalities necessitate the creation of tools tailored for haptic development. 

Many movie editors and flowchart tools use palettes of components to 

represent data streams and elements. For example, stencils in Microsoft Visio 

[65] contain rectangle, circle, and triangle shapes for building flowcharts, and 

palettes of film clips in Apple iMovie can be combined into sequences using 

cuts and dissolves [8]. A haptic prototyping tool could similarly utilize graph

ical tiles to represent and organize collections of haptic behaviors. Additional 

user interaction techniques from movie editors such as fading, merging and 

filtering effects are also relevant to haptic behavior design, where similar oper

ations can be used to blend primitive haptic behaviors into more complex 

compound behaviors. 

Although graphical user interface (GUI) tools are usually assumed 

when describing prototyping tools, custom physical interfaces (tangible 

media) may be more appropriate - especially in early stages of design. For 

example, many rich physical interactions, such as physical splicing of film, 

were lost when movie editors switched from editing physical rolls of film to 

GUI-based video editing. Snibbe and MacLean [82] describe a set of prototyp

ing techniques for haptic manipulation of digital media that try to recapture 

this aspect of editing. 

When designing haptic behaviors, designers need to be able to directly 

experience the behavior quickly and easily, to promote highly iterative design. 

Our Haptic Icon Prototyper is tightly coupled with a haptic Tenderer that uses 

the mathematical representation developed in our research. The designer is 

thus able to see and manipulate multiple representations of the haptic behav

ior, as well as to actually experience it during the design process. 

5.2 Example Prototyping Tool and Rendering Setup. 

Previous haptic icon prototyping tools, such as the Hapticon Editor [28] 

and Immersion Studio [39], are specialized GUI tools for editing spatial and 

temporal torque waveforms for a particular device. The next few sub-sections 
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describe a new custom haptic icon prototyping tool and then use it as a con

crete example to support discussion of more general haptic prototyping tool 

design principles. This icon prototyper is primarily designed for creating fast 

prototypes for 1 DOF haptic actuators such as knobs, sliders, pressure actua

tors, or temperature actuators. Its target users are designers who are knowl

edgeable about haptic behaviors, but do not necessarily have a strong 

programming or mathematics background. 

Our Haptic Icon Prototyper contains three major enhancements to pre

vious work: 

• The concept of "haptic tiles" to arrange and organize collections of 

haptic icon primitives. 

• Streamlined interactions for faster haptic prototyping iterations. 

• Support for active haptic properties and interactions. 

The Haptic Icon Prototyper focuses on renderings of kinaesthetic force-

based waveforms, but our interface design supports mappings to other wave

forms such as temperature or moisture. Design of a representation for a 1-DOF 

actuator is also considered. State changes and sequencing of haptic icons are 

currently performed by designing separate haptic icons for each state and 

DOF, then referencing these icons from programmed code. 

5.2.1 Haptic Icon Prototyper Summary 
Figure 63 illustrates a screen capture of the Haptic Icon Prototyper. It 

contains three main interaction regions: 

1. Waveform editor. Represents the magnitude of a haptic signal vs. 

space or time. 

" 2. Tile palette. Contains tiles representing basic haptic effects that can 

be combined to create a haptic icon. 

3. Tile pane. Enables combining basic haptic tiles into more sophisti

cated tiles. 
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Figure 63: Screen capture of a Haptic Icon Prototyper showing the 3 main 
interaction regions: 1) waveform editor, 2) tile palette, and 3) tile panel 

5.2.2 Mathematical Representations 
The underlying representations used to store the haptic behaviors will 

constrain and shape any haptic prototyping tool. For our tool, we use Equa

tion 19 as our underlying representation for position-based icons and Equa

tion 20 for our time-based icons. These equations represent the reactions of the 

actuator to the user's hand position, velocity, and acceleration over space 

(Equation 19) or time (Equation 20). Matrices of such equations and/or higher 

order effects could be used to handle multiple-DOF and higher fidelity actua

tors, making the approach of our one DOF prototyper generalizable to higher 

DOF and/or higher fidelity haptic behavior design. 

N, Nj N, 

W) = Hfje)d +2/ ie)o + £ / (19) 
, pos T^. vel , , acc i= 1 r /=1 /=1 
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where 

T is the torque applied to the haptic actuator (a force-feedback knob). 

6,6, and 6 are the user's hand position, velocity, and acceleration 

applied to the actuator. 

fpos are the position dependent functions (e.g., stiffness). 

fvel are the velocity dependent functions (e.g., damping). 

facc are the acceleration dependent functions (e.g., mass). 

N. are the number of position dependent functions. 

Nj are the number of velocity dependent functions. 

Nk are the number of acceleration dependent functions. 

N, Nj N, 

*0=Z/ (06 + Z / ,(06 + Z / ( 0 6 . (20) . pos . . vel , . acc i = 1 j = 1 / = 1 

where 

T is the torque applied to the haptic actuator (a force-feedback knob). 

t is the time. 

5.2.3 Rendering the Prototypes using a Force Feedback Knob 
Rendering the haptic behaviors designed with our haptic prototyper 

was accomplished using a smaller version of the more specialized setup using 

the work described in Chapters 2-4 that uses the custom Real-Time Platform 

Middleware (RTPM) infrastructure [75]. The haptic knob is shown in 

Figure 64. It operates with an update rate of 10 kHz, 0.001° positional accu

racy, and 180 mNm maximum continuous torque when connected to a real

time Linux PC via an I/O board. These functional specifications enable a wide 

variety of haptic behaviors, and dynamic simulations, to be rendered effec

tively. 
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Figure 64: Example haptic knob used with our icon prototyper 

5.3 Task Example: Prototyping a Fan Knob 

The specific example of designing a four-setting fan knob is used to 

illustrate the rapid prototyping testbed. A fan knob was chosen because it is a 

simple, easily understood control that suits our needs of communicating 

usage of the interaction design concepts (other examples might be more likely 

commercial targets, but are harder to explain prototyping tool concepts). 

The design challenge is to make the haptic behavior for the knob shown 

in Figure 65. When rotating the knob, the user should feel "clicks" at the Off, 

Lo, Med, and Hi setting angles. Part of the challenge is determining the particu

lar damping and inertia parameters that will give the knob the right "feel". 

Figure 65: Example fan knob for illustrating icon prototyper interactions 
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The following two sections illustrate how primitive waveforms are 

edited to define "tiles", and how primitive tiles can be organized and modi

fied into more sophisticated compound tiles that can be used for high-level 

design. The steps described by walking through the creation of the haptic 

behavior for the simulated fan knob using our Haptic Icon Prototyper. 

5.3.1 Primitive Waveform Editing 
To generate up the spring, damping, and inertia settings, we sketched 

the following torque waveforms based on the user's hand position, velocity, 

and acceleration, respectively. For our fan example (see Figure 65), the user 

will rotate the knob with their hand along a 1-D rotary path between the Off, 
Lo, Med, and Hi settings. The underlying representation of position-based 

Equation 19 is therefore more appropriate than the time-based Equation 20 for 

building the desired haptic behaviors. 

5.3.1.1 Position Tiles 
Let's assume we first want to create a force ramp clockwise (CW) from 

the Hi position. Figure 66 shows an interaction sequence for creating a torque 

ramp. The user starts with a new waveform editor pane (step 1), and drags a 

few points up (steps 2-3) to define a ramp. The click and drag motion of a 

point is quite fluid because the underlying representation is a cubic spline 

interpolation. Typing exact numbers into a text box can specify precise angle 

and torque parameters associated with the current position on the waveform 

editor. Next the user selects the finished ramp waveform with a "click and 

drag" mouse motion (step 4). Then the user drags the selection into the tile 

palette (refer to Figure 63) and releases it to create a new ramp tile. 

Continuing this example as illustrated in Figure 67, we can create the 

detents ("clicks") for the Off, Low Med, and Hi settings. Instead of creating the 

points from scratch, we first open a collection of tile templates in the tile pal

ette, and drag a tile representing a long series of detents from the tile palette to 

the waveform editor (step 1). We then select a section containing 4 clicks, and 
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Figure 66: Screen captures showing user interaction steps to create a haptic tile 
of a torque ramp 
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create a new tile by selecting and dragging a portion of the waveform back 

into the tile palette (step 2). The sine wave selection will create the feeling of 4 

clicks because the waveform selection crosses the position axis 4 times on the 

torque vs. position plot. After creating a new tile, we could create a new con

tainer for this tile and subsequent tiles, or we could add the tile to an existing 

tile hierarchy that had meaning to us. The tabs in our tile palette enable users 

to create and organize collections of tiles according to their own mental mod

els. Furthermore, the tiles are stored in a text file format that is easily read and 

written by other software packages such as Matlab [61]. Thus, more complex 

functionality that is not currently integrated into the icon prototyper, such as 

bandpass filtering, can be rapidly performed in another package on a particu

lar tile and then reintegrated into the Haptic Icon Prototyper. 
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Figure 67: Screen captures showing user interaction steps to create one version 
of the basic detent module that will be used for the Off, Lo, Med, and Hi fan set

tings 
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5.3.1.2 Velocity Tiles 
Figure 68 shows a standard damping effect across the knob movement. 

Also, increased damping clockwise (CW) from the Hi fan position, and coun

terclockwise (CCW) from the Off fan position is illustrated in Step 4 of 

Figure 70 using two instantiations of a tile with a steeper slope fve^ (refer to 

Equation 19). More complex velocity-dependent effects such as Stribeck fric

tion properties (see Figure 69) could be achieved with a curvilinear fve^ and 

appropriate event mechanisms. The relationship between higher-order tiles 

(velocity and acceleration) and the knob position is described in Section 5.3.2, 

"Organizing Haptic Behavior Primitives," on page 189. 
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5.3.1.3 Acceleration Tiles 
One acceleration tile similar to Figure 68 can be used to create the effect 

of a constant mass for the knob. In other words, a constant line is created for 

face m Equation 19. 

5.3.2 Organizing Haptic Behavior Primitives 
Organizing and editing collections of haptic tiles into more sophisti

cated haptic behaviors is important because prototyping is typically an itera

tive learning process. The organization of position, velocity, and acceleration 

tiles with our fan knob example is continued in this subsection. We have intro

duced haptic tiles as a way to organize primitive tiles and facilitate iterative 

design towards more complex tiles. 

Figure 70 illustrates use of the haptic tile pane. To aid portability and 

re-use, the haptic tiles in the tile palette do not have associated position, veloc

ity, or acceleration properties. Instead, such properties are inherited from the 

tile pane region on which the tile is placed. The same waveform shape can be 

used for any spatial or temporal properties including position-, velocity-, 

acceleration-, or time-based haptic behaviors. 

In our implementation, we have chosen to color and label different 

channels for position, velocity, and acceleration regions of the haptic pane. 

Generally, haptic tiles can be dragged and dropped into the tile pane and then 

easily re-arranged or removed. 

Steps 1-5 of Figure 70 illustrate the tile placement for: 

1. A wall behavior for CCW rotation beyond the Opposition. 

2. Detents for the Off, Lo, Med, and Hi knob positions. 

3. A wall behavior for CW rotation beyond the Hi position. 

4. Subtle damping behavior over the range of Off, Lo, Med, and Hi 

positions; and, stronger damping beyond the Off and Hi positions. 

5. A constant simulated mass feeling for the knob. 
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Figure 70: Screen captures showing steps with the tile pane to organize haptic 
tiles to build the static and dynamic haptic behaviors for an example fan knob 
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During design, physically feeling and changing the component effects 

of particular haptic tiles, and particular collections of haptic tiles, is often more 

important than exploration of the final haptic behavior. To support such 

exploration, a haptic rendering of any channel or combination of channels in 

the tile pane might be felt by simply selecting the channels and pressing the 

play button (see Figure 63). Consequently, the feeling of the walls, detents, 

damping, and inertia behaviors can all be felt individually - or in any combi

nation. This functionality greatly helps the haptic designer build up appropri

ate mental mappings between the haptic tile waveforms and their physically 

rendered behaviors. 

5.4 Supporting Iterative Design 
Our icon prototyper was primarily designed to explore user interface 

widgets that enable an experienced designer to rapidly iterate between vari

ous static and dynamic behaviors to be rendered on a 1 DOF haptic actuator. 

The primary interest is with tool design choices that facilitate rapid exploration 

of a variety of haptic parameters. Designers rarely have a clear idea of the per

fect, finished haptic behavior before starting the design. They need to be able 

to create several possible behaviors and be able to rapidly compare these 

behaviors. Furthermore, once one, or a small number, of promising behaviors 

have been developed, subtle refinements need to be made. During such a 

refinement process, designers perform frequent comparisons of many haptic 

behaviors, and often returns to previously designed behaviors after rejecting a 

particular design change. 

When prototyping, users must be able to rapidly realize their haptic 

behavior intentions. Reducing a 2 second operation to 1 second can be the dif

ference between a usable and an unusable haptic prototyping tool. The follow

ing lists some of our design decisions to improve interaction fluidity in the 

user interface: 

• Single interaction window. Most interaction functionality is within 

the waveform editor, tile palette, and tile pane regions. Instead of 
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having multiple regions available via a separate window, they are 

grouped close to one another in a single window so that "click and 

drag" motions between all three regions can be performed easily and 

rapidly. Additional space is obtained with use of tabs (e.g., several 

tabs can be selected in the tile palette). 

• Focus on notification over correctness. A message bar provides the 

user with most status and error messages. Dialogs and pop-up mes

sages are usually avoided. This interaction technique reduces dis

tractions to the user's primary task. 

• Speed and fluidity over precision. The general form of haptic behav

iors are quickly obtained using the waveform editor and tile regions. 

The idea is that the user would use our haptic prototyper to explore 

the types of waveforms and haptic behaviors that are most appropri

ate for the current task. Precise fine tuning may be better done after

wards in another tool such as Matlab and/or C++. Nevertheless, the 

icon prototyper is still an important step in the haptic design pro

cess. It is analogous to paper prototyping or storyboarding a graphic 

user interface design before starting to code. Paper prototyping -

like our Haptic Icon Prototyper - is more flexible for brainstorming 

different options; but eventually, a less flexible, more time consum

ing method is needed to develop the final product because such tools 

typically offer higher fidelity or better contextualization support. 

Some specific examples of interaction sequences designed to speed up 

haptic icon exploration are: 

Changing amplitude. Figure 71 shows the selection of a waveform seg

ment (step 1); and, the resulting amplitude increase after dragging any point 

in the selection (step 2). Various distortions are possible with such amplitude 

adjustments. For example, should the waveform points be evenly redistrib-
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uted between the maximum value and the mirror line? Should points be sim

ply translated? Or, should a more complex redistribution function (not 

supported in our current interface) be used? Additionally, a "mirroring" line 

placed along the position axis such that points above the line are stretched 

upwards and points below the line are stretched downwards. Our interface 

supports horizontal and vertical mirrors. 
I » 60 120 ISO ,180 21D 2*> 
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Figure 71: Example amplitude adjustment using a "mirror" line along the 

position axis in the waveform editor 

• Changing frequency. Figure 72 shows a way to decrease the frequency 

by directly interacting with a tile. A user selects the right boundary 

of the tile (step 1), and then drags the boundary leftward to yield a 

shorter tile of higher frequency (step 2). Similar to the amplitude 

modification as described above, there are different desirable actions 

for clicking and dragging tiles. For example, should the waveform in 

the tile be squeezed linearly, or according to some function? Should 

the waveform be cut? 
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Figure 72: Example frequency adjustment by dragging the right boundary of a 
haptic tile leftward in the tile pane 

• Combining tiles. Once a collection of two or more haptic tiles have 

been designed to represent a haptic behavior, combining these tiles 

into a single entity is often desirable. For example, suppose we wish 

to add a subtle, high frequency clicking feel to our knob motion. We 

could add a high frequency sine wave to the haptic behavior illus

trated in Figure 73. Such an added haptic behavior could be con

structed by simply adding another line of haptic tiles as shown by 

step 1 in Figure 73. We could additionally superimpose the tile for 

this new subtle clicking behavior to the tile(s) for the existing behav

ior for the Off, Lo, Med, Hi feeling. Step 2 in Figure 73 illustrates such 

a superimposition procedure performed in our haptic tile pane. 

However, for iterative exploration, the user may wish to keep the 

two active lines illustrated in step 1 such that incremental modifica

tions of either channel will be superimposed into the currently ten

dered haptic behavior "on the fly". 
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Figure 73: Example superimposition of two haptic tiles to create a single haptic 
tile 

• Changing previous designs. The criteria to design suitable haptic 

behavior for a given task is not known a priori. Thus, the ability to 

cycle between previous states is needed in a rapid prototyping tool. 

Figure 73 shows one example addition - a subtle clicking feel. Exam

ple features in our Haptic Icon Prototyper that support rapid explo

ration include the ability to select channels to play in the tile pane, 

drag and drop support of tiles between interface regions, additional 

tabs for "scratch" collections of tiles in the tile palette, and undo 

functionality. 

5.5 General Design Principles 

Building on the presented example tool and application, some general 

design principles for a haptic behavior design tool are listed. Although the 

current Haptic Icon Prototyper is not able to completely meet this list of 

demanding criteria, the concepts employed in this example icon prototyping 

tool are a step towards such a goal. 
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5.5.1 Necessary Attributes of Tools to Support Haptic Behavior 
Design 

5.5.1.1 Scope and General Capabilities 
The ideal haptic icon prototyping tool would be able to: 

• Completely represent the psychophysical capabilities of the user via a 

standard set of mathematical relations. We showed that we could 

achieve such psychophysical capabilities for a haptic knob in Chap

ter 3. 

• Link up to haptic rendering, hardware in a way that provides consis

tent, high-fidelity renderings of the haptic behavior. 

• Provide usable interaction techniques for designers to effectively cre

ate and modify haptic renderings. 

• Have easy-to-understand mental mappings between the underlying 

mathematical representations, the interaction techniques, and the 

final haptic renderings. 

• Integrate seamlessly with other haptic development tools, and devel

opment tools for other sensory modalities (vision, hearing, smell, 

and taste). 

5.5.1.2 Usability 
Resulting haptic icon renderings should effectively enable the user to 

complete his/her desired task. Thus, the designed haptic icon must: 

• Function technically (be psychophysical^ perceivable, and relate to 

the user's preconceived mental models of the task.) 

• Function socially (fit into the task's social and cultural milieu.) 
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5.5.1.3 Representations 
The basic haptic functional requirements of a complete icon prototyp

ing tool would be to represent and convey haptic: 

• Type. Kinaesthetic, tactile, temperature, moisture, or pressure sensa

tions - including the body site. For example, control of a pressure 

device on a person's back. 

• Interactions. Detailed 1 DOF attributes, and higher-level interactions 

between several DOF. For example, how does the force profile of a 

haptic knob change in response to the position of the knob, the rate 

which it is moved, and the current state of the system? How are a 

series of discrete vibrotactile stimuli excited on person's arm to cre

ate the feeling of a continuous motion (sensory saltation)? 

• Psychophysics. Biological properties of the user's body site(s), and 

how these properties relate to technical attributes. For example, is a 

particular change in pressure level perceived differently when per

ceived when resting or active? How will a senior citizen perceive the 

same surface texture compared to a teenager? 

• Natural Semantics. What the icon means to the user in terms of the 

target task. Will the smooth, heavy feel of a radio tuning knob 

induce a sense of quality and admiration for the radio? What vibro

tactile behavior of a cell phone best conveys the term "call com

pleted" or "friend calling"? What pressure should be applied to a car 

driver via a haptic seat to suggest s/he turn left to avoid an obstacle? 

5.5.2 Accommodating Different Types of Users 
Different users will want to use a haptic prototyping tool in different 

ways. Users of haptic icon prototyping tools can be categorized and labelled 

into three groups: 
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• "Programmers". Require the richest amount of flexibility and control. 

Are willing to learn and use more complicated user interfaces and 

write programs to create sophisticated and/or novel haptic effects. 

Example tools include Matlab Simulink [4] and the C++ program

ming language. 

• "Designers". Are technically savvy, but may not have the program

ming skills - or desire to use them - compared to programmers. The 

desired technical components of haptic effects are usually less spe

cialized and novel compared to programmers. They require tools to 

rapidly iterate and carefully tune haptic effects. They will usually 

focus more attention to higher-level concepts than programmers. 

Our example Haptic Icon Prototyper fits into this category. 

• "End users". Operators of systems containing haptic components 

such as cell phones, automobiles, or test controls. They wish to focus 

on relatively pre-defined, stock customizations that are specialized 

to their particular device. For example, cell phone users may wish to 

download and customize vibrotactile ring tones on the web. 

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work for Rapid Prototyping 

We have presented a haptic prototyping tool, containing several novel 

user interaction techniques, as a contribution towards the larger goal of devel

oping a prototyping resource. Specifically, this Haptic Icon Prototyper is pri

marily targeted towards rapid, iterative development of single degree-of-

freedom haptic icon designs. Using the previous prototyping tool examples, 

high-level design attributes of tools to support haptic behavior design were 

then summarized. A set of haptic icon prototyping tools should support 

design based on all haptic types (e.g., kinaesthetic and tactile), many levels-of-
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detail, interactions between all degrees-of-freedom, psychophysical capabili

ties of the user(s), and mental models related to the user(s) task(s). 

Future enhancements to the Haptic Icon Prototyper include integration 

of visualizations representing the psychophysical limitations and physical 

device rendering limitations related to the haptic behavior being designed. For 

example, future HIP visualizations could display just noticeable difference 

(JND) thresholds based on a typical user's finger tip sensitivity. Rendering 

device limitations could include visualizations for stability and torque thresh-

olds for particular actuator or sensor implementations. The current HIP does 

not provide visual feedback of rendering limitations. Thus, one must currently 

use trial and error iterations to test the stability of a rendering, and possibly 

change the closed-loop control parameters - which are not yet modifiable in 

the current HIP graphical user interface. 

Additional research into psychophysical limitations and mechatronic 

modeling would aid such visualizations. Functionality to incorporate state 

changes and multi-degree-of-freedom interactions would also be beneficial. 

Tighter integration with a more generic tool that supports advanced filtering 

capabilities, such as Matlab, would be helpful (e.g., have our Haptic Icon Pro

totyper and a Matlab session share common data structures). Thus, users 

could start a haptic design session with a haptic icon prototyping tool, and 

then make more time-consuming, detailed refinements to promising haptic 

behaviors using Matlab console commands and then reload the icon into the 

prototyping tool. More explicit shared data structures and handles for integra

tion with other modalities, such as video and audio, would also be helpful for 

developing tightly coupled multimedia applications. Formal, structured quali

tative user studies should be performed to explore and enhance the usability 

of future icon prototyping tools. 
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Chapter 6 
Conc lu s ion 

We have lived with physical mechanical controls in our residential, 

commercial, and industrial environments for centuries. As computing infra

structure becomes ubiquitous, with computation embedded seamlessly in our 

surroundings, mechatronic controls become increasingly useful and desirable 

interaction tools. Force-feedback controls will replace traditional personal 

computing interfaces like keyboards and mice when we learn to design them 

so as to realize the promise of affect and performance benefits for the often 

complex, specialized tasks of embedded computing. 

We currently take for granted the high-quality affective design of many 

mature mechanical controls like knobs, sliders, and buttons, where the aes

thetics and appropriateness of the feel have evolved over centuries. But as 

functional requirements of active controls become more refined, their affect 

will become an increasingly important contributor to the success or failure of 

these products. 

In this thesis, we describe a novel haptic design process — combining 

affect and performance techniques — which we developed for the purpose of 

iterative modeling and rendering of dynamic physical controls. Our user stud

ies demonstrated an evaluative methodology for measuring affect and perfor

mance responses to haptic stimuli. And, our haptic icon prototyping tool 

demonstrated rapid prototyping of haptic behaviors. Using a set of real 

mechanical knobs as a starting point, we illustrated through capture, render

ing, and a sequence of user testing how position-, velocity-, and acceleration-

dependent dynamic properties can be refined to design physical controls that 

are appropriate to their tasks from both affect and performance perspectives. 
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6.1 Primary contributions 

Summaries of contributions for each of the major thesis sections are 

described below. 

Step 1: Haptic camera — A novel testbed was developed to capture 

rotary torque responses of physical knobs. Resolutions for torque, position, 

velocity, and acceleration were 1.8xl0"4 Nm, 9.8 x IO"6 rad, 2.QxlQA rad'/s, and 

2.8 rad/s , respectively. Compensations for gravity effects were demonstrated 

using a custom-built rotary accelerometer, and fitting stationary acceleration 

readings to a sine wave. A novel gripping procedure was defined by making 

custom ABS plastic encasements for each test knob. These encasements had 

low mass and high stiffness, and could be attached to and removed from a 

wide variety of test knob surfaces. 

Step 2: Characterization — Two simulated data sets that obeyed basic 

laws of physics, and 5 mechanical test knobs were characterized to a physical 

model with 8 parameters (1 acceleration, 4 velocity, and 3 position). Character

izations of an ideal dataset produced results with negligible noise; and, char

acterizations of noisy data sets, containing random noise with magnitudes up 

to 20% of the signal, were parameterized with errors < 1.7% of the com

manded test signal parameters. Position-, velocity-, and acceleration-depen

dent properties of 5 physical knobs with torque responses < 200 mNm were 

successfully segmented. 

Torque parameters for the 4 knobs with "typical" underlying dynamic 

structures were characterized with mean 95% confidence intervals < 0.3 mNm 

from the fitted torques. The final "worst case" test knob's parameters were 

characterized with mean 95% confidence intervals < 4.5 mNm even though 

the knob was known a priori to have considerable backlash and non-uniform 

detents that deviated from the fitted model. 

Step 3: Rendering and validation — Participants were able to keep 

track of 4 independent dynamic parameters (1 acceleration, 1 velocity, and 2 

position) while altering the dynamics of a force-feedback knob. The captured 
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parameters of the 5 mechanical test knobs were found to agree with parame

terizations by novice and expert participants, and when available, with "gold 

standard values". For example, detent period could be determined by count

ing the number of clicks per revolution. This "gold standard" provides insight 

into the quality of all the Haptic Camera and expert human parameter esti

mates. For the two "appropriate model" and one "inappropriate model" char

acterization tasks, the Haptic Camera algorithm estimated detent period to 

3.0%, 9.5%, and 23.5% relative accuracies, respectively, whereas human 

experts averaged 17.7%, 24.8%, and 7.2% relative accuracies, respectively. 

The Haptic Camera algorithm treated the period parameter in a similar 

way to position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based parameters, but humans 

have increasing difficulty exploring position-, velocity-, and acceleration-

based parameters. Even when a completely inappropriate physical model was 

used, the Haptic Camera was able to identify knob dynamics to acceptable 

accuracy. 

These results suggest that the Haptic Camera based on an appropriate 

physical model (i) performed good quality characterizations below the sug

gested thresholds suggested by previous research such as Knowles and Sheri

dan [49], and (ii) significantly outperformed expert human observers. 

Step 4: Measuring affect — Significant correlations between self-report 

ratings of valence and electromyographic (EMG) biometrics were found for 

rendered knob dynamics. Furthermore, a lack of correlation between self-

report ratings of valence and skin conductance (SC) biometric measurements 

for the same rendered knob tasks suggests conformance to the theory that 

valence and arousal comprise two primary, orthogonal dimensions of affect. 

Inertia and detent renderings were also shown to provide significant temporal 

performance improvements over a test knob with negligible inertia and no 

detents within a tightly controlled pointing task. As a reflection of the complex 
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interdependencies of preference and performance, valence responses some

times agreed with, and sometimes disagreed with, performance responses. 

Affective results previously observed for mechanical knobs were also 

observed with equivalent rendered dynamics. For example, subtle magni

tudes of rendered friction, inertia, and detents were observed to be preferred 

to stronger renderings - as were observed with mechanical dynamics by 

Knowles and Sheridan [49]. These results suggest that the rendered dynamic 

parameters were sufficiently close to their physical counterparts to effectively 

elicit appropriate affective responses. 

We also observed that classic Fitts Law-type analysis had less of an 

effect on performance compared to affective characteristics such as knob ren

dering type. Specifically, compared to different knob renderings, we observed 

little variation when participants rotated a knob along different target ampli

tudes or towards different target widths. Thus, the dynamics and statics of the 

physical control had at least as much to do with task time as the distance 

moved or target size. 

Step 5: Haptic icon prototyper — Making haptic behaviors typically 

involves tedious and abstract process of coding and replaying. Instead of this 

approach, we developed a novel tool, called the Haptic Icon Prototyper, for 

refining and playing haptic behaviors. This prototyper linked to a force-feed

back knob and utilized the same mathematical models as the Haptic Camera 

to provide rapid design and test iterations. Informal evaluation with 15 novice 

designers over 2 years supported claims of rapid design iteration using this 

non-model user interface. Encapsulating haptic behaviors into "tiles" was 

intuitive, efficient, and enhanced save and recall of previous states. Organiza

tion of position-, velocity-, and acceleration-based widgets provided clear 

mental mappings for users to develop detent, friction, and inertia renderings. 

The key to designing good haptic behaviors is to represent haptic primitives in 

ways that are easy-to-understand, modify, and combine. Our haptic icon pro

totyping tool contributes to this goal of better haptic behavior design. 
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6.2 Future Work 

More immediately, continuation of the work described in this thesis 

would benefit from efforts in the following areas: 

• Analysis of a larger collection of real physical knobs in the context of 

their intended purpose, and comparisons with other physical con

trols such as sliders, could further improve our understanding of 

performance- and affect-based trends. For example, do timer knobs 

typically have higher frequency detents than non-timer knobs? Do 

heavier kncibs elicit higher valence responses, regardless of function? 

• Development of more sophisticated non-linear curve fitting mathe

matics to handle models with more parameters. These could include 

further enhancements to Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt 

iterative techniques, or new approaches such as refinements of the 

chaos-based approach suggested by Feo [30]. 

• Rendering performance could be improved using a more responsive 

real-time operating system, or a custom embedded solution. 

• Additional affect studies with the 2-D affect grid, and more partici

pants, could facilitate classification of subtle emotional states such as 

excited, joyful, fearful, relaxed, ennui, and sad to particular physical 

control dynamics and contexts. Furthermore, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) for asymmetrical prefrontal lobe activity of the brain 

could be used instead of EMG and SC biometrics to relate physical 

control dynamics to affective states on an absolute reference scale. 

• Study of more sophisticated, adaptive knob renderings. This thesis 

focused on rendering knob behaviors that mimicked mechanical 

knob behaviors, but rendered physical controls are capable of pro-

ducing more sophisticated behaviors. Active knob renderings can 
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adapt and change based on the user's previous interactions, the cur

rent system state, or the surrounding environment. How would such 

actively changing knob behaviors influence a user's affective and 

performance responses? , >. 

• Iterative refinement of the Haptic Icon Prototyper via longitudinal 

usability studies would improve the effectiveness of the tool. Addi

tionally, interface tools to visualize and edit physical control dynam

ics based on psychophysical principles, and device-specific control 

parameters would increase the utility of the tool. For example, a user 

could visualize the just-noticeable difference and valence differences 

between two or more physical control models, or tweak the spring 

and damper constants for a mass-spring model of inertia, respec

tively. 

• Current and future work could be collected and distilled into high-

level design guidelines for representing dynamic haptic properties. 

More generally, future work should improve our understanding of 

affect- and performance-based relationships of mechanical and mechatronic 

physical controls by focussing in three key areas: 

1. The value of affective design in its own right, and in relationship to 

performance-based design, needs to be further explored. 

2. The quality, power consumption, and cost of mechatronic control 

technologies needs to be further refined before these controls can 

become as ubiquitous as mechanical physical controls. 

3. Additional affect- and performance-based user studies will aid 

design of more generalizable analyses and intricate relationships 

between different types of physical controls (e.g., sliders and but

tons), haptic sub-modalities (e.g., tactile, temperature, and pres-
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sure), other sensor modalities (e.g., vision and hearing), usage 

contexts (e.g., games, manufacturing plants, medical devices, auto

mobiles and household appliances), etc. 

Addressing these three principles will leverage deployment and adop

tion of physical controls that are well designed from both performance and 

affective perspectives. 
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1.2 Amendment Form for an Approved Project 

The following two pages contain a copy of the approved Behavioural 
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UBC Faculty / Department: Science / Computer Science 
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• Sponsor 
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• Research method 
• Subjects 
D Recruitment method 
Q Procedures 
• Study Location 
• Time required of the subject 
D Reimbursement 
D Access to data 
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date on all revised documents. 

• Recruitment letter 
D Advertisement 
• Poster 
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• Tests 
K Interviews 
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• Other 
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7. Principal Investigator or Faculty Advisor: 
/ agree to abide by the Tri-Council Policy for Ethical Conduct 
for Research Involving Human Subjects. 

8. Contact Person: (This section must be updated. 
Correspondence & Certificates will only be sent to this 
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Name: Karon MacLean 
Title: Assistant Professor, Computer Science 

Complete Address: 201-2366 Main Mall 
Vancouver. BC V6T 124 
Telephone number: 604-822-3169 
Fax Number: 604-822-5485 

Signature Date 

8. Contact Person: (This section must be updated. 
Correspondence & Certificates will only be sent to this 
person) 
Name: Karon MacLean 
Title: Assistant Professor, Computer Science 
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Amendments: (Complete items 9, 10, 11, or 12 only if different from items 1, 2, 3, or 4) 
9. New Principal Investigator or Faculty Advisor: 10. New Co-Investigator or Student: 
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Academic Rank: Given Name(s): Colin Edward 
UBC Faculty / Department: Academic Rank: Ph.D. Candidate 

UBC Faculty / Department: Science / CPSC 
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12. New Funding Agency or Company: 
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A student co-investigator has been added for these experiments (Colin Swindells). 

The studies wi l l continue to use the same type of tasks and multimodal displays as proposed in the original 
ethics approval request. The procedure includes a brief interview at the end of the experiment; this was 
accepted in a previously filed amendment. The questions asked at the end of the experiment have been 
changed. As before, the interview wi l l be tape recorded (audio only). Also , the consent form has been updated 
to reflect the new student co-investigator. 

Annual Renewal: 
14. Number of Subjects Admitted to the Study to date: 
15. Progress report: Provide a brief summary of the progress of the study. (Note the Tri Council Policy 
Statement indicates in Article 1.13 that, "Continuing review should consist of at least the submission of a succinct 
annual status report to the REB. The REB shall be promptly notified when the project concludes.") 

Form Revised: January 20, 2004 This form must be typewritten Page 2/2 

Check the web page to ensure that you have the latest version of the form. 
(http://www.ors.ubc.ca/ethics/behavioural/b-forms.htm) 
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1.3 Consent Form 
The following three pages contain a copy of the consent form signed by 

user study participants. 

UBC 
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A 

PARTICIPANT'S C O P Y 
C O N S E N T F O R M 

Department of Computer Science 
2366 Main Mall 
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6T IZ4 
tel: (604)822-9289 
tax: (604) 822-5485 

Project Title: Physical and Multimodal User Interfaces - Usability and Psychophysics 

Principal lnv«tlgator:K. MacLean, tel. • 

T h e p u r p o s e o f t h i s s t u d y i s t o e x a m i n e e m o t i o n a l r e s p o n s e s t o t h e m o v e m e n t b e h a v i o u r o f i n s t r u m e n t 
c o n t r o l s s u c h a s k n o b s . 

T h e t a s k y o u w i l l p e r f o r m h a s b e e n p r o g r a m m e d o n a c o m p u t e r . Y o u w i l l b e a s k e d t o r e s p o n d t o e a c h 
s u c c e s s i v e t a s k b y i n t e r a c t i n g w i t h a h a p t i c d i s p l a y . Y o u m a y b e a s k e d t o w e a r h e a d p h o n e s f o r t h e d e l i v e r y 
o f a u d i t o r y i n p u t . Y o u w i l l a l s o b e a s k e d t o w e a r e x t e r n a l ( i . e . , n o n - i n v a s i v e ) s e n s o r s t h a t c o l l e c t s o m e 
b a s i c p h y s i o l o g i c a l i n f o r m a t i o n s u c h a s t h e h e a r t r a t e , r e s p i r a t i o n r a t e , s o m e m u s c l e a c t i v i t y , a n d 
p e r s p i r a t i o n . P l e a s e t e l l t h e e x p e r i m e n t e r i f y o u f i n d t h e a u d i t o r y s t i m u l u s l e v e l a n d / o r s e n s o r p o s i t i o n i n g 
u n c o m f o r t a b l e , a n d a d j u s t s w i l l b e m a d e . Y o u w i l l b e a s k e d t o a n s w e r q u e s t i o n s i n a q u e s t i o n n a i r e a n d a n 
i n t e r v i e w a s p a r t o f t h e e x p e r i m e n t . T h e i n t e r v i e w w i l l b e a u d i o t a p e d f o r l a t e r a n a l y s i s . 

Y o u w i l l r e c e i v e p r a c t i c e w i t h s p e c i f i c i n s t r u c t i o n s f o r t h e t a s k b e f o r e y o u b e g i n . I f y o u a r e n o t s u r e 
a b o u t a n y i n s t r u c t i o n s , o r w i s h t o h a v e m o r e p r a c t i c e , d o n o t h e s i t a t e t o a s k . 

Y o u u n d e r s t a n d t h a t t h e e x p e r i m e n t e r w i l l A N S W E R A N Y Q U E S T I O N S y o u h a v e a b o u t t h e 
i n s t r u c t i o n s o r t h e p r o c e d u r e s o f t h i s s t u d y . A f t e r p a r t i c i p a t i n g , t h e e x p e r i m e n t e r w i l l a n s w e r a n y q u e s t i o n s 
y o u h a v e a b o u t t h i s s t u d y . 

Y o u u n d e r s t a n d t h a t y o u h a v e t h e R I G H T T O R E F U S E t o p a r t i c i p a t e o r t o w i t h d r a w f r o m t h e s t u d y a t 
a n y t i m e w i t h o u t p e n a l t y o f a n y f o r m . 

Y o u h e r e b y C O N S E N T t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h i s s t u d y a n d a c k n o w l e d g e R E C E I P T o f a c o p y o f t h e 
c o n s e n t f o r m . 

I f y o u h a v e a n y c o n c e r n s r e g a r d i n g y o u r t r e a t m e n t a s a r e s e a r c h s u b j e c t y o u m a y c o n t a c t t h e R e s e a r c h 
S u b j e c t I n f o r m a t i o n L i n e i n t h e U B C O f f i c e o f R e s e a r c h S e r v i c e s a t 6 0 4 - 8 2 2 - 8 5 9 8 . 
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Co-lnvestigator:Colin Swindells, tel. 
Computer Science 

Ph.D. Candidate, Department of 

TIME COMMITMENT: 
HONORARIUM: 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 

1 hour session 
You will receive $10 for participating in this experiment. 
Your identity will be confidential: you will not be identified by 
name in any study reports. Experimental results will be stored in 
a secure Computer Science account accessible only to the 
experimenters. The anonymous data from the experiment will be 
used in scholarly publication's). 
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UBC 
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A 

R E S E A R C H E R ' S C O P Y 
C O N S E N T F O R M 

D e p a r t m e n t o f C o m p u t e r S c i e n c e 
2 3 6 6 M a i n M a l l 
V a n c o u v e r , B . C . C a n a d a V 6 T 1 Z 4 
t e l : ( 6 0 4 ) 8 2 2 - 9 2 8 9 
t a x : ( 6 0 4 ) 8 2 2 - 5 4 8 5 " 

Project Title: Physical and Multimodal User Interfaces - Usability and Psychophysics 

Principal InvestlgatorK. MacLean, tel. 

Co-lnvestlgator:Colin Swindells, tel. > _ Ph.D. Candidate, Department of 
Computer Science 

T h e p u r p o s e o f t h i s s t u d y i s t o e x a m i n e e m o t i o n a l r e s p o n s e s t o t h e m o v e m e n t b e h a v i o u r o f i n s t r u m e n t 
c o n t r o l s s u c h a s k n o b s . 

T h e t a s k y o u w i l l p e r f o r m h a s b e e n p r o g r a m m e d o n a c o m p u t e r . Y o u w i l l b e a s k e d t o r e s p o n d t o e a c h 
s u c c e s s i v e t a s k b y i n t e r a c t i n g w i t h a h a p t i c d i s p l a y . Y o u m a y b e a s k e d t o w e a r h e a d p h o n e s f o r t h e d e l i v e r y 
o f a u d i t o r y i n p u t . Y o u w i l l a l s o b e a s k e d t o w e a r e x t e r n a l ( i . e . , n o n - i n v a s i v e ) s e n s o r s t h a t c o l l e c t s o m e 
b a s i c p h y s i o l o g i c a l i n f o r m a t i o n s u c h a s t h e h e a r t r a t e , r e s p i r a t i o n r a t e , s o m e m u s c l e a c t i v i t y , a n d 
p e r s p i r a t i o n . P l e a s e t e l l t h e e x p e r i m e n t e r i f y o u find t h e a u d i t o r y s t i m u l u s l e v e l a n d / o r s e n s o r p o s i t i o n i n g 
u n c o m f o r t a b l e , a n d a d j u s t s w i l l b e m a d e . Y o u w i l l b e a s k e d t o a n s w e r q u e s t i o n s i n a q u e s t i o n n a i r e a n d a n 
i n t e r v i e w a s p a r t o f t h e e x p e r i m e n t . T h e i n t e r v i e w w i l l b e a u d i o t a p e d f o r l a t e r a n a l y s i s . 

Y o u w i l l r e c e i v e p r a c t i c e w i t h s p e c i f i c i n s t r u c t i o n s f o r t h e t a s k b e f o r e y o u b e g i n . I f y o u a r e n o t s u r e 
a b o u t a n y i n s t r u c t i o n s , o r w i s h t o h a v e m o r e p r a c t i c e , d o n o t h e s i t a t e t o a s k . 

TIME COMMITMENT: 1 hour session 

HONORARIUM: You will receive $10 for participating in this experiment. 
CONFIDENTIALITY: Your identity will be confidential: yon will'notbe identified by 

name in any study reports. Experimental results ii ill he stored in 
a secure Computer Science account accessible only fo the 
experimenters. The anonymous data from the experiment will be 
used in scho/ar/y publication (sj. 

Y o u u n d e r s t a n d t h a t t h e e x p e r i m e n t e r w i l l A N S W E R A N Y Q U E S T I O N S y o u h a v e a b o u t t h e 
i n s t r u c t i o n s o r t h e p r o c e d u r e s o f t h i s s t u d y . A f t e r p a r t i c i p a t i n g , t h e e x p e r i m e n t e r w i l l a n s w e r a n y q u e s t i o n s 
y o u h a v e a b o u t t h i s s t u d y . 

Y o u u n d e r s t a n d t h a t y o u h a v e t h e R I G H T T O R E F U S E t o p a r t i c i p a t e o r t o w i t h d r a w from t h e s t u d y a t 
a n y t i m e w i t h o u t p e n a l t y o f a n y f o r m . 

Y o u h e r e b y C O N S E N T t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h i s s t u d y a n d a c k n o w l e d g e R E C E I P T o f a c o p y o f t h e 
c o n s e n t f o r m . 

I f y o u h a v e a n y c o n c e r n s r e g a r d i n g y o u r t r e a t m e n t a s a r e s e a r c h s u b j e c t y o u m a y c o n t a c t t h e R e s e a r c h 
S u b j e c t I n f o r m a t i o n L i n e i n t h e U B C O f f i c e o f R e s e a r c h S e r v i c e s a t 6 0 4 - 8 2 2 - 8 5 9 8 . 
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T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A 

You hereby CONSENT to participate in this study and acknowledge RECEIPT of a copy of the 
consent form: 

N A M E 
(please print) 

S I G N A T U R E D A T E 

If you have any concerns regarding your treatment as a research subject you may contact the 
Research Subject Information Line in the UBC Office of Research Services at 604-822-8598. 
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Append ix B 
Defense P rog ramme 

This Appendix contains a copy of the four page programme for the 

final oral defense that was held on 7 February 2007 at the University of British 

Columbia. 
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Facul ty of 
Gradua te S tud ies 

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A 

P R O G R A M M E 

The Final Oral Examination 
For the Degree of 

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
(Computer Science) 

C O L I N E D W A R D S W I N D E L L S 

B.A.Sc. (Hons.), Simon Fraser University, 2000 
M.Sc, Simon Fraser University, 2002 

Wednesday, February 7, 2007, 9:00 am 
Room 200, Graduate Student Centre 

" I n c o r p o r a t i n g A f f e c t i n t o t h e D e s i g n o f 1-D R o t a r y 
P h y s i c a l C o n t r o l s " 

E X A M I N I N G C O M M I T T E E 

Chair: 
Dr. Robert Rohling (Electrical and Computer Engineering/Mechanical 
Engineering) 

Supervisory Committee: 
Dr. Karon MacLean, Research Supervisor (Computer Science) 
Dr. Kellogg Booth, Research Supervisor (Computer Science) 
Dr. Joanna McGrenere (Computer Science) 

University Examiners: 
Dr. Dinesh Pai (Computer Science) 
Dr. Anthony Hodgson (Mechanical Engineering) 

External. Examiner: 
Dr. Edward Colgate 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, IL 
USA 
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A B S T R A C T 

The visceral emotional reactions that users have to technologies are 
increasingly understood to be important in terms of safety, performance, and 
pleasure in its own right. This thesis systematically explores users' emotional (affect) 
reactions to everyday physical manual controls, in order to inform a design process 
that considers appropriate affect response as well as performance relationships. 

Design of both mechanical and emerging mechatronic physical controls 
are addressed. This novel design process includes parameterizing second order 
(inertial) dynamics using a system identification technique, and rendering models on 
a custom force-feedback knob. Next, this thesis explores biometric and self-reported 
measures of the affective responses elicited by these dynamics, and an iterative 
prototyping tool for rapid refinement of the "feel" of physical controls. This research 
impacts use of the passive physical interfaces such as mechanical knobs and sliders 
that are already ubiquitous in our everyday environments, as well as the active 
physical controls that are emerging in embedded computing environments such as 
cars, games, and medical devices. 
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